
 

 
 

To, 

 

The Deputy Director-III, (PPRA),  

Public Procurement Regulatory Authority,  

(Cabinet Division), F.B.C. Building, G-5/2, 

Islamabad.  

 

SUBJECT : BOQ  UPLOADING ON PPRA WEBSITE. 

 

Dear Sir, 

 In continuation to this office letter No.EE/HCCD/Hyd/09 dated 03-01-2023 

Invitation to Bid uploaded on PPRA website No.TS499866E dated 05-01-2023. The 

estimates of above said NIT are attached for uploading on PPRA website                          

before 13-01-2023. 

 

   

   

   

  

 

      

 

Copy forwarded for information to:- 

 

01. The Chief Engineer (South) Pak. PWD, Karachi. 

02. The Superintending Engineer Project Civil Circle No.II, Pak. PWD, Karachi. 

03. The Superintending Engineer (QS), DG’s Office, Pak P.W.D., Islamabad, 

pak.public.works.department@gmail.com alongwith Scope of each scheme for 

hoisting in Department’s website.  Soft copy of the same is also being emailed for 

compliance of the instructions in letter & spirit. 

04. The Deputy Director, Public Procurement Regulatory Authority, Sector G-5, FBC 

Building, Islamabad, alongwith soft copy of Invitation to Bids & scope of each 

schemes for hoisting at PPRA website before 13-01-2023 so as to abide by the 

response time. 

05. All the Assistant Executive Engineers, of this Division. 

06. The Divisional Accounts Officer of this Division. 

07. Cashier/Notice Board/Master File. 

                                                                                                                                   

                            Executive Engineer 

S/d 

Executive Engineer 

Central Civil Division 

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad 
Ph-022-9200660 

No.EE/HCCD/Hyd/25 
GOVERNMENT OF PAKISTAN 

PAKISTAN PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT 

 

Hyderabad,                             the dated:   12-01-2023 
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Letter No.EE/HCCD/Hyd/09 Dated 03-01-2023 
 PPRA website No.TS499866E dated 05-01-2023 

  

S.No. Name of Schemes N.I.T Amount  
Fixed Bid 

Security Cost 

1 
CONSTRUCTION OF RCC DRAIN & SEWERAGE LINE AT VILLAGE CHARAN MEMON UC 
DOOMANI TALUKA & DISTRICT THATTA. 

Rs.43,503,562/- Rs.13,50,000/- 

2 
CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER STREETS AT VILLAGE CHARAN MEMON UC DOOMANI 
TALUKA & DISTRICT THATTA. 

Rs.29,858,511/- Rs.9,20,000/- 

3 
CONSTRUCTON OF METALLED ROAD AT VILLAGE SADIQ SHORO TO EXISTING LONHI 
KOT ROAD UC-JHANGRI TALUKA & DISTRICT THATTA. 

Rs.29,765,366/- Rs.9,20,000/- 

4 
CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER VARIOUS STREETS AT NAIABADI TOWN COMMITTEE 
GHARO TALUKA & DISTRICT THATTA. 

Rs.32,608,068/- Rs.10,00,000/- 

5 
REHABILITATION/CONSTRUCTON OF METALLED ROAD FROM MAIN GHARO-SAKRO 
ROAD TO VILLAGE HASSAN ALI BAGHIAR UC-DUBU TALUKA MIRPUR SAKRO DISTRICT 
THATTA.(PHASE 1) 

Rs.47,609,347/- Rs.15,00,000/- 

6 
REHABILITATION/CONSTRUCTON OF METALLED ROAD FROM MAIN GHARO-SAKRO 
ROAD TO VILLAGE HASSAN ALI BAGHIAR UC-DUBU TALUKA MIRPUR SAKRO DISTRICT 
THATTA.(PHASE 2) 

Rs.47,929,972/- Rs.15,00,000/- 

7 
REHABILITATION/CONSTRUCTON OF METALLED ROAD FROM MAIN FAQEER JO GOTH 
ROAD TO VILLAGE TALIB MAGSI UC-FAQIR JO GOTH TALUKA & DISTRICT THATTA. 

Rs.34,884,276/- Rs.10,00,000/- 

8 
PROVIDING & INSTALLING WATER HAND PUMPS 1-1/2" DIA 250 FT DEEP AT UC 
JUNGSHAHI, ONGAR, JHIMPIR & JHANGRI TALUKA & DISTRICT THATTA. 

Rs.46,416,500/- Rs.14,40,000/- 

9 
CONSTRUCTON OF METALLED ROAD AT VILLAGE SAEED KHAN KHOSO UC-SOOF 
SHORO TALUKA & DISTRICT THATTA. 

Rs.14,888,915/- Rs.460,000/- 

10 
REHABILITATION/CONSTRUCTON OF METALLED ROAD FROM EXISTING DHANDANI 
ROAD TO VILLAGE QADIR BUX LAKHO UC-GIRNAR TALUKA GHORABARI DISTRICT 
THATTA. 

Rs.17,030,422/- Rs.530,000/- 

11 
REHABILITATION/CONSTRUCTON OF METALLED ROAD FROM EXISTING JUHO ROAD TO 
VILLAGE QADIR DINO MEMON UC-MEHAL TALUKA GHORABARI DISTRICT THATTA. 

Rs.15,228,150/- Rs.470,000/- 

12 
REHABILITATION/CONSTRUCTON OF METALLED ROAD FROM EXISTING JUHO-KATHO 
MORI ROAD TO VILLAGE MISRI KHAN MEMON UC-MEHAL TALUKA GHORABARI 
DISTRICT THATTA. 

Rs.17,446,267/- Rs.540,000/- 

13 
CONSTRUCTON OF METALLED ROAD AT VILLAGE MULLA ESSA KHASKHELI UC-
KOKRAND TALUKA MIRPUR SAKRO DISTRICT THATTA. 

Rs.21,916,072/- Rs.680,000/- 

14 

REHABILITATION / CONSTRUCTION OF METALLED ROAD FROM GHULAM 
MUHAMMAD SUHO HOUSE TO VILLAGE GHULAM HUSSAIN KUMBHAR & TUFF PAVER 
AT HOUSE NO. C-123 STREET HASHIMABAD HOUSING SOCIETY PHASE-II & VARIOUS 
STREETS OF MAKLI UC-MAKLI TALUKA & DISTRICT THATTA. 

Rs.15,219,097/- Rs.470,000/- 

15 
REHABILITATION / CONSTRUCTION OF METALLED ROAD AT VILLAGE NOOR 
MUHAMMAD BROHI WARD NO.1 TALUKA & DISTRICT THATTA. 

Rs.18,149,391/- Rs.570,000/- 

16 
CONSTRUCITON / EHABILITATION OF METALLED ROAD FROM SUPPER HIGH WAY 
SERVICE ROAD VILLAGE MOONDAR KHAN PALARI KALO KHOHAR  TALUKA THANO 
BOLA KHAN DISTRICT JAMSHORO. 

Rs.40,825,617 /- Rs.13,00,000/- 

17 
CONSTRUCTION/ REHABILITATION OF ROAD FROM INDUS HIGHWAY TO VILLAGE 
MUHAMMAD SADIQ BURDI UC CHANNA TALUKA SEHWAN DISTRICT JAMSHORO. 

Rs.18,285,615/- Rs.560,000/- 

18 
CONSTRUCTION/ REHABILITATION OF ROAD FROM BUBAK SHAH BUKHARI TO BALOO 
LASHARI VIA VILLAGE MAROO KHAN TALPUR TALUKA SEHWAN DISTRICT JAMSHORO. 

Rs.23,082,366/- Rs.700,000/- 

19 
CONSTRUCTION/ REHABILITATION OF ROAD AT VILLAGE HUSSAIN KHAN LAGHARI UC 
SHAIKH TALUKA SEHWAN DISTRICT JAMSHORO. 

Rs.17,419,411/- Rs.500,000/- 

20 
CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE TALTI UC TALTI TALUKA SEHWAN 
DISTRICT JAMSHORO. 

Rs.13,169,839/- Rs.450,000/- 

21 
CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE BHAMBHA TALUKA SEHWAN DISTRICT 
JAMSHORO. 

Rs.8,635,726/- Rs.290,000/- 

22 
CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER AT BUNDER MOHALLAH SEHWAN DISTRICT 
JAMSHORO. 

Rs.17,977,254/- Rs.610,000/- 

23 
CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE BILAWALPUR TALUKA SEHWAN DISTRICT 
JAMSHORO. 

Rs.15,981,826/- Rs.540,000/- 

24 
CONSTRUCTION OF RCC DRAIN AT BUGHIA COLONY BHAN SAEEDABAD TALUKA 
SEHWAN DISTRICT JAMSHORO. 

Rs.16,747,857/- Rs.570,000/- 

25 
CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER FROM MANJHAND TOWN TO ZAWAR HAJI M.URS 
IMAM BARGAH TALUKA MANJHAND DISTRICT JAMSHORO. 

Rs.95,32,960/- Rs.320,000/- 

26 
CONSTRUCTION/ REHABILITATION  OF METALLED ROAD  FROM INDUS HIGHWAY 
TOWARDS MADINA NAGAR BLOCK B VIA ASLAM MAGSI HOUSE TALUKA JAMSHORO 
DISTRICT JAMSHORO. 

Rs.1,60,53,099/- Rs.500,000/- 
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27 
REHABILITATION/CONSTRUCTION OF METALLED ROAD FROM KHURNI MASJID TO 
JAMALI CENTER VIA FAZAL BROHI HOUSE TALUKA & DISTRICT JAMSHORO. 

Rs.11,430,836/- Rs.350,000/- 

28 
CONSTRUCTION OF METALLED ROAD FROM SUPPER HIGH WAY SERVICE ROAD 
VILLAGE SUHRAB KHAN PALARI UC MONDER KHAN PALARI TALUKA THANO BOLA 
KHAN DISTRICT JAMSHORO. 

Rs.11,055,123/- Rs.340,000/- 

29 
CONSTRUCTION OF CC /TUFF PAVER AT  LATE SHOUKAT ALI DAUDPOTA STREET WITH 
ALLIED STREETS NASARPUR TALUKA & DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR. 

Rs.9,707,664 /- Rs.300,000/- 

30 
CONSTRUCTION OF METALLED FROM SHAH BUNDER TO VILLAGE ALLAH DINO SHAH & 
DARGAH SAIN CHATTON SHAH TALUKA SHAH BUNDER DISTRICT SUJAWAL 

Rs.9,955,557/- Rs.300,000/- 

31 
CONSTRUCTION OF METALLED ROAD AT VARIOUS STREETS OF BELLO CITY DISTRICT 
SUJAWAL 

Rs.9,955,557/- Rs.300,000/- 

32 
CONSTRUCTION OF METALLED ROAD VILLAGE HAJI MIR MUHAMMAD HINGORJO 
NEAR MIR KHANA MORI DISTRICT SUJAWAL. 

Rs.12,218,598/- Rs.410,000/- 

33 
CONSTRUCTION METALLED ROAD VILLAGE AFTAB SHAH / GUL HASSAN THAHEEM 
DISTRICT SUJAWAL. 

Rs.13,140,753/- Rs.400,000/- 

34 CONSTRUCTION METALLED ROAD  VILLAGE HAJI SULEMAN OTHAR DISTRICT SUJAWAL. Rs.9,543,137/- Rs.300,000/- 

35 CONSTRUCTION METALLED ROAD  MOLVI HUSSAIN MORIO DISTRICT SUJAWAL. Rs.9,955,557/- Rs.300,000/- 

36 
CONSTRUCTION  OF METALLED ROAD FROM CHACH ROAD TO VILLAGE GUL 
MUHAMMAD MALLAH U/C KERH MALIK  TALUKA JATI DISTRICT SUJAWAL. 

Rs.13,140,753 /- Rs.400,000/- 

37 CONSTRUCTION  OF METALLED ROAD VILLAGE ASGHAR BABRO DISTRICT SUJAWAL. Rs.13,140,753/- Rs.400,000/- 

38 
CONSTRUCTION  OF METALLED ROAD VILLAGE YAR MUHAMMAD JAGO   DISTRICT 
SUJAWAL. 

Rs.11,806,178/- Rs.400,000/- 

39 
CONSTRUCTION OF METALLED ROAD VILLAGE GHULAM HUSSAIN SHAH BELLO  
DISTRICT SUJAWAL. 

Rs.9,543,137/- Rs.300,000/- 

40 
CONSTRUCTION OF METALLED ROAD BANO ROHAT  VILLAGE PINJARA DISTRICT 
SUJAWAL. 

Rs.11,806,178/- Rs.400,000/- 

41 
CONSTRUCTION OF METALLED  ROAD AT VILLAGE BELLO MAQBOOL / SOLANGI UC-
JHAR TALUKA & DISTRICT SUJAWAL. 

Rs.14,557,910/- Rs.450,000/- 

42 
CONSTRUCTION OF METALLED  ROAD AT MIRPUR BATHORO CITY ROAD TALUKA  
MIRPUR BATHORO   DISTRICT SUJAWAL. 

Rs.12,728,333/- Rs.400,000/- 

43 
CONSTRUCTION OF OPEN SURFACE DRAIN  AT JHOK SHARIF CITY TALUKA MIRPUR 
BATHORO DISTRICT SUJAWAL. 

Rs.15,140,068/- Rs.510,000/- 

44 
CONSTRUCTION OF  METALLED ROAD  MAIN BANU  MAVALI MORI  VILLAGE RAEES 
PERVAZ MAGSI TO VILLAGE KHUDA DINO MAGSI TALUKA MIRPUR BATHORO DISTRICT 
SUJAWAL. 

Rs.8,278,836/- Rs.280,000/- 

 



SINDH

B/R

Rs. 34451556 /-

Rs. 9052006 /-

TOTAL Rs. 43503562 /-

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

SH-I RCC DRAIN

SH-II SEWERAGE LINE

GENERAL ABSTRACT

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: CONSTRUCTION OF RCC DRAIN & SEWERAGE LINE AT VILLAGE CHARAN

MEMON UC DOOMANI TALUKA & DISTRICT THATTA.

UNDER SAP 2022-23

Assistant Executive Engineer-IV

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad



SINDH

B/R

SH-RCC DRAIN

1 1836.00 3006.25 % Cft 55195 /-

P-399 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-11

2 64000.00 1624.63 % Cft 1039763 /-

P-40 Cft (Hundred Cubic Feet)

I-01

3 8000.00 21744.25 % Cft 1739540 /-

P-52 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-13

4 7000.00 31431.41 % Cft 2200199 /-

P-189+197 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-99+136

Excavation for foundation trenches and

drains in all kinds of soil (except

gravelly and murrum soil, wet silt, clay

or mud, conglomeration of gravel and

boulders, soft sandy or disintegrated

and hard rock) and back filling the

excavated material in foundation

trenches, plinth or under floor including

breaking clods, watering, consolidation

by ramming in layers not exceeding 9

inches (229 mm) in depth to full

compaction, dressing and disposal of

surplus excavated stuff as directed,

lead up to one chain (30.5 Ru.m) and

lift upto 5 feet (1.52 m).

Providing and laying 1:4:8 ( 1 cement 4

sand and 8 coarse aggregate) cement

concrete using graded stone ballast 2

inches and down gauge in foundation

including leveling, compacting and

curing etc. complete. 

Providing and laying reinforced cement 

concrete using screened graded bajri 

3/4 inch (19 mm) and down gauge 

having a minimum works cube 

crushing strength of 2250 Ibs. per sq. 

inch (15.52 N/mm2 ) at 28 days with a 

mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in foundation 

or bottom slab of rectangular 

underground tank including form works 

and its removal, levelling, compacting 

and curing etc. complete but excluding 

Dismantling C.C. work cast in situ in

foundation, basemont, plinth and

ground floor including disposing of the

material as directed with all lead.

Amount

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: CONSTRUCTION OF RCC DRAIN & SEWERAGE LINE AT VILLAGE CHARAN

MEMON UC DOOMANI TALUKA & DISTRICT THATTA.

UNDER SAP 2022-23

Page No.& 

Item No.
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit



5 18000.00 45556.44 % Cft 8200159 /-

P-174+197 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-01+136

6 8000.00 9562.54 % Sft 765003 /-

P-231 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-07

7 22640.00 4381.84 % Sft 992048 /-

P-376 Sft (Hundred square feet)

I-04

8 7000.00 43716.64 % Cft 3060165 /-

P-182+197 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-57+136

9 1142.90 14349.01 P cwt 16399484 /-

P-197 cwt (Per hundred weight)

I-166

Total Rs. 34451556 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-IV Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Providing and laying ribbed deformed

steel reinforcement bars with

guaranteed minimum yield stress of

60,000 psi with and including the cost

of straightening, cutting, bending,

binding, wastage, complete in all kinds

of RCC work .

Providing and laying reinforced cement

concrete using screened graded bajri

3/4 inch (19 mm) and down gauge

having a minimum works cube

crushing strength of 2250 Ibs.. per sq

inch (15.52 N/mm2) at 28 days with a

mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in straight

walls more than 6 inches (152 mm)

thick including form work and its

removal, compacting and curing etc.

but excluding the cost of

reinforcement, in foundation basement

and plinth 

Providing and laying floors of 3 inches

thick 1:2:4 cement concrete using

graded screened bajri 3/4 inch and

down gauge in ground floor laid in

panels including form work,

consolidation, finishing, and curing etc.

complete.

1/2" (13 mm) thick cement plaster 1:4 

on walls and columns etc. in 

basement, plinth, mezzanine and 

ground floor including making edges, 

corners, and curing etc., complete .

Providing and laying reinforced cement

concrete using crushed graded

boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge

having a minimum works cube

crushing strength of 3000Ibs.. per sq

inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner

than 1:2:4 in ordinary slab 5" inch to 6"

inch thick including form work and its

removal, compacting and curing etc.

but excluding the cost of

reinforcement, in basement plinth and

ground floor.



SINDH

B/R

1 5124.00 1507.19 % Cft 77228 /-

P-42 Cft (Hundred Cubic Feet)

I-19

2 641.00 21744.25 % Cft 139381 /-

P-52 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-13

3 490.00 31855.27 % Cft 156091 /-

P-189+195 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-98+136

4 1982.00 58541.93 % Cft 1160301 /-

P-189+195 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-100+136

Amount

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: CONSTRUCTION OF RCC DRAIN & SEWERAGE LINE AT VILLAGE CHARAN

MEMON UC DOOMANI TALUKA & DISTRICT THATTA.

SH-SEWERAGE LINE UNDER SAP 2022-23

Page No.& 

Item No.
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit

(Rs. One 

Thousand Four 

Hundred Twenty 

five & Ps. Twenty 

seven only) 

Providing and laying 1:4:8 ( 1 cement 4

sand and 8 coarse aggregate) cement

concrete using graded stone ballast 2

inches and down gauge in foundation

including leveling, compacting and curing

etc. complete. 

(Rs.Twenty One 

Thousand Seven 

Hundred Fourty 

Four Ps. Twenty 

Five only) 

Excavation for wells, circular underground 

tanks and soak spits etc, in all kinds of soil 

(except gravelly and murrum soil, wet silt 

clay or mud, conglomeration of gravel and 

boulders, soft sandy or disintegrated and 

hard rock) and back filling the excavated 

material all round the trenches including 

breaking clods, watering, consolidation by 

ramming in layers not exceeding 9 inches 

(229 mm) in depth to full compaction, 

dressing and disposal of surplus 

excavated stuff as directed, lead up to one 

chain (30.5 Ru.m) and lift upto 5 feet (1.52 

m).

Providing and laying reinforced cement

concrete using crushed graded boulders

3/4 inch (19 mm) and down gauge having

a minimum works cube crushing strength

of 3000 Ibs. per sq. inch at 28 days with a

mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in foundation or

bottom slab of circular underground tank

including form works and its removal,

leveling compacting and curing etc.

complete but excluding the cost of

reinforcement 

(Rs.Thirty One 

thousand Eight 

Hundred Fifty Five 

& Ps. Twenty 

Providing and laying reinforced cement

concrete using crushed graded boulders

3/4 inch (19 mm) and down gauge having

a minimum works cube crushing strength

of 3000 Ibs. per sq. inch at 28 days with a

mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in walls of

circular underground tank including form

works and its removal, compacting and

curing etc. complete but excluding the cost

of reinforcement .

(Rs.Fifty Eight 

Sixty thousand 

Five Hundred 

Fouty One & Ps. 

Ninty Three only) 



5 496.00 55096.92 % Cft 273281 /-

P-190+195 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-103+136

6 132.00 14349.01 P cwt 1894069 /-

P-197 Cwt (Per hundred weight)

I-166

7 320.00 9562.54 % Sft 30600 /-

P-231 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-07

8 1762.00 4381.84 % Sft 77208 /-

P-376 Sft (Hundred square feet)

I-04

9 23460.00 1840.90 % Cft 431875 /-

P-585 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-05

10 2592.00 1186.69 P.Rft 3075900 /-

P-584 Rft (Per Running Foot)

I-07

Providing and laying reinforced cement

concrete using crushed graded boulders

3/4 inch (19 mm) and down gauge having

a minimum works cube crushing strength

of 3000 Ibs. per sq. inch at 28 days with a

mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in foundation or

top slab of circular underground tank

including form works and its removal,

leveling compacting and curing etc.

complete but excluding the cost of

reinforcement 

(Rs.Fifty Five 

thousand Ninty Six 

& Ps. Ninty Two 

only) 

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed

deformed (minimum yield point 60,000 psi)

reinforcement bars with & including the

cost of straightening, cutting, bending,

binding, wastage, and such overlaps as

are not shown in the drawings, placing in

position on cement concrete 1:2:4 precast

or m.s. chairs, tying with binding wire, cost

of chairs and wires etc. in all kinds of RCC

work in foundation, basement, plinth and

ground floor of building including septic

tanks and under ground tanks and in

projections for future extension .

(Rs. Fourteen 

thousand three 

hundred fourty 

nine & Ps. one 

only) 

Providing and laying floors of 3 inches

thick 1:2:4 cement concrete using graded

screened bajri 3/4 inch and down gauge in

ground floor laid in panels including form

work, consolidation, finishing, and curing

etc. complete.

(Rs.Nine thousand 

Five Hundred  

Sixty Two & Ps. 

Fifty Four only) 

1/2" (13 mm) thick cement plaster 1:4 on

walls and columns etc. in basement,

plinth, mezzanine and ground floor

including making edges, corners, and

curing etc., complete .

(Rs.Four thousand 

Three Hundred 

Eighty One & Ps. 

Eighty four only) 

Excavation in all kinds of soil, murum,

hard, average or soft including lift up to 5

feet (1.52 m) and lead up to one chain

(30.48 m).

(Rs.Two 

Thousand One 

Hundred Thirty 

Nine & Ps. Twelve 

only)

Providing R.C.C. pipes and collars of class

'C' and fixing in trench including cutting,

fitting and jointing with maxphalt

composition and cement mortar (1:1) and

back filling the excavated material in

trench including testing with water to a

pressure head of 80 feet (25 m) and

cartage within 10 miles (16.09

km.),18inches  dia. pipe.

(Rs.One 

Thousand One 

hundred Eighty Six 

& Ps. Sixty Nine 

only)



11 2304.00 674.52 P.Rft 1554094 /-

P584 Rft (Per Running Foot)

I-05

12 80.00 2274.73 P.Cft 181978 /-

P-595 Cft (Per Cubic Foot)

I-29

Total 9052006 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-IV Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Providing R.C.C. pipes and collars of class

'C' and fixing in trench including cutting,

fitting and jointing with maxphalt

composition and cement mortar (1:1) and

back filling the excavated material in

trench including testing with water to a

pressure head of 80 feet (25 m) and

cartage within 10 miles (16.09 km.),

12inches  dia. pipe...

(Rs.Six hundred 

Sevety four & Ps. 

Fifty Two only)

Providing & laying R.C.C 1:2:4 slab cover

3" thick average (precost complete with

M.S flat iron, M.S bars embedded in

concrete) of any shape including the cost

of reinforcement and welding etc. as per

direction of Engineer Incharge. 

(Rs.Two 

Thousand Two 

Hundred Seventy 

four & Ps. Seventy 

Three only)



SINDH

B/R

Rs. 29858511 /-

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

GENERAL ABSTRACT

SH-I TUFF PAVER

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER STREETS AT VILLAGE CHARAN MEMON UC

DOOMANI TALUKA & DISTRICT THATTA.

UNDER SAP 2022-23

Assistant Executive Engineer-IV

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad



SINDH

B/R

SH-CC TUFF PAVER

1 3321.00 3006.25 % Cft 99838 /-
P-399 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-11

2 21100.00 332.50 % Sft 70158 /-
P-34 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-05

3 75375.00 4869.94 % Cft 3670717 /-
P-49 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-09

4 39594.00 27877.27 % Cft 11037726 /-

P-494 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-94

5 3034.00 39059.08 % Cft 1185052 /-

P-59 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-15

Unit Amount

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER STREETS AT VILLAGE CHARAN MEMON

UC DOOMANI TALUKA & DISTRICT THATTA.

UNDER SAP 2022-23

Levelling and dressing the ground by

cutting and filling earth upto 6 inches in

depth including consolidating and

watering, complete as required.

(Rs. Three 

hundred Thirty 

Two & Ps. Fifty 

only) 

Page No.& 

Item No.
Name of Description Qty: Rate

Dismantling cement conrete block 

masonary work in lime or cement mortar 

in foundation, basemont, plinth and 

ground floor including stacking salvaged 

material (serviceable) and disposing of 

surplus material as directed with in three 

chain (91.5 m).

(Rs.Six Thousand 

Five Hundred 

Eighty Seven & Ps. 

Fifty only) 

Supplying stacking and filling sand of

approved quality from outside sources in

foundation, trenches, plinth or under

floor, etc. including dressing, watering

and consolidation by ramming in layers

not exceeding 9 inches (229 mm) in

depth to full compaction and lift upto 5

feet

(Rs. Four 

Thousand Eight 

Hundred Sixty 

Nine & Ps. Ninty 

four only) 

(Rs. Twenty Seven 

thousand Eight 

Hundred Seventy 

Seven & Ps. 

Twenty Seven 

only) 

Providing and laying 1:4:8 cement 

concrete in any thickness using 2" (51 

mm) and down gauge stone ballast of 

approved grade and quality over 

prepared sub-grade or sand cushion in 

roads, paths, creteways laid to required 

gradient and camber including cost of 

necessary form work and its removal 

compacting with vibrators including 

curing etc. complete .

Providing and laying in situ 1:2:4 (1

cement 2 sand and 4 coarse aggregate)

cement concrete using crushed graded

boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge in

foundation, basement and plinth

including form work, compacting, curing

and removal of form work etc. complete,

foundation and basement up to 5 feet

depth and plinth up to 4 feet height from

ground level .

(Rs.Thirty Nine 

Thousand Fifty 

Nine& Ps. Eight 

only) 



6 207.00 285.98 P-Rft 59198 /-

A/R Rft (Per Running feet)

7 111.00 45586.77 % Cft 50601 /-

P-182+195 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-56+136

8 4.96 14349.01 P cwt 71171 /-

P-197 cwt (Per hundred weight)

I-166

9 118900 114.50 P.Sft 13614050 /-

P-255 Sft (Per Square foot)

I-177

Total 29858511 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-IV Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Providing and laying in floor C.C. 1:2:4:

tuff paver 2-1/2" thick of approved design

and colour pattren (average strength

5000 psi) laid on sand cushion filling of

joint with sand and warring etc. complete

as per direction of Engineer Incharge.

(the cost of sand cushion is included)

(Rs. One Hundred 

Fourteen Ps. Fifty 

only)

(Rs.Twenty 

thousand one 

hundred fourty 

three & Ps. Ninty 

nine) 

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed

deformed (minimum yield point 60,000

psi) reinforcement bars with & including

the cost of straightening, cutting,

bending, binding, wastage, and such

overlaps as are not shown in the

drawings, placing in position on cement

concrete 1:2:4 precast or m.s. chairs,

tying with binding wire, cost of chairs and

wires etc. in all kinds of RCC work in

foundation, basement, plinth and ground

floor of building including septic tanks

and under ground tanks and in

projections for future extension .

(Rs. Fourteen 

thousand three 

hundred fourty 

nine & Ps. one 

only) 

Providing and laying road kerb of precast 

cement concrete 1:2:4 (12" long 6" wide 

and 18" deep using screened graded 

bajri, from work and its removal 

compacting and curing laid in cement 

mortar 1:4 and cement plaster 1:4 neatly 

finished including cost of excavation and 

back filling of excavated stuff and its 

disposal within one chain lead as 

desired.

Providing and laying reinforced cement

concrete using crushed graded boulders

3/4 inch and down gauge having a

minimum works cube crushing strength

of 3000Ibs.. per sq inch at 28 days with a

mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in ordinary slab

5" inch to 6" inch thick including form

work and its removal, compacting and

curing etc. but excluding the cost of

reinforcement, in basement plinth and

ground floor.

#NAME?



SINDH

B/R

UNDER SAP 2022-2023

Rs. 28115686 /-

Rs. 1649680 /-

Rs. 29765366 /-

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Assistant Executive Engineer-IV

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

GENERAL ABSTRACT

SH-I METALLED ROAD

SH-II CULVERT (4 Nos.)

TOTAL

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: CONSTRUCTON OF METALLED ROAD AT VILLAGE SADIQ SHORO

TO EXISTING LONHI KOT ROAD UC-JHANGRI TALUKA & DISTRICT

THATTA.



SINDH

B/R

SH-ROAD

1 350394.85 1811.44 % Cft 6347192 /-
P-482 Cft

I-10

2 350394.85 2033.34 % Cft 7124719 /-
P-483 Cft
I-18

3 29700.00 7919.65 % Cft 2352136 /-

P-485 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-28

4 29700.00 8261.52 % Cft 2453671 /-

P-485 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-29

Supplying and laying Machine broken 3" to 3/4"

(64 mm to 19 mm) stone ballast of approved

grade and quality in sub-base or base courses in

required grade and camber and compacting to

the required density by approved mechanical

means (Vibratory Roller, Road Packer and

Smooth Wheel Roller etc.) including watering

with all lead and lift complete (actual compacted

depth shall be considered for payment)  

Making earthen embankments with earth taken

from approved borrow pits including cost of

excavation, placing earth in layers not exceeding

9" depth as per approved section including

dressing top and sides of the bank including all

lift and all lead as per site requirement in all

kinds of soil (except gravelly, murum, wet silt,

clay or mud and rock).

Compaction of earthen embankments to full

depth and width below sub-grade level by

approved mechanical means in layers not

exceeding 9" in depth at optimum moisture

content including watering, mixing by

mechanical means complete (the sub-grade

embankment of 3 Ft. or less in height shall be

compacted to at least 95% modified A.A.S.H.O.

max. dry density or their full depth and width,

embankments over 3 ft. in depth shall have top

3 ft. compacted to not less than 95% modified

A.A.S.H.O. maximum dry density to their full

depth and width and portion below 3 ft.

compacted not less than 85% modified

A.A.S.H.O. max. dry density to their full depth

and width) .

Supplying and laying Machine broken 2-1/2" to

3/4" (64 mm to 19 mm) stone ballast of

approved grade and quality in sub-base or base

courses in required grade and camber and

compacting to the required density by approved

mechanical means (Vibratory Roller, Road

Packer and Smooth Wheel Roller etc.) including

watering with all lead and lift complete (actual

compacted depth shall be considered for

payment)  

UNDER SAP 2022-2023

Page 

No.& 
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: CONSTRUCTON OF METALLED ROAD AT VILLAGE SADIQ SHORO TO EXISTING LONHI

KOT ROAD UC-JHANGRI TALUKA & DISTRICT THATTA.

Amount

(Hundred cubic feet)

(Hundred cubic feet)



5 3326.00 8169.30 % Cft 271711 /-
P-488 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-55

6 13200.00 54.29 P.Rft 716628 /-

P-505 Rft (Per running foot)

I-188

7 650.00 12858.73 P.Ton 8358175 /-

P-492 Ton (Per Ton)

I-77

8 64.00 957.48 P.Rft 61279 /-

P-502 (Per running foot)

I-155

9 13200.00 20.95 P-Rft 270600 /-

P-506 Rft (Per Running foot))

I-202

10 440.00 362.67 Each 159575 /-

P-507 Nos.

I-213

TOTAL 28115686 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-IV Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD Hyderabad Pakistan PWD Hyderabad

Reflectorised plastic pavement stud (raised

profile type-Single) fixed with epoxy adhesive

complete as per direction of the Engineer

incharge.

Pavement marking in reflective CR PAINT for

lines of 15cm width, withroad marking machine

complete as per direction of Engineer in Charge.

Supply and stacking spreading murum of

approved quality over stone metalled or

earthen embankments including filling, joints

watering, consolidation with power roller

including all lead and lift.

Providing and laying brick edging of first class

burnt bricks in road work complete as per

direction of Engineer-in-charge.

Providing and laying hot-mix bituminous

concrete pavement laid with mechanical paver

and mixed in central mixing plant in required

thickness and density, rolled hot with different

types of rollers complete as per specifications

and job-mix formula and design: in single layer

upto 1-1/2" (38 mm) thickness inculding priming

coat @20 Lbs per %Sft complete.

Providing and fixing RCC pipe of class "C" or

equivalent in trenches including cutting, fitting

and jointing with maxphalt composition and

cement mortar (1:1 ) and testing with water

including all lead and lift: 18"  dia pipe.



PROVINCE      : SINDH         

BRANCH         : B/R

SUB-HEAD    CULVERT.
NO. DESCRIPTION OF ITEM QTY. RATE UNIT

1 669.0 1862.13 % Cft 12458 /-

P-40 Cft

I-02

2 112.00 21744.25 % Cft 24354 /-

 P-52 Cft

I-13

3 163.00 36129.72 % Cft 58891 /-
 P-132 Cft

I-1

4 252.00 38582.85 % Cft 97229 /-

 P-132 Cft

I-02

5 27.00 46441.66 % Cft 12539 /-

P-179+195 Cft

I-42+136

6 113.00 43716.64 % Cft 49400 /-

P-182+195 Cft

I-57+136

AMOUNT

Excavation for raft foundations, underground tanks and

septic tanks (rectangular or square) in all kinds of soil

(except gravelly and murum soil wet silt, clay or mud,

conglomeration of gravel and boulders, soft, sandy or

disintegrated and hard rock) and back filling the excavated

material all round the trenches including breaking clods,

watering, consolidation by ramming in layers not

exceeding 9 inches (229 mm) in depth to full compaction,

dressing and disposal of surplus excavated stuff as

directed, lead up to one chain (30.5 R.m) and lift upto 5

feet (1.52 m)

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying 1:4:8 (1 cement 4 sand and 8 coarse

aggregate) cement concrete using graded stone ballast 2

inches and down gauge in foundation including leveling,

compacting and curing etc. complete.

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying first class solid burnt brick masonry

set in cement mortar 1:6 in straight or curved walls more

than 13-1/2 inches (343 mm) thick including scaffolding,

raking out Joints and curing etc. Complete in foundation,

basement and plinth (foundation and basement masonry

upto 5 feet (1.52 Ru.m.) depth and plinth upto 4 feet (1.2

Ru.m.) height from ground level) .

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying first class solid burnt brick

masonry set in cement mortar 1:6 in straight or curved

walls more than 9 inches 13-1/2 inches thick including

scaffolding , raking out joints and curing etc. complete in

foundation, basement and plinth (foundation and

basement masonry upto 5' ft depth and plinth upto 4' feet

height ground level).

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge having

a minimum works cube crushing strength of 3000 Ibs. per

sq inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in sill

and bed plates of straight or circular walls including form

work and its removal, compacting and curing etc.

complete but excluding the cost of reinforcement, in

basement and ground floor.

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge

having a minimum works cube crushing strength of 3000

Ibs. per sq inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner than

1:2:4 in ordinary slab more than 6 inches thick including

form work and its removal compacting and curing etc.

complete but excluding the cost of reinforcement, in

basement plinth & ground floor..

(Hundred 

cubic feet)



7 19.00 47482.78 % Cft 9022 /-

P-177+195 Cft

I-30+136

8 8.00 14349.01 P.CWT 114792 /-

P-197

    
Cwt

 I-166

9 45.00 22036.75 % Cft 9917 /-

P-231 Cft

I-02

10 96.00 9562.54 % Sft 9180 /-

P-231 Sft

I-07

11 304.00 4815.28 % Sft 14638 /-

P-376 Sft

I-10

412420 /-

1649680 /-

(Per hundred 

weight)

¾” thick cement plaster 1:6 on walls and columns etc. in

basement, plinth, mezzanine and ground floor including

making edges, corners, and curing etc.,complete.

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying floors of 3 inches thick 1:2:4 cement

concrete using graded screened bajri 3/4 inch and down

gauge in ground floor laid in panels including form work,

consolidation, finishing and curing etc. complete.

(Hundred 

Square  feet)

4X 412420

ASSISTANT EXECUTIVE ENGINEER -IV

CENTRAL CIVIL DIVISION

PAKISTAN.P.W.D.HYDERABAD

Total Cost of One Culvert 

EXECUTIVE ENGINEER

CENTRAL CIVIL DIVISION

PAKISTAN.P.W.D.HYDERABAD

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge

having a minimum works cube crushing strength of 3000

Ibs. per sq inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner than

1:2:4 in straight walls, vertical fins etc. more than 6 inches

thick including form work and its removal, compacting and

curing etc. complete but excluding the cost of

reinforcement, in ground floor.

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying 1:4:8 cement concrete bed under

floors using graded stone ballast 2”inches and down

gauge with leveling and ramming watering and curing etc.

complete.

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed

(minimum yield point 60,000 psi) reinforcement bars with

& including the cost of straightening, cutting, bending,

binding, wastage, and such overlaps as are not shown in

the drawings, placing in position on cement concrete 1:2:4

precast or m.s. chairs, tying with binding wire, cost of

chairs and wires etc. in all kinds of RCC work in

foundation, basement, plinth and ground floor of building

including septic tanks and under ground tanks and in

projections for future extension .



SINDH

B/R

Rs. 32608068.00

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER VARIOUS STREETS AT NAIABADI TOWN

COMMITTEE GHARO TALUKA & DISTRICT THATTA.

UNDER SAP 2022-23

Assistant Executive Engineer-IV

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

GENERAL ABSTRACT

SH-I TUFF PAVER



SINDH

B/R

SH-CC TUFF PAVER

1 2982.00 3006.25 % Cft 89646 /-
P-399 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-11

2 42600.00 332.50 % Sft 141645 /-
P-34 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-05

3 81750.00 4869.94 % Cft 3981176 /-
P-29 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-09

4 43956.00 27877.27 % Cft 12253733 /-

P-494 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-94

5 2199.00 39059.08 % Cft 858909 /-

P-59 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-15

Unit Amount

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER VARIOUS STREETS AT NAIABADI TOWN

COMMITTEE GHARO TALUKA & DISTRICT THATTA.

UNDER SAP 2022-23

(Rs.Six Thousand 

Five Hundred 

Eighty Seven & Ps. 

Fifty only) 

Levelling and dressing the ground by

cutting and filling earth upto 6 inches in

depth including consolidating and

watering, complete as required.

(Rs. Three 

hundred Thirty 

Two & Ps. Fifty 

only) 

Page No.& 

Item No.
Name of Description Qty: Rate

Dismantling cement conrete block 

masonary work in lime or cement mortar 

in foundation, basemont, plinth and 

ground floor including stacking salvaged 

material (serviceable) and disposing of 

surplus material as directed with in three 

chain (91.5 m).

Supplying stacking and filling sand of

approved quality from outside sources

in foundation, trenches, plinth or under

floor, etc. including dressing, watering

and consolidation by ramming in layers

not exceeding 9 inches (229 mm) in

depth to full compaction and lift upto 5

feet

(Rs. Four 

Thousand Eight 

Hundred Sixty 

Nine & Ps. Ninty 

four only) 

(Rs. Twenty Seven 

thousand Eight 

Hundred Seventy 

Seven & Ps. 

Twenty Seven 

only) 

Providing and laying 1:4:8 cement 

concrete in any thickness using 2" (51 

mm) and down gauge stone ballast of 

approved grade and quality over 

prepared sub-grade or sand cushion in 

roads, paths, creteways laid to required 

gradient and camber including cost of 

necessary form work and its removal 

compacting with vibrators including 

curing etc. complete .

Providing and laying in situ 1:2:4 (1

cement 2 sand and 4 coarse aggregate)

cement concrete using crushed graded

boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge in

foundation, basement and plinth

including form work, compacting, curing

and removal of form work etc. complete,

foundation and basement up to 5 feet

depth and plinth up to 4 feet height from

ground level .

(Rs.Thirty Nine 

Thousand Fifty 

Nine& Ps. Eight 

only) 



6 165.00 285.98 P-Rft 47187 /-

A/R Rft (Per Running feet)

7 111.00 45586.77 % Cft 50601 /-

P-182+195 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-56+136

8 4.96 14349.01 P cwt 71171 /-

P-197 cwt (Per hundred weight)

I-166

9 132000 114.50 P.Sft 15114000 /-

P-255 Sft (Per Square foot)

I-177

Total 32608068 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-IV Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Providing and laying in floor C.C. 1:2:4:

tuff paver 2-1/2" thick of approved

design and colour pattren (average

strength 5000 psi) laid on sand cushion

filling of joint with sand and warring etc.

complete as per direction of Engineer

Incharge. (the cost of sand cushion is

included)

(Rs. One Hundred 

Fourteen Ps. Fifty 

only)

#NAME?

(Rs.Twenty 

thousand one 

hundred fourty 

three & Ps. Ninty 

nine) 

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed

deformed (minimum yield point 60,000

psi) reinforcement bars with & including

the cost of straightening, cutting,

bending, binding, wastage, and such

overlaps as are not shown in the

drawings, placing in position on cement

concrete 1:2:4 precast or m.s. chairs,

tying with binding wire, cost of chairs

and wires etc. in all kinds of RCC work

in foundation, basement, plinth and

ground floor of building including septic

tanks and under ground tanks and in

projections for future extension .

(Rs. Fourteen 

thousand three 

hundred fourty 

nine & Ps. one 

only) 

Providing and laying road kerb of 

precast cement concrete 1:2:4 (12" long 

6" wide and 18" deep using screened 

graded bajri, from work and its removal 

compacting and curing laid in cement 

mortar 1:4 and cement plaster 1:4 

neatly finished including cost of 

excavation and back filling of excavated 

stuff and its disposal within one chain 

lead as desired.

Providing and laying reinforced cement

concrete using crushed graded boulders

3/4 inch and down gauge having a

minimum works cube crushing strength

of 3000Ibs.. per sq inch at 28 days with

a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in ordinary

slab 5" inch to 6" inch thick including

form work and its removal, compacting

and curing etc. but excluding the cost of

reinforcement, in basement plinth and

ground floor.



SINDH

B/R

UNDER SAP 2022-2023

Rs. 44309987 /-

Rs. 3299360 /-

Rs. 47609347 /-

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: REHABILITATION/CONSTRUCTON OF METALLED ROAD FROM MAIN

GHARO-SAKRO ROAD TO VILLAGE HASSAN ALI BAGHIAR UC-DUBU

TALUKA MIRPUR SAKRO DISTRICT THATTA.(PHASE 1)

GENERAL ABSTRACT

SH-I METALLED ROAD

SH-II CULVERT (8 Nos.)

TOTAL

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Assistant Executive Engineer-IV

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad



SINDH

B/R

SH-ROAD

1 446005.000 1811.44 % Cft 8079113 /-
P-482 Cft

I-10

2 446005.00 2033.34 % Cft 9068798 /-
P-483 Cft
I-18

3 158400.00 596.25 % Sft 944460 /-

P-500 Sft

I-140

4 79200.00 8261.52 % Cft 6543124 /-

P-485 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-29

(Hundred Square 

feet)

Amount

(Hundred cubic feet)

(Hundred cubic feet)

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK:REHABILITATION/CONSTRUCTON OF METALLED ROAD FROM MAIN GHARO-SAKRO

ROAD TO VILLAGE HASSAN ALI BAGHIAR UC-DUBU TALUKA MIRPUR SAKRO DISTRICT

THATTA.(PHASE 1)

UNDER SAP 2022-2023

Page 

No.& 
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit

Making earthen embankments with earth taken

from approved borrow pits including cost of

excavation, placing earth in layers not

exceeding 9" depth as per approved

section including dressing top and sides of the

bank including all lift and all lead as per site

requirement in all kinds of soil (except

gravelly, murum, wet silt, clay or mud and

rock).

Supplying and laying Machine broken 2-1/2" to

3/4" (64 mm to 19 mm) stone ballast of

approved grade and quality in sub-base or

base courses in required grade and camber

and compacting to the required density by

approved mechanical means (Vibratory Roller,

Road Packer and Smooth Wheel Roller etc.)

including watering with all lead and lift

complete (actual compacted depth shall be

considered for payment)  

Compaction of earthen embankments to full 

depth and width below sub-grade level by 

approved mechanical means in layers not 

exceeding 9"  in depth at optimum moisture 

content including watering, mixing by 

mechanical means complete (the sub-grade 

embankment of 3 Ft.  or less in height shall be 

compacted to at least 95% modified 

A.A.S.H.O. max. dry density or their full depth 

and width, embankments over 3 ft.  in depth 

shall have top 3 ft.  compacted to not less than 

95% modified A.A.S.H.O. maximum dry 

density to their full depth and width and portion 

below 3 ft.  compacted not less than 85% 

modified A.A.S.H.O. max. dry density to their 

full depth and width) .

Scarifying sub-base, base or wearing coat 

surface or flexible pavement with pick axes or 

by any other approved means upto required 

depth including disposal of rubbish within 3 

chain (91 m) complete as required.



5 6653.00 8169.30 % Cft 543504 /-
P-488 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-55

6 26400.00 54.29 P.Rft 1433256 /-

P-505 Rft (Per running foot)

I-188

7 1300.00 12858.73 P.Ton 16716349 /-

P-492 Ton (Per Ton)

I-77

8 114.00 957.48 P.Rft 109153 /-

P-502 Rft (Per running foot)

I-155

9 26400.00 20.95 P-Rft 553080 /-

P-506 Rft (Per Running foot))

I-202

10 880.00 362.67 Each 319150 /-

P-507 Nos.

I-213

TOTAL 44309987 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-IV Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD Hyderabad Pakistan PWD Hyderabad

Reflectorised plastic pavement stud (raised

profile type-Single) fixed with epoxy adhesive

complete as per direction of the Engineer

incharge.

Pavement marking in reflective CR PAINT for

lines of 15cm width, withroad marking machine

complete as per direction of Engineer in

Charge.

Supply and stacking spreading murum of

approved quality over stone metalled or

earthen embankments including filling, joints

watering, consolidation with power roller

including all lead and lift.

Providing and laying brick edging of first class

burnt bricks in road work complete as per

direction of Engineer-in-charge.

Providing and laying hot-mix bituminous

concrete pavement laid with mechanical paver

and mixed in central mixing plant in required

thickness and density, rolled hot with different

types of rollers complete as per specifications

and job-mix formula and design: in single layer

upto 1-1/2" (38 mm) thickness inculding

priming coat @20 Lbs per %Sft complete.

Providing and fixing RCC pipe of class "C" or

equivalent in trenches including cutting, fitting

and jointing with maxphalt composition and

cement mortar (1:1 ) and testing with water

including all lead and lift: 18"  dia pipe.



PROVINCE      : SINDH         

BRANCH         : B/R

SUB-HEAD    CULVERT.
NO. DESCRIPTION OF ITEM QTY. RATE UNIT

1 669.0 1862.13 % Cft 12458 /-

P-40 Cft

I-02

2 112.00 21744.25 % Cft 24354 /-

 P-52 Cft

I-13

3 163.00 36129.72 % Cft 58891 /-
 P-132 Cft

I-1

4 252.00 38582.85 % Cft 97229 /-

 P-132 Cft

I-02

5 27.00 46441.66 % Cft 12539 /-

P-179+195 Cft

I-42+136

6 113.00 43716.64 % Cft 49400 /-

P-182+195 Cft

I-57+136

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge having

a minimum works cube crushing strength of 3000 Ibs. per

sq inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in sill

and bed plates of straight or circular walls including form

work and its removal, compacting and curing etc.

complete but excluding the cost of reinforcement, in

basement and ground floor.

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge

having a minimum works cube crushing strength of 3000

Ibs. per sq inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner than

1:2:4 in ordinary slab more than 6 inches thick including

form work and its removal compacting and curing etc.

complete but excluding the cost of reinforcement, in

basement plinth & ground floor..

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

AMOUNT

Excavation for raft foundations, underground tanks and

septic tanks (rectangular or square) in all kinds of soil

(except gravelly and murum soil wet silt, clay or mud,

conglomeration of gravel and boulders, soft, sandy or

disintegrated and hard rock) and back filling the excavated

material all round the trenches including breaking clods,

watering, consolidation by ramming in layers not

exceeding 9 inches (229 mm) in depth to full compaction,

dressing and disposal of surplus excavated stuff as

directed, lead up to one chain (30.5 R.m) and lift upto 5

feet (1.52 m)

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying 1:4:8 (1 cement 4 sand and 8 coarse

aggregate) cement concrete using graded stone ballast 2

inches and down gauge in foundation including leveling,

compacting and curing etc. complete.

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying first class solid burnt brick masonry

set in cement mortar 1:6 in straight or curved walls more

than 13-1/2 inches (343 mm) thick including scaffolding,

raking out Joints and curing etc. Complete in foundation,

basement and plinth (foundation and basement masonry

upto 5 feet (1.52 Ru.m.) depth and plinth upto 4 feet (1.2

Ru.m.) height from ground level) .

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying first class solid burnt brick

masonry set in cement mortar 1:6 in straight or curved

walls more than 9 inches 13-1/2 inches thick including

scaffolding , raking out joints and curing etc. complete in

foundation, basement and plinth (foundation and

basement masonry upto 5' ft depth and plinth upto 4' feet

height ground level).

(Hundred 

cubic feet)



7 19.00 47482.78 % Cft 9022 /-

P-177+195 Cft

I-30+136

8 8.00 14349.01 P.CWT 114792 /-

P-197

    
Cwt

 I-166

9 45.00 22036.75 % Cft 9917 /-

P-231 Cft

I-02

10 96.00 9562.54 % Sft 9180 /-

P-231 Sft

I-07

11 304.00 4815.28 % Sft 14638 /-

P-376 Sft

I-10

412420 /-

3299360 /-

ASSISTANT EXECUTIVE ENGINEER -IV

CENTRAL CIVIL DIVISION

PAKISTAN.P.W.D.HYDERABAD

Total Cost of One Culvert 

EXECUTIVE ENGINEER

CENTRAL CIVIL DIVISION

PAKISTAN.P.W.D.HYDERABAD

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge

having a minimum works cube crushing strength of 3000

Ibs. per sq inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner than

1:2:4 in straight walls, vertical fins etc. more than 6 inches

thick including form work and its removal, compacting and

curing etc. complete but excluding the cost of

reinforcement, in ground floor.

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying 1:4:8 cement concrete bed under

floors using graded stone ballast 2”inches and down

gauge with leveling and ramming watering and curing etc.

complete.

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed

(minimum yield point 60,000 psi) reinforcement bars with

& including the cost of straightening, cutting, bending,

binding, wastage, and such overlaps as are not shown in

the drawings, placing in position on cement concrete 1:2:4

precast or m.s. chairs, tying with binding wire, cost of

chairs and wires etc. in all kinds of RCC work in

foundation, basement, plinth and ground floor of building

including septic tanks and under ground tanks and in

projections for future extension .

(Per hundred 

weight)

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying floors of 3 inches thick 1:2:4 cement

concrete using graded screened bajri 3/4 inch and down

gauge in ground floor laid in panels including form work,

consolidation, finishing and curing etc. complete.

(Hundred 

Square  feet)

8 X 412420

¾” thick cement plaster 1:6 on walls and columns etc. in

basement, plinth, mezzanine and ground floor including

making edges, corners, and curing etc.,complete.



SINDH

B/R

UNDER SAP 2022-2023

Rs. 47517552 /-

Rs. 412420 /-

Rs. 47929972 /-

SH-I METALLED ROAD

SH-II CULVERT (1 Nos.)

TOTAL

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Central Civil Division

Executive EngineerAssistant Executive Engineer-IV

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

GENERAL ABSTRACT

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: REHABILITATION/CONSTRUCTON OF METALLED ROAD FROM MAIN

GHARO-SAKRO ROAD TO VILLAGE HASSAN ALI BAGHIAR UC-DUBU

TALUKA MIRPUR SAKRO DISTRICT THATTA. (PHASE 2)



SINDH

B/R

SH-ROAD

1 478836.000 1811.44 % Cft 8673827 /-
P-482 Cft

I-10

2 478836.00 2033.34 % Cft 9736364 /-
P-483 Cft
I-18

3 169800.00 596.25 % Sft 1012433 /-

P-500 Sft

I-140

4 84900.00 8261.52 % Cft 7014030 /-

P-485 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-29

(Hundred Square 

feet)

Amount

(Hundred cubic feet)

(Hundred cubic feet)

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK:REHABILITATION/CONSTRUCTON OF METALLED ROAD FROM MAIN GHARO-SAKRO

ROAD TO VILLAGE HASSAN ALI BAGHIAR UC-DUBU TALUKA MIRPUR SAKRO DISTRICT

THATTA. (PHASE 2)

UNDER SAP 2022-2023

Page 

No.& 
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit

Making earthen embankments with earth taken

from approved borrow pits including cost of

excavation, placing earth in layers not

exceeding 9" depth as per approved

section including dressing top and sides of the

bank including all lift and all lead as per site

requirement in all kinds of soil (except

gravelly, murum, wet silt, clay or mud and

rock).

Supplying and laying Machine broken 2-1/2" to

3/4" (64 mm to 19 mm) stone ballast of

approved grade and quality in sub-base or

base courses in required grade and camber

and compacting to the required density by

approved mechanical means (Vibratory Roller,

Road Packer and Smooth Wheel Roller etc.)

including watering with all lead and lift

complete (actual compacted depth shall be

considered for payment)  

Compaction of earthen embankments to full 

depth and width below sub-grade level by 

approved mechanical means in layers not 

exceeding 9"  in depth at optimum moisture 

content including watering, mixing by 

mechanical means complete (the sub-grade 

embankment of 3 Ft.  or less in height shall be 

compacted to at least 95% modified 

A.A.S.H.O. max. dry density or their full depth 

and width, embankments over 3 ft.  in depth 

shall have top 3 ft.  compacted to not less than 

95% modified A.A.S.H.O. maximum dry 

density to their full depth and width and portion 

below 3 ft.  compacted not less than 85% 

modified A.A.S.H.O. max. dry density to their 

full depth and width) .

Scarifying sub-base, base or wearing coat 

surface or flexible pavement with pick axes or 

by any other approved means upto required 

depth including disposal of rubbish within 3 

chain (91 m) complete as required.



5 7132.00 8169.30 % Cft 582634 /-
P-488 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-55

6 28300.00 54.29 P.Rft 1536407 /-

P-505 Rft (Per running foot)

I-188

7 1395.00 12858.73 P.Ton 17937928 /-

P-492 Ton (Per Ton)

I-77

8 93.00 957.48 P.Rft 89046 /-

P-502 Rft (Per running foot)

I-155

9 28300.00 20.95 P-Rft 592885 /-

P-506 Rft (Per Running foot))

I-202

10 943.00 362.67 Each 341998 /-

P-507 Nos.

I-213

TOTAL 47517552 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-IV Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD Hyderabad Pakistan PWD Hyderabad

Reflectorised plastic pavement stud (raised

profile type-Single) fixed with epoxy adhesive

complete as per direction of the Engineer

incharge.

Pavement marking in reflective CR PAINT for

lines of 15cm width, withroad marking machine

complete as per direction of Engineer in

Charge.

Supply and stacking spreading murum of

approved quality over stone metalled or

earthen embankments including filling, joints

watering, consolidation with power roller

including all lead and lift.

Providing and laying brick edging of first class

burnt bricks in road work complete as per

direction of Engineer-in-charge.

Providing and laying hot-mix bituminous

concrete pavement laid with mechanical paver

and mixed in central mixing plant in required

thickness and density, rolled hot with different

types of rollers complete as per specifications

and job-mix formula and design: in single layer

upto 1-1/2" (38 mm) thickness inculding

priming coat @20 Lbs per %Sft complete.

Providing and fixing RCC pipe of class "C" or

equivalent in trenches including cutting, fitting

and jointing with maxphalt composition and

cement mortar (1:1 ) and testing with water

including all lead and lift: 18"  dia pipe.



PROVINCE      : SINDH         

BRANCH         : B/R

SUB-HEAD    CULVERT.
NO. DESCRIPTION OF ITEM QTY. RATE UNIT

1 669.0 1862.13 % Cft 12458 /-

P-40 Cft

I-02

2 112.00 21744.25 % Cft 24354 /-

 P-52 Cft

I-13

3 163.00 36129.72 % Cft 58891 /-
 P-132 Cft

I-1

4 252.00 38582.85 % Cft 97229 /-

 P-132 Cft

I-02

5 27.00 46441.66 % Cft 12539 /-

P-179+195 Cft

I-42+136

6 113.00 43716.64 % Cft 49400 /-

P-182+195 Cft

I-57+136

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge having

a minimum works cube crushing strength of 3000 Ibs. per

sq inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in sill

and bed plates of straight or circular walls including form

work and its removal, compacting and curing etc. complete

but excluding the cost of reinforcement, in basement and

ground floor.

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge having

a minimum works cube crushing strength of 3000 Ibs. per

sq inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in

ordinary slab more than 6 inches thick including form work

and its removal compacting and curing etc. complete but

excluding the cost of reinforcement, in basement plinth &

ground floor..

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying first class solid burnt brick masonry

set in cement mortar 1:6 in straight or curved walls more

than 13-1/2 inches (343 mm) thick including scaffolding,

raking out Joints and curing etc. Complete in foundation,

basement and plinth (foundation and basement masonry

upto 5 feet (1.52 Ru.m.) depth and plinth upto 4 feet (1.2

Ru.m.) height from ground level) .

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying first class solid burnt brick

masonry set in cement mortar 1:6 in straight or curved

walls more than 9 inches 13-1/2 inches thick including

scaffolding , raking out joints and curing etc. complete in

foundation, basement and plinth (foundation and basement

masonry upto 5' ft depth and plinth upto 4' feet height

ground level).

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

AMOUNT

Excavation for raft foundations, underground tanks and

septic tanks (rectangular or square) in all kinds of soil

(except gravelly and murum soil wet silt, clay or mud,

conglomeration of gravel and boulders, soft, sandy or

disintegrated and hard rock) and back filling the excavated

material all round the trenches including breaking clods,

watering, consolidation by ramming in layers not exceeding

9 inches (229 mm) in depth to full compaction, dressing

and disposal of surplus excavated stuff as directed, lead

up to one chain (30.5 R.m) and lift upto 5 feet (1.52 m)

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying 1:4:8 (1 cement 4 sand and 8 coarse

aggregate) cement concrete using graded stone ballast 2

inches and down gauge in foundation including leveling,

compacting and curing etc. complete.

(Hundred 

cubic feet)



7 19.00 47482.78 % Cft 9022 /-

P-177+195 Cft

I-30+136

8 8.00 14349.01 P.CWT 114792 /-

P-197

    
Cwt

 I-166

9 45.00 22036.75 % Cft 9917 /-

P-231 Cft

I-02

10 96.00 9562.54 % Sft 9180 /-

P-231 Sft

I-07

11 304.00 4815.28 % Sft 14638 /-

P-376 Sft

I-10

412420 /-

ASSISTANT EXECUTIVE ENGINEER -IV

CENTRAL CIVIL DIVISION

PAKISTAN.P.W.D.HYDERABAD

Total Cost of One Culvert 

EXECUTIVE ENGINEER

CENTRAL CIVIL DIVISION

PAKISTAN.P.W.D.HYDERABAD

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge having

a minimum works cube crushing strength of 3000 Ibs. per

sq inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in

straight walls, vertical fins etc. more than 6 inches thick

including form work and its removal, compacting and

curing etc. complete but excluding the cost of

reinforcement, in ground floor.

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying 1:4:8 cement concrete bed under

floors using graded stone ballast 2”inches and down gauge

with leveling and ramming watering and curing etc.

complete.

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed

(minimum yield point 60,000 psi) reinforcement bars with &

including the cost of straightening, cutting, bending,

binding, wastage, and such overlaps as are not shown in

the drawings, placing in position on cement concrete 1:2:4

precast or m.s. chairs, tying with binding wire, cost of

chairs and wires etc. in all kinds of RCC work in

foundation, basement, plinth and ground floor of building

including septic tanks and under ground tanks and in

projections for future extension .

(Per hundred 

weight)

¾” thick cement plaster 1:6 on walls and columns etc. in

basement, plinth, mezzanine and ground floor including

making edges, corners, and curing etc.,complete.

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying floors of 3 inches thick 1:2:4 cement

concrete using graded screened bajri 3/4 inch and down

gauge in ground floor laid in panels including form work,

consolidation, finishing and curing etc. complete.

(Hundred 

Square  feet)



SINDH

B/R

UNDER SAP 2022-2023

Rs. 33234596 /-

Rs. 1649680 /-

Rs. 34884276 /-

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: REHABILITATION/CONSTRUCTON OF METALLED ROAD FROM MAIN

FAQEER JO GOTH ROAD TO VILLAGE TALIB MAGSI UC-FAQIR JO

GOTH TALUKA & DISTRICT THATTA.

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division

Assistant Executive Engineer-IV

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

GENERAL ABSTRACT

SH-I METALLED ROAD

SH-II CULVERT (4 Nos.)

TOTAL



SINDH

B/R

SH-ROAD

1 333400.000 1811.44 % Cft 6039341 /-
P-482 Cft

I-10

2 333400.00 2033.34 % Cft 6779156 /-
P-483 Cft
I-18

3 118800.00 596.25 % Sft 708345 /-

P-500 Sft

I-140

4 59400.00 8261.52 % Cft 4907343 /-

P-485 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-29

(Hundred Square 

feet)

Amount

(Hundred cubic feet)

(Hundred cubic feet)

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK:REHABILITATION/CONSTRUCTON OF METALLED ROAD FROM MAIN FAQEER JO GOTH

ROAD TO VILLAGE TALIB MAGSI UC-FAQIR JO GOTH TALUKA & DISTRICT THATTA.

UNDER SAP 2022-2023

Page 

No.& 
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit

Making earthen embankments with earth taken

from approved borrow pits including cost of

excavation, placing earth in layers not

exceeding 9" depth as per approved

section including dressing top and sides of the

bank including all lift and all lead as per site

requirement in all kinds of soil (except

gravelly, murum, wet silt, clay or mud and

rock).

Supplying and laying Machine broken 2-1/2" to

3/4" (64 mm to 19 mm) stone ballast of

approved grade and quality in sub-base or

base courses in required grade and camber

and compacting to the required density by

approved mechanical means (Vibratory Roller,

Road Packer and Smooth Wheel Roller etc.)

including watering with all lead and lift

complete (actual compacted depth shall be

considered for payment)  

Compaction of earthen embankments to full 

depth and width below sub-grade level by 

approved mechanical means in layers not 

exceeding 9"  in depth at optimum moisture 

content including watering, mixing by 

mechanical means complete (the sub-grade 

embankment of 3 Ft.  or less in height shall be 

compacted to at least 95% modified 

A.A.S.H.O. max. dry density or their full depth 

and width, embankments over 3 ft.  in depth 

shall have top 3 ft.  compacted to not less than 

95% modified A.A.S.H.O. maximum dry 

density to their full depth and width and portion 

below 3 ft.  compacted not less than 85% 

modified A.A.S.H.O. max. dry density to their 

full depth and width) .

Scarifying sub-base, base or wearing coat 

surface or flexible pavement with pick axes or 

by any other approved means upto required 

depth including disposal of rubbish within 3 

chain (91 m) complete as required.



5 4990.00 8169.30 % Cft 407648 /-
P-488 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-55

6 19800.00 54.29 P.Rft 1074942 /-

P-505 Rft (Per running foot)

I-188

7 975.00 12858.73 P.Ton 12537262 /-

P-492 Ton (Per Ton)

I-77

8 132.00 957.48 P.Rft 126387 /-

P-502 Rft (Per running foot)

I-155

9 19800.00 20.95 P-Rft 414810 /-

P-506 Rft (Per Running foot))

I-202

10 660.00 362.67 Each 239362 /-

P-507 Nos.

I-213

TOTAL 33234596 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-IV Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD Hyderabad Pakistan PWD Hyderabad

Reflectorised plastic pavement stud (raised

profile type-Single) fixed with epoxy adhesive

complete as per direction of the Engineer

incharge.

Pavement marking in reflective CR PAINT for

lines of 15cm width, withroad marking machine

complete as per direction of Engineer in

Charge.

Supply and stacking spreading murum of

approved quality over stone metalled or

earthen embankments including filling, joints

watering, consolidation with power roller

including all lead and lift.

Providing and laying brick edging of first class

burnt bricks in road work complete as per

direction of Engineer-in-charge.

Providing and laying hot-mix bituminous

concrete pavement laid with mechanical paver

and mixed in central mixing plant in required

thickness and density, rolled hot with different

types of rollers complete as per specifications

and job-mix formula and design: in single layer

upto 1-1/2" (38 mm) thickness inculding

priming coat @20 Lbs per %Sft complete.

Providing and fixing RCC pipe of class "C" or

equivalent in trenches including cutting, fitting

and jointing with maxphalt composition and

cement mortar (1:1 ) and testing with water

including all lead and lift: 18"  dia pipe.



PROVINCE      : SINDH         

BRANCH         : B/R

SUB-HEAD    CULVERT.
NO. DESCRIPTION OF ITEM QTY. RATE UNIT

1 669.0 1862.13 % Cft 12458 /-

P-40 Cft

I-02

2 112.00 21744.25 % Cft 24354 /-

 P-52 Cft

I-13

3 163.00 36129.72 % Cft 58891 /-

 P-132 Cft

I-1

4 252.00 38582.85 % Cft 97229 /-

 P-132 Cft

I-02

5 27.00 46441.66 % Cft 12539 /-
P-179+195 Cft

I-42+136

6 113.00 43716.64 % Cft 49400 /-

P-182+195 Cft

I-57+136

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge having

a minimum works cube crushing strength of 3000 Ibs. per

sq inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in sill

and bed plates of straight or circular walls including form

work and its removal, compacting and curing etc. complete

but excluding the cost of reinforcement, in basement and

ground floor.

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge having

a minimum works cube crushing strength of 3000 Ibs. per

sq inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in

ordinary slab more than 6 inches thick including form work

and its removal compacting and curing etc. complete but

excluding the cost of reinforcement, in basement plinth &

ground floor..

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying first class solid burnt brick masonry

set in cement mortar 1:6 in straight or curved walls more

than 13-1/2 inches (343 mm) thick including scaffolding,

raking out Joints and curing etc. Complete in foundation,

basement and plinth (foundation and basement masonry

upto 5 feet (1.52 Ru.m.) depth and plinth upto 4 feet (1.2

Ru.m.) height from ground level) .

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying first class solid burnt brick

masonry set in cement mortar 1:6 in straight or curved

walls more than 9 inches 13-1/2 inches thick including

scaffolding , raking out joints and curing etc. complete in

foundation, basement and plinth (foundation and basement

masonry upto 5' ft depth and plinth upto 4' feet height

ground level).

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

AMOUNT

Excavation for raft foundations, underground tanks and

septic tanks (rectangular or square) in all kinds of soil

(except gravelly and murum soil wet silt, clay or mud,

conglomeration of gravel and boulders, soft, sandy or

disintegrated and hard rock) and back filling the excavated

material all round the trenches including breaking clods,

watering, consolidation by ramming in layers not exceeding

9 inches (229 mm) in depth to full compaction, dressing

and disposal of surplus excavated stuff as directed, lead

up to one chain (30.5 R.m) and lift upto 5 feet (1.52 m)

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying 1:4:8 (1 cement 4 sand and 8 coarse

aggregate) cement concrete using graded stone ballast 2

inches and down gauge in foundation including leveling,

compacting and curing etc. complete.

(Hundred 

cubic feet)



7 19.00 47482.78 % Cft 9022 /-

P-177+195 Cft

I-30+136

8 8.00 14349.01 P.CWT 114792 /-

P-197

    
Cwt

 I-166

9 45.00 22036.75 % Cft 9917 /-

P-231 Cft

I-02

10 96.00 9562.54 % Sft 9180 /-

P-231 Sft

I-07

11 304.00 4815.28 % Sft 14638 /-

P-376 Sft

I-10

412420 /-

04 Nos. x 412420 1649680 /-

ASSISTANT EXECUTIVE ENGINEER -IV

CENTRAL CIVIL DIVISION

PAKISTAN.P.W.D.HYDERABAD

Total Cost of One Culvert 

EXECUTIVE ENGINEER

CENTRAL CIVIL DIVISION

PAKISTAN.P.W.D.HYDERABAD

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge having

a minimum works cube crushing strength of 3000 Ibs. per

sq inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in

straight walls, vertical fins etc. more than 6 inches thick

including form work and its removal, compacting and

curing etc. complete but excluding the cost of

reinforcement, in ground floor.

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying 1:4:8 cement concrete bed under

floors using graded stone ballast 2”inches and down gauge

with leveling and ramming watering and curing etc.

complete.

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed

(minimum yield point 60,000 psi) reinforcement bars with &

including the cost of straightening, cutting, bending,

binding, wastage, and such overlaps as are not shown in

the drawings, placing in position on cement concrete 1:2:4

precast or m.s. chairs, tying with binding wire, cost of

chairs and wires etc. in all kinds of RCC work in

foundation, basement, plinth and ground floor of building

including septic tanks and under ground tanks and in

projections for future extension .

(Per hundred 

weight)

¾” thick cement plaster 1:6 on walls and columns etc. in

basement, plinth, mezzanine and ground floor including

making edges, corners, and curing etc.,complete.

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying floors of 3 inches thick 1:2:4 cement

concrete using graded screened bajri 3/4 inch and down

gauge in ground floor laid in panels including form work,

consolidation, finishing and curing etc. complete.

(Hundred 

Square  feet)



SINDH

B/R

HAND PUMPS 

(185666 x 250) 
Rs. 46416500 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-IV

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Central Civil Division

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

UNDER SAP 2022-23

Executive Engineer

GENERAL ABSTRACT

PROVIDING & INSTALLING WATER HAND PUMPS 1-1/2"

DIA 150 FT DEEP AT UC JUNGSHAHI, ONGAR, JHIMPIR &

JHANGRI  TALUKA & DISTRICT THATTA.

NAME OF WORK:



SINDH

B/R

1 1.00 67192.5 Per Job 67193 /-

P-418 Job

I-136

2 150.00 590.43 P-Rft 88565 /-

P-419 Rft Per Running Feet

I-137

3 75.00 1624.63 % Cft 1218 /-
P-40 cft (Hundred Cubic Feet)

I-01

4 25.00 21744.25 % Cft 5436 /-

 P-52 cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-13

5 42.00 38582.85 % Cft 16205 /-

P-132 cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-2

Amount

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK:
PROVIDING & INSTALLING WATER HAND PUMPS 1-1/2" DIA 150 FT DEEP AT UC 

JUNGSHAHI, ONGAR, JHIMPIR & JHANGRI  TALUKA & DISTRICT THATTA.

SH-Hand Pump UNDER SAP 2022-23

Page 

No.& Item 
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit

Providing and installing hand pump

with 1-1/2" (40 mm) dia G.I. pipe, 50'

long brass strainer 2" (50 mm) dia with

iron shoe 6' including the cost of 4"

(100 mm) dia G.I. casing 4ft. (1219

mm) high above ground level

embedded in cement concrete 1:2:4

with iron handles, cap of required size

and shape with all accessories and

fitting etc. complete: brass strainer 2"

(50 mm) dia with iron shoe including

boring, fitting and fixing..

Add/deduct the length of G.I pipe 1-

1/2" (40 mm) dia for hand pump.

Excavation for foundation trenches and

drains in all kinds of soil (except

gravelly and murum soil, wet silt clay or

mud conglomeration of gravel &

boulders soft, sandy or disintegrated

sandy and hard rock) and back filling

the excavated material in foundation,

plinth or under floor including

breaking, clods watering, consolidation

by ramming in layers not exceeding 9

inches in depth to full compaction,

dressing and disposal or surplus

excavated stuff as directed, lead up to

one chain   and lift upto 5 feet .

Providing and laying 1:4:8 ( 1 cement 4

sand and 8 coarse aggregate) cement

concrete using graded stone ballast 2

inches and down gauge in foundation

including leveling, compacting and

curing etc. complete. 

Providing and laying first class solid

burnt brick masonry set in cement

mortar 1:6 in straight or curved walls 9

to 13-1/2 inches (229 mm to 343 mm)

thick including scaffolding, raking, out

joints and curing etc. complete in

ground floor superstructure .



6 10.00 22036.75 % Cft 2204 /-

P-231 cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-02

7 30.00 6879.77 % Sft 2064 /-

P-231 sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-06

8 57.75 4815.28 % Sft 2781 /-

P-376 sft (Hundred square feet)

I-10

Total 185666 /-

250 Nos 46416500 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-IV Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Providing and laying 1:4:8 cement

concrete bed under floors using

graded stone ballast 2 inches and

down gauge with levelling and

ramming, watering and curing etc.

complete..

Providing and laying floors of 2 inches

thick 1:2:4 cement concrete using

graded screened bajri 3/4 inch and

down gauge in ground floor laid in

panels including form work,

consolidation, finishing, and curing etc.

complete.

3/4" thick cement plaster 1:6 on walls

and columns etc. in basement, plinth,

mezzanine and ground floor including

making edges, comers, and curing

etc., complete.



SINDH

B/R

UNDER SAP 2022-2023

Rs. 14064075 /-

Rs. 824840 /-

Rs. 14888915 /-

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: CONSTRUCTON OF METALLED ROAD AT VILLAGE SAEED KHAN

KHOSO UC-SOOF SHORO TALUKA & DISTRICT THATTA.

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Central Civil Division

Executive EngineerAssistant Executive Engineer-IV

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

GENERAL ABSTRACT
SH-I METALLED ROAD

SH-II CULVERT (2 Nos.)

TOTAL



SINDH

B/R

SH-ROAD

1 174485.40 1811.44 % Cft 3160698 /-

P-482 Cft

I-10

2 174485.40 2033.34 % Cft 3547881 /-

P-483 Cft

I-18

3 14850.00 7919.65 % Cft 1176068 /-

P-485 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-28

4 14850.00 8261.52 % Cft 1226836 /-

P-485 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-29

Supplying and laying Machine broken 3" to 3/4" (64

mm to 19 mm) stone ballast of approved grade and

quality in sub-base or base courses in required

grade and camber and compacting to the required

density by approved mechanical means (Vibratory

Roller, Road Packer and Smooth Wheel Roller etc.)

including watering with all lead and lift complete

(actual compacted depth shall be considered for

payment)  

Making earthen embankments with earth taken from

approved borrow pits including cost of excavation,

placing earth in layers not exceeding        9" depth as 

per approved section including dressing top and

sides of the bank including all lift and all lead as per

site requirement in all kinds of soil (except gravelly,

murum, wet silt, clay or mud and rock).

Compaction of earthen embankments to full depth

and width below sub-grade level by approved

mechanical means in layers not exceeding 9" in

depth at optimum moisture content including

watering, mixing by mechanical means complete

(the sub-grade embankment of 3 Ft. or less in

height shall be compacted to at least 95% modified

A.A.S.H.O. max. dry density or their full depth and

width, embankments over 3 ft. in depth shall have

top 3 ft. compacted to not less than 95% modified

A.A.S.H.O. maximum dry density to their full depth

and width and portion below 3 ft. compacted not

less than 85% modified A.A.S.H.O. max. dry density

to their full depth and width) .

Supplying and laying Machine broken 2-1/2" to 3/4"

(64 mm to 19 mm) stone ballast of approved grade

and quality in sub-base or base courses in required

grade and camber and compacting to the required

density by approved mechanical means (Vibratory

Roller, Road Packer and Smooth Wheel Roller etc.)

including watering with all lead and lift complete

(actual compacted depth shall be considered for

payment)  

UNDER SAP 2022-2023

Page 

No.& 
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK:CONSTRUCTON OF METALLED ROAD AT VILLAGE SAEED KHAN KHOSO UC-SOOF

SHORO TALUKA & DISTRICT THATTA.

Amount

(Hundred cubic feet)

(Hundred cubic feet)



5 1663.00 8169.30 % Cft 135855 /-

P-488 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-55

6 6600.00 54.29 P.Rft 358314 /-

P-505 Rft (Per running foot)

I-188

7 325.00 12858.73 P.Ton 4179087 /-

P-492 Ton (Per Ton)

I-77

8 64.00 957.48 P.Rft 61279 /-

P-502 (Per running foot)

I-155

9 6600.00 20.95 P-Rft 138270 /-

P-506 Rft (Per Running foot))

I-202

10 220.00 362.67 Each 79787 /-

P-507 Nos.

I-213

TOTAL 14064075 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-IV Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD Hyderabad Pakistan PWD Hyderabad

Reflectorised plastic pavement stud (raised profile

type-Single) fixed with epoxy adhesive complete as

per direction of the Engineer incharge.

Pavement marking in reflective CR PAINT for lines

of 15cm width, withroad marking machine complete

as per direction of Engineer in Charge.

Supply and stacking spreading murum of approved

quality over stone metalled or earthen

embankments including filling, joints watering,

consolidation with power roller including all lead and

lift.

Providing and laying brick edging of first class burnt

bricks in road work complete as per direction of

Engineer-in-charge.

Providing and laying hot-mix bituminous concrete

pavement laid with mechanical paver and mixed in

central mixing plant in required thickness and

density, rolled hot with different types of rollers

complete as per specifications and job-mix formula

and design: in single layer upto 1-1/2" (38 mm)

thickness inculding priming coat @20 Lbs per %Sft

complete.

Providing and fixing RCC pipe of class "C" or

equivalent in trenches including cutting, fitting and

jointing with maxphalt composition and cement

mortar (1:1 ) and testing with water including all

lead and lift: 18"  dia pipe.



PROVINCE      : SINDH         

BRANCH         : B/R

SUB-HEAD    CULVERT.
NO. DESCRIPTION OF ITEM QTY. RATE UNIT

1 669.0 1862.13 % Cft 12458 /-

P-40 Cft

I-02

2 112.00 21744.25 % Cft 24354 /-

 P-52 Cft

I-13

3 163.00 36129.72 % Cft 58891 /-
 P-132 Cft

I-1

4 252.00 38582.85 % Cft 97229 /-

 P-132 Cft

I-02

5 27.00 46441.66 % Cft 12539 /-

P-179+195 Cft

I-42+136

AMOUNT

Excavation for raft foundations, underground tanks and

septic tanks (rectangular or square) in all kinds of soil

(except gravelly and murum soil wet silt, clay or mud,

conglomeration of gravel and boulders, soft, sandy or

disintegrated and hard rock) and back filling the excavated

material all round the trenches including breaking clods,

watering, consolidation by ramming in layers not exceeding

9 inches (229 mm) in depth to full compaction, dressing

and disposal of surplus excavated stuff as directed, lead

up to one chain (30.5 R.m) and lift upto 5 feet (1.52 m)

Providing and laying 1:4:8 (1 cement 4 sand and 8 coarse

aggregate) cement concrete using graded stone ballast 2

inches and down gauge in foundation including leveling,

compacting and curing etc. complete.

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying first class solid burnt brick masonry

set in cement mortar 1:6 in straight or curved walls more

than 13-1/2 inches (343 mm) thick including scaffolding,

raking out Joints and curing etc. Complete in foundation,

basement and plinth (foundation and basement masonry

upto 5 feet (1.52 Ru.m.) depth and plinth upto 4 feet (1.2

Ru.m.) height from ground level) .

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying first class solid burnt brick

masonry set in cement mortar 1:6 in straight or curved

walls more than 9 inches 13-1/2 inches thick including

scaffolding , raking out joints and curing etc. complete in

foundation, basement and plinth (foundation and basement

masonry upto 5' ft depth and plinth upto 4' feet height

ground level).

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge having

a minimum works cube crushing strength of 3000 Ibs. per

sq inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in sill

and bed plates of straight or circular walls including form

work and its removal, compacting and curing etc. complete

but excluding the cost of reinforcement, in basement and

ground floor.

(Hundred 

cubic feet)



6 113.00 43716.64 % Cft 49400 /-

P-182+195 Cft

I-57+136

7 19.00 47482.78 % Cft 9022 /-

P-177+195 Cft

I-30+136

8 8.00 14349.01 P.CWT 114792 /-

P-197

    
Cwt

 I-166

9 45.00 22036.75 % Cft 9917 /-

P-231 Cft

I-02

10 96.00 9562.54 % Sft 9180 /-

P-231 Sft

I-07

11 304.00 4815.28 % Sft 14638 /-

P-376 Sft

I-10

412420 /-

824840 /-

(Per hundred 

weight)

¾” thick cement plaster 1:6 on walls and columns etc. in

basement, plinth, mezzanine and ground floor including

making edges, corners, and curing etc.,complete.

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying floors of 3 inches thick 1:2:4 cement

concrete using graded screened bajri 3/4 inch and down

gauge in ground floor laid in panels including form work,

consolidation, finishing and curing etc. complete.

(Hundred 

Square  feet)

Total Cost of  02 Nos. CulvertS 

ASSISTANT EXECUTIVE ENGINEER -IV

CENTRAL CIVIL DIVISION

PAKISTAN.P.W.D.HYDERABAD

Total Cost of One Culvert 

EXECUTIVE ENGINEER

CENTRAL CIVIL DIVISION

PAKISTAN.P.W.D.HYDERABAD

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge having

a minimum works cube crushing strength of 3000 Ibs. per

sq inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in

straight walls, vertical fins etc. more than 6 inches thick

including form work and its removal, compacting and

curing etc. complete but excluding the cost of

reinforcement, in ground floor.

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge having

a minimum works cube crushing strength of 3000 Ibs. per

sq inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in

ordinary slab more than 6 inches thick including form work

and its removal compacting and curing etc. complete but

excluding the cost of reinforcement, in basement plinth &

ground floor..

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying 1:4:8 cement concrete bed under

floors using graded stone ballast 2”inches and down gauge

with leveling and ramming watering and curing etc.

complete.

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed

(minimum yield point 60,000 psi) reinforcement bars with &

including the cost of straightening, cutting, bending,

binding, wastage, and such overlaps as are not shown in

the drawings, placing in position on cement concrete 1:2:4

precast or m.s. chairs, tying with binding wire, cost of

chairs and wires etc. in all kinds of RCC work in

foundation, basement, plinth and ground floor of building

including septic tanks and under ground tanks and in

projections for future extension .



SINDH

B/R

UNDER SAP 2022-2023

Rs. 16618002 /-

Rs. 412420 /-

Rs. 17030422 /-

GENERAL ABSTRACT
SH-I METALLED ROAD

SH-II CULVERT (1 Nos.)

TOTAL

Assistant Executive Engineer-IV

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: REHABILITATION/CONSTRUCTON OF METALLED ROAD FROM

EXISTING DHANDANI ROAD TO VILLAGE QADIR BUX LAKHO UC-

GIRNAR TALUKA GHORABARI DISTRICT THATTA.



SINDH

B/R

SH-ROAD

1 165804.000 1811.44 % Cft 3003440 /-
P-482 Cft

I-10

2 165804.00 2033.34 % Cft 3371359 /-
P-483 Cft
I-18

3 59400.00 596.25 % Sft 354173 /-

P-500 Sft

I-140

4 29700.00 8261.52 % Cft 2453671 /-

P-485 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-29

Scarifying sub-base, base or wearing coat 

surface or flexible pavement with pick axes or 

by any other approved means upto required 

depth including disposal of rubbish within 3 

chain (91 m) complete as required.

Supplying and laying Machine broken 2-1/2" to

3/4" (64 mm to 19 mm) stone ballast of

approved grade and quality in sub-base or

base courses in required grade and camber

and compacting to the required density by

approved mechanical means (Vibratory Roller,

Road Packer and Smooth Wheel Roller etc.)

including watering with all lead and lift

complete (actual compacted depth shall be

considered for payment)  

Compaction of earthen embankments to full 

depth and width below sub-grade level by 

approved mechanical means in layers not 

exceeding 9"  in depth at optimum moisture 

content including watering, mixing by 

mechanical means complete (the sub-grade 

embankment of 3 Ft.  or less in height shall be 

compacted to at least 95% modified 

A.A.S.H.O. max. dry density or their full depth 

and width, embankments over 3 ft.  in depth 

shall have top 3 ft.  compacted to not less than 

95% modified A.A.S.H.O. maximum dry 

density to their full depth and width and portion 

below 3 ft.  compacted not less than 85% 

modified A.A.S.H.O. max. dry density to their 

full depth and width) .

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK:REHABILITATION/CONSTRUCTON OF METALLED ROAD FROM EXISTING DHANDANI

ROAD TO VILLAGE QADIR BUX LAKHO UC-GIRNAR TALUKA GHORABARI DISTRICT

THATTA.
UNDER SAP 2022-2023

Page 

No.& 
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit

Making earthen embankments with earth taken

from approved borrow pits including cost of

excavation, placing earth in layers not

exceeding 9" depth as per approved

section including dressing top and sides of the

bank including all lift and all lead as per site

requirement in all kinds of soil (except

gravelly, murum, wet silt, clay or mud and

rock).

(Hundred Square 

feet)

Amount

(Hundred cubic feet)

(Hundred cubic feet)



5 2495.00 8169.30 % Cft 203824 /-
P-488 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-55

6 9900.00 54.29 P.Rft 537471 /-

P-505 Rft (Per running foot)

I-188

7 488.00 12858.73 P.Ton 6275060 /-

P-492 Ton (Per Ton)

I-77

8 96.00 957.48 P.Rft 91918 /-

P-502 Rft (Per running foot)

I-155

9 9900.00 20.95 P-Rft 207405 /-

P-506 Rft (Per Running foot))

I-202

10 330.00 362.67 Each 119681 /-

P-507 Nos.

I-213

TOTAL 16618002 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-IV Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD Hyderabad Pakistan PWD Hyderabad

Reflectorised plastic pavement stud (raised

profile type-Single) fixed with epoxy adhesive

complete as per direction of the Engineer

incharge.

Pavement marking in reflective CR PAINT for

lines of 15cm width, withroad marking machine

complete as per direction of Engineer in

Charge.

Supply and stacking spreading murum of

approved quality over stone metalled or

earthen embankments including filling, joints

watering, consolidation with power roller

including all lead and lift.

Providing and laying brick edging of first class

burnt bricks in road work complete as per

direction of Engineer-in-charge.

Providing and laying hot-mix bituminous

concrete pavement laid with mechanical paver

and mixed in central mixing plant in required

thickness and density, rolled hot with different

types of rollers complete as per specifications

and job-mix formula and design: in single layer

upto 1-1/2" (38 mm) thickness inculding

priming coat @20 Lbs per %Sft complete.

Providing and fixing RCC pipe of class "C" or

equivalent in trenches including cutting, fitting

and jointing with maxphalt composition and

cement mortar (1:1 ) and testing with water

including all lead and lift: 18"  dia pipe.



PROVINCE      : SINDH         

BRANCH         : B/R

SUB-HEAD    CULVERT.
NO. DESCRIPTION OF ITEM QTY. RATE UNIT

1 669.0 1862.13 % Cft 12458 /-

P-40 Cft

I-02

2 112.00 21744.25 % Cft 24354 /-

 P-52 Cft

I-13

3 163.00 36129.72 % Cft 58891 /-

 P-132 Cft

I-1

4 252.00 38582.85 % Cft 97229 /-

 P-132 Cft

I-02

5 27.00 46441.66 % Cft 12539 /-
P-179+195 Cft

I-42+136

6 113.00 43716.64 % Cft 49400 /-

P-182+195 Cft

I-57+136

AMOUNT

Excavation for raft foundations, underground tanks and

septic tanks (rectangular or square) in all kinds of soil

(except gravelly and murum soil wet silt, clay or mud,

conglomeration of gravel and boulders, soft, sandy or

disintegrated and hard rock) and back filling the excavated

material all round the trenches including breaking clods,

watering, consolidation by ramming in layers not exceeding

9 inches (229 mm) in depth to full compaction, dressing

and disposal of surplus excavated stuff as directed, lead

up to one chain (30.5 R.m) and lift upto 5 feet (1.52 m)

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying 1:4:8 (1 cement 4 sand and 8 coarse

aggregate) cement concrete using graded stone ballast 2

inches and down gauge in foundation including leveling,

compacting and curing etc. complete.

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying first class solid burnt brick masonry

set in cement mortar 1:6 in straight or curved walls more

than 13-1/2 inches (343 mm) thick including scaffolding,

raking out Joints and curing etc. Complete in foundation,

basement and plinth (foundation and basement masonry

upto 5 feet (1.52 Ru.m.) depth and plinth upto 4 feet (1.2

Ru.m.) height from ground level) .

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying first class solid burnt brick

masonry set in cement mortar 1:6 in straight or curved

walls more than 9 inches 13-1/2 inches thick including

scaffolding , raking out joints and curing etc. complete in

foundation, basement and plinth (foundation and basement

masonry upto 5' ft depth and plinth upto 4' feet height

ground level).

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge having

a minimum works cube crushing strength of 3000 Ibs. per

sq inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in sill

and bed plates of straight or circular walls including form

work and its removal, compacting and curing etc. complete

but excluding the cost of reinforcement, in basement and

ground floor.

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge having

a minimum works cube crushing strength of 3000 Ibs. per

sq inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in

ordinary slab more than 6 inches thick including form work

and its removal compacting and curing etc. complete but

excluding the cost of reinforcement, in basement plinth &

ground floor..

(Hundred 

cubic feet)



7 19.00 47482.78 % Cft 9022 /-

P-177+195 Cft

I-30+136

8 8.00 14349.01 P.CWT 114792 /-

P-197

    
Cwt

 I-166

9 45.00 22036.75 % Cft 9917 /-

P-231 Cft

I-02

10 96.00 9562.54 % Sft 9180 /-

P-231 Sft

I-07

11 304.00 4815.28 % Sft 14638 /-

P-376 Sft

I-10

412420 /-

¾” thick cement plaster 1:6 on walls and columns etc. in

basement, plinth, mezzanine and ground floor including

making edges, corners, and curing etc.,complete.

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying floors of 3 inches thick 1:2:4 cement

concrete using graded screened bajri 3/4 inch and down

gauge in ground floor laid in panels including form work,

consolidation, finishing and curing etc. complete.

(Hundred 

Square  feet)

ASSISTANT EXECUTIVE ENGINEER -IV

CENTRAL CIVIL DIVISION

PAKISTAN.P.W.D.HYDERABAD

Total Cost of One Culvert 

EXECUTIVE ENGINEER

CENTRAL CIVIL DIVISION

PAKISTAN.P.W.D.HYDERABAD

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge having

a minimum works cube crushing strength of 3000 Ibs. per

sq inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in

straight walls, vertical fins etc. more than 6 inches thick

including form work and its removal, compacting and

curing etc. complete but excluding the cost of

reinforcement, in ground floor.

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying 1:4:8 cement concrete bed under

floors using graded stone ballast 2”inches and down gauge

with leveling and ramming watering and curing etc.

complete.

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed

(minimum yield point 60,000 psi) reinforcement bars with &

including the cost of straightening, cutting, bending,

binding, wastage, and such overlaps as are not shown in

the drawings, placing in position on cement concrete 1:2:4

precast or m.s. chairs, tying with binding wire, cost of

chairs and wires etc. in all kinds of RCC work in

foundation, basement, plinth and ground floor of building

including septic tanks and under ground tanks and in

projections for future extension .

(Per hundred 

weight)



SINDH

B/R

UNDER SAP 2022-2023

Rs. 14403310 /-

Rs. 824840 /-

Rs. 15228150 /-

     Executive Engineer

     Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: REHABILITATION/CONSTRUCTON OF METALLED ROAD FROM

EXISTING JUHO ROAD TO VILLAGE QADIR DINO MEMON UC-MEHAL

TALUKA GHORABARI DISTRICT THATTA.

Assistant Executive Engineer-IV

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

GENERAL ABSTRACT

SH-I METALLED ROAD

SH-II CULVERT (2 Nos.)

TOTAL



SINDH

B/R

SH-ROAD

1 145528.000 1811.44 % Cft 2636152 /-
P-482 Cft

I-10

2 145528.00 2033.34 % Cft 2959079 /-
P-483 Cft
I-18

3 51480.00 596.25 % Sft 306950 /-

P-500 Sft

I-140

4 24742.00 8261.52 % Cft 2044065 /-

P-485 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-29

Scarifying sub-base, base or wearing coat 

surface or flexible pavement with pick axes or 

by any other approved means upto required 

depth including disposal of rubbish within 3 

chain (91 m) complete as required.

Compaction of earthen embankments to full

depth and width below sub-grade level by

approved mechanical means in layers not

exceeding 9" in depth at optimum moisture

content including watering, mixing by

mechanical means complete (the sub-grade

embankment of 3 Ft. or less in height shall be

compacted to at least 95% modified

A.A.S.H.O. max. dry density or their full depth

and width, embankments over 3 ft. in depth

shall have top 3 ft. compacted to not less than

95% modified A.A.S.H.O. maximum dry

density to their full depth and width and portion

below 3 ft. compacted not less than 85%

modified A.A.S.H.O. max. dry density to their

full depth and width) .

Supplying and laying Machine broken 2-1/2" to

3/4" (64 mm to 19 mm) stone ballast of

approved grade and quality in sub-base or

base courses in required grade and camber

and compacting to the required density by

approved mechanical means (Vibratory Roller,

Road Packer and Smooth Wheel Roller etc.)

including watering with all lead and lift

complete (actual compacted depth shall be

considered for payment)  

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK:REHABILITATION/CONSTRUCTON OF METALLED ROAD FROM EXISTING JUHO ROAD TO

VILLAGE QADIR DINO MEMON UC-MEHAL TALUKA GHORABARI DISTRICT THATTA.

UNDER SAP 2022-2023

Page 

No.& 
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit

Making earthen embankments with earth taken

from approved borrow pits including cost of

excavation, placing earth in layers not

exceeding 9" depth as per approved

section including dressing top and sides of the

bank including all lift and all lead as per site

requirement in all kinds of soil (except

gravelly, murum, wet silt, clay or mud and

rock).

(Hundred Square 

feet)

Amount

(Hundred cubic feet)

(Hundred cubic feet)



5 2162.00 8169.30 % Cft 176620 /-
P-488 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-55

6 8580.00 54.29 P.Rft 465808 /-

P-505 Rft (Per running foot)

I-188

7 423.00 12858.73 P.Ton 5439243 /-

P-492 Ton (Per Ton)

I-77

8 96.00 957.48 P.Rft 91918 /-

P-502 Rft (Per running foot)

I-155

9 8580.00 20.95 P-Rft 179751 /-

P-506 Rft (Per Running foot))

I-202

10 286.00 362.67 Each 103724 /-

P-507 Nos.

I-213

TOTAL 14403310 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-IV Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD Hyderabad Pakistan PWD Hyderabad

Reflectorised plastic pavement stud (raised

profile type-Single) fixed with epoxy adhesive

complete as per direction of the Engineer

incharge.

Pavement marking in reflective CR PAINT for

lines of 15cm width, withroad marking machine

complete as per direction of Engineer in

Charge.

Supply and stacking spreading murum of

approved quality over stone metalled or

earthen embankments including filling, joints

watering, consolidation with power roller

including all lead and lift.

Providing and laying brick edging of first class

burnt bricks in road work complete as per

direction of Engineer-in-charge.

Providing and laying hot-mix bituminous

concrete pavement laid with mechanical paver

and mixed in central mixing plant in required

thickness and density, rolled hot with different

types of rollers complete as per specifications

and job-mix formula and design: in single layer

upto 1-1/2" (38 mm) thickness inculding

priming coat @20 Lbs per %Sft complete.

Providing and fixing RCC pipe of class "C" or

equivalent in trenches including cutting, fitting

and jointing with maxphalt composition and

cement mortar (1:1 ) and testing with water

including all lead and lift: 18"  dia pipe.



PROVINCE      : SINDH         

BRANCH         : B/R

SUB-HEAD    CULVERT.
NO. DESCRIPTION OF ITEM QTY. RATE UNIT

1 669.0 1862.13 % Cft 12458 /-

P-40 Cft

I-02

2 112.00 21744.25 % Cft 24354 /-

 P-52 Cft

I-13

3 163.00 36129.72 % Cft 58891 /-
 P-132 Cft

I-1

4 252.00 38582.85 % Cft 97229 /-

 P-132 Cft

I-02

5 27.00 46441.66 % Cft 12539 /-

P-179+195 Cft

I-42+136

6 113.00 43716.64 % Cft 49400 /-

P-182+195 Cft

I-57+136

AMOUNT

Excavation for raft foundations, underground tanks and

septic tanks (rectangular or square) in all kinds of soil

(except gravelly and murum soil wet silt, clay or mud,

conglomeration of gravel and boulders, soft, sandy or

disintegrated and hard rock) and back filling the excavated

material all round the trenches including breaking clods,

watering, consolidation by ramming in layers not exceeding

9 inches (229 mm) in depth to full compaction, dressing

and disposal of surplus excavated stuff as directed, lead

up to one chain (30.5 R.m) and lift upto 5 feet (1.52 m)

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying 1:4:8 (1 cement 4 sand and 8 coarse

aggregate) cement concrete using graded stone ballast 2

inches and down gauge in foundation including leveling,

compacting and curing etc. complete.

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying first class solid burnt brick masonry

set in cement mortar 1:6 in straight or curved walls more

than 13-1/2 inches (343 mm) thick including scaffolding,

raking out Joints and curing etc. Complete in foundation,

basement and plinth (foundation and basement masonry

upto 5 feet (1.52 Ru.m.) depth and plinth upto 4 feet (1.2

Ru.m.) height from ground level) .

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying first class solid burnt brick

masonry set in cement mortar 1:6 in straight or curved

walls more than 9 inches 13-1/2 inches thick including

scaffolding , raking out joints and curing etc. complete in

foundation, basement and plinth (foundation and basement

masonry upto 5' ft depth and plinth upto 4' feet height

ground level).

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge having

a minimum works cube crushing strength of 3000 Ibs. per

sq inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in sill

and bed plates of straight or circular walls including form

work and its removal, compacting and curing etc. complete

but excluding the cost of reinforcement, in basement and

ground floor.

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge having

a minimum works cube crushing strength of 3000 Ibs. per

sq inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in

ordinary slab more than 6 inches thick including form work

and its removal compacting and curing etc. complete but

excluding the cost of reinforcement, in basement plinth &

ground floor..

(Hundred 

cubic feet)



7 19.00 47482.78 % Cft 9022 /-

P-177+195 Cft

I-30+136

8 8.00 14349.01 P.CWT 114792 /-

P-197

    
Cwt

 I-166

9 45.00 22036.75 % Cft 9917 /-

P-231 Cft

I-02

10 96.00 9562.54 % Sft 9180 /-

P-231 Sft

I-07

11 304.00 4815.28 % Sft 14638 /-

P-376 Sft

I-10

412420 /-

824840 /-

(Per hundred 

weight)

¾” thick cement plaster 1:6 on walls and columns etc. in

basement, plinth, mezzanine and ground floor including

making edges, corners, and curing etc.,complete.

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying floors of 3 inches thick 1:2:4 cement

concrete using graded screened bajri 3/4 inch and down

gauge in ground floor laid in panels including form work,

consolidation, finishing and curing etc. complete.

(Hundred 

Square  feet)

Total Cost of   02 No.Culverts

ASSISTANT EXECUTIVE ENGINEER -IV

CENTRAL CIVIL DIVISION

PAKISTAN.P.W.D.HYDERABAD

Total Cost of One Culvert 

EXECUTIVE ENGINEER

CENTRAL CIVIL DIVISION

PAKISTAN.P.W.D.HYDERABAD

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge having

a minimum works cube crushing strength of 3000 Ibs. per

sq inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in

straight walls, vertical fins etc. more than 6 inches thick

including form work and its removal, compacting and

curing etc. complete but excluding the cost of

reinforcement, in ground floor.

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying 1:4:8 cement concrete bed under

floors using graded stone ballast 2”inches and down gauge

with leveling and ramming watering and curing etc.

complete.

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed

(minimum yield point 60,000 psi) reinforcement bars with &

including the cost of straightening, cutting, bending,

binding, wastage, and such overlaps as are not shown in

the drawings, placing in position on cement concrete 1:2:4

precast or m.s. chairs, tying with binding wire, cost of

chairs and wires etc. in all kinds of RCC work in

foundation, basement, plinth and ground floor of building

including septic tanks and under ground tanks and in

projections for future extension .



SINDH

B/R

UNDER SAP 2022-2023

Rs. 16621427 /-

Rs. 824840 /-

Rs. 17446267 /-

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: REHABILITATION/CONSTRUCTON OF METALLED ROAD FROM

EXISTING JUHO-KATHO MORI ROAD TO VILLAGE MISRI KHAN

MEMON UC-MEHAL TALUKA GHORABARI DISTRICT THATTA.

GENERAL ABSTRACT

SH-I METALLED ROAD

SH-II CULVERT (2 Nos.)

TOTAL

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Assistant Executive Engineer-IV

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division



SINDH

B/R

SH-ROAD

1 166690.000 1811.44 % Cft 3019489 /-
P-482 Cft

I-10

2 166690.00 2033.34 % Cft 3389374 /-
P-483 Cft

I-18

3 59400.00 596.25 % Sft 354173 /-

P-500 Sft

I-140

4 29700.00 8261.52 % Cft 2453671 /-

P-485 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-29

5 2495.00 8169.30 % Cft 203824 /-

P-488 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-55

(Hundred Square 

feet)

Amount

(Hundred cubic feet)

(Hundred cubic feet)

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK:REHABILITATION/CONSTRUCTON OF METALLED ROAD FROM EXISTING JUHO-KATHO

MORI ROAD TO VILLAGE MISRI KHAN MEMON UC-MEHAL TALUKA GHORABARI DISTRICT

THATTA.

UNDER SAP 2022-2023

Page 

No.& 
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit

Making earthen embankments with earth taken

from approved borrow pits including cost of

excavation, placing earth in layers not

exceeding 9" depth as per approved

section including dressing top and sides of the

bank including all lift and all lead as per site

requirement in all kinds of soil (except

gravelly, murum, wet silt, clay or mud and

rock).

Compaction of earthen embankments to full

depth and width below sub-grade level by

approved mechanical means in layers not

exceeding 9" in depth at optimum moisture

content including watering, mixing by

mechanical means complete (the sub-grade

embankment of 3 Ft. or less in height shall be

compacted to at least 95% modified

A.A.S.H.O. max. dry density or their full depth

and width, embankments over 3 ft. in depth

shall have top 3 ft. compacted to not less than

95% modified A.A.S.H.O. maximum dry

density to their full depth and width and portion

below 3 ft. compacted not less than 85%

modified A.A.S.H.O. max. dry density to their

full depth and width) .

Supplying and laying Machine broken 2-1/2" to

3/4" (64 mm to 19 mm) stone ballast of

approved grade and quality in sub-base or

base courses in required grade and camber

and compacting to the required density by

approved mechanical means (Vibratory Roller,

Road Packer and Smooth Wheel Roller etc.)

including watering with all lead and lift

complete (actual compacted depth shall be

considered for payment)  

Scarifying sub-base, base or wearing coat 

surface or flexible pavement with pick axes or 

by any other approved means upto required 

depth including disposal of rubbish within 3 

chain (91 m) complete as required.

Supply and stacking spreading murum of

approved quality over stone metalled or

earthen embankments including filling, joints

watering, consolidation with power roller

including all lead and lift.



6 9900.00 54.29 P.Rft 537471 /-

P-505 Rft (Per running foot)

I-188

7 488.00 12858.73 P.Ton 6275060 /-

P-492 Ton (Per Ton)

I-77

8 64.00 957.48 P.Rft 61279 /-

P-502 Rft (Per running foot)

I-155

9 9900.00 20.95 P-Rft 207405 /-

P-506 Rft (Per Running foot))

I-202

10 330.00 362.67 Each 119681 /-

P-507 Nos.

I-213

TOTAL 16621427 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-IV Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD Hyderabad Pakistan PWD Hyderabad

Reflectorised plastic pavement stud (raised

profile type-Single) fixed with epoxy adhesive

complete as per direction of the Engineer

incharge.

Pavement marking in reflective CR PAINT for

lines of 15cm width, withroad marking machine

complete as per direction of Engineer in

Charge.

Providing and laying brick edging of first class

burnt bricks in road work complete as per

direction of Engineer-in-charge.

Providing and laying hot-mix bituminous

concrete pavement laid with mechanical paver

and mixed in central mixing plant in required

thickness and density, rolled hot with different

types of rollers complete as per specifications

and job-mix formula and design: in single layer

upto 1-1/2" (38 mm) thickness inculding

priming coat @20 Lbs per %Sft complete.

Providing and fixing RCC pipe of class "C" or

equivalent in trenches including cutting, fitting

and jointing with maxphalt composition and

cement mortar (1:1 ) and testing with water

including all lead and lift: 18"  dia pipe.



PROVINCE      : SINDH         

BRANCH         : B/R

SUB-HEAD    CULVERT.
NO. DESCRIPTION OF ITEM QTY. RATE UNIT

1 669.0 1862.13 % Cft 12458 /-

P-40 Cft

I-02

2 112.00 21744.25 % Cft 24354 /-

 P-52 Cft

I-13

3 163.00 36129.72 % Cft 58891 /-
 P-132 Cft

I-1

4 252.00 38582.85 % Cft 97229 /-

 P-132 Cft

I-02

5 27.00 46441.66 % Cft 12539 /-

P-179+195 Cft

I-42+136

6 113.00 43716.64 % Cft 49400 /-

P-182+195 Cft

I-57+136

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge having

a minimum works cube crushing strength of 3000 Ibs. per

sq inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in sill

and bed plates of straight or circular walls including form

work and its removal, compacting and curing etc. complete

but excluding the cost of reinforcement, in basement and

ground floor.

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge having

a minimum works cube crushing strength of 3000 Ibs. per

sq inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in

ordinary slab more than 6 inches thick including form work

and its removal compacting and curing etc. complete but

excluding the cost of reinforcement, in basement plinth &

ground floor..

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

AMOUNT

Excavation for raft foundations, underground tanks and

septic tanks (rectangular or square) in all kinds of soil

(except gravelly and murum soil wet silt, clay or mud,

conglomeration of gravel and boulders, soft, sandy or

disintegrated and hard rock) and back filling the excavated

material all round the trenches including breaking clods,

watering, consolidation by ramming in layers not exceeding

9 inches (229 mm) in depth to full compaction, dressing

and disposal of surplus excavated stuff as directed, lead

up to one chain (30.5 R.m) and lift upto 5 feet (1.52 m)

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying 1:4:8 (1 cement 4 sand and 8 coarse

aggregate) cement concrete using graded stone ballast 2

inches and down gauge in foundation including leveling,

compacting and curing etc. complete.

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying first class solid burnt brick masonry

set in cement mortar 1:6 in straight or curved walls more

than 13-1/2 inches (343 mm) thick including scaffolding,

raking out Joints and curing etc. Complete in foundation,

basement and plinth (foundation and basement masonry

upto 5 feet (1.52 Ru.m.) depth and plinth upto 4 feet (1.2

Ru.m.) height from ground level) .

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying first class solid burnt brick

masonry set in cement mortar 1:6 in straight or curved

walls more than 9 inches 13-1/2 inches thick including

scaffolding , raking out joints and curing etc. complete in

foundation, basement and plinth (foundation and basement

masonry upto 5' ft depth and plinth upto 4' feet height

ground level).

(Hundred 

cubic feet)



7 19.00 47482.78 % Cft 9022 /-

P-177+195 Cft

I-30+136

8 8.00 14349.01 P.CWT 114792 /-

P-197

    
Cwt

 I-166

9 45.00 22036.75 % Cft 9917 /-

P-231 Cft

I-02

10 96.00 9562.54 % Sft 9180 /-

P-231 Sft

I-07

11 304.00 4815.28 % Sft 14638 /-

P-376 Sft

I-10

412420 /-

824840 /-

ASSISTANT EXECUTIVE ENGINEER -IV

CENTRAL CIVIL DIVISION

PAKISTAN.P.W.D.HYDERABAD

Total Cost of One Culvert 

EXECUTIVE ENGINEER

CENTRAL CIVIL DIVISION

PAKISTAN.P.W.D.HYDERABAD

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge having

a minimum works cube crushing strength of 3000 Ibs. per

sq inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in

straight walls, vertical fins etc. more than 6 inches thick

including form work and its removal, compacting and

curing etc. complete but excluding the cost of

reinforcement, in ground floor.

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying 1:4:8 cement concrete bed under

floors using graded stone ballast 2”inches and down gauge

with leveling and ramming watering and curing etc.

complete.

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed

(minimum yield point 60,000 psi) reinforcement bars with &

including the cost of straightening, cutting, bending,

binding, wastage, and such overlaps as are not shown in

the drawings, placing in position on cement concrete 1:2:4

precast or m.s. chairs, tying with binding wire, cost of

chairs and wires etc. in all kinds of RCC work in

foundation, basement, plinth and ground floor of building

including septic tanks and under ground tanks and in

projections for future extension .

(Per hundred 

weight)

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying floors of 3 inches thick 1:2:4 cement

concrete using graded screened bajri 3/4 inch and down

gauge in ground floor laid in panels including form work,

consolidation, finishing and curing etc. complete.

(Hundred 

Square  feet)

Total Cost of  02 Culvert 

¾” thick cement plaster 1:6 on walls and columns etc. in

basement, plinth, mezzanine and ground floor including

making edges, corners, and curing etc.,complete.



SINDH

B/R

UNDER SAP 2022-2023

Rs. 21091232 /-

Rs. 824840 /-

Rs. 21916072 /-

GENERAL ABSTRACT

SH-I METALLED ROAD

SH-II CULVERT (2 Nos.)

TOTAL

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: CONSTRUCTON OF METALLED ROAD AT VILLAGE MULLA ESSA

KHASKHELI UC-KOKRAND TALUKA MIRPUR SAKRO DISTRICT

THATTA.

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Central Civil Division

Executive EngineerAssistant Executive Engineer-IV

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad



SINDH

B/R

SH-ROAD

1 260735.5 1811.44 % Cft 4723068 /-
P-482 Cft

I-10

2 260735.5 2033.34 % Cft 5301640 /-
P-483 Cft
I-18

3 22275.00 7919.65 % Cft 1764102 /-

P-485 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-28

4 22275.00 8261.52 % Cft 1840254 /-

P-485 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-29

Amount

(Hundred cubic feet)

(Hundred cubic feet)

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK:CONSTRUCTON OF METALLED ROAD AT VILLAGE MULLA ESSA KHASKHELI UC-

KOKRAND TALUKA MIRPUR SAKRO DISTRICT THATTA.

UNDER SAP 2022-2023

Page 

No.& 
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit

Making earthen embankments with earth taken

from approved borrow pits including cost of

excavation, placing earth in layers not

exceeding 9" depth as per approved

section including dressing top and sides of the

bank including all lift and all lead as per site

requirement in all kinds of soil (except

gravelly, murum, wet silt, clay or mud and

rock).

Supplying and laying Machine broken 2-1/2" to

3/4" (64 mm to 19 mm) stone ballast of

approved grade and quality in sub-base or

base courses in required grade and camber

and compacting to the required density by

approved mechanical means (Vibratory Roller,

Road Packer and Smooth Wheel Roller etc.)

including watering with all lead and lift

complete (actual compacted depth shall be

considered for payment)  

Compaction of earthen embankments to full 

depth and width below sub-grade level by 

approved mechanical means in layers not 

exceeding 9"  in depth at optimum moisture 

content including watering, mixing by 

mechanical means complete (the sub-grade 

embankment of 3 Ft.  or less in height shall be 

compacted to at least 95% modified 

A.A.S.H.O. max. dry density or their full depth 

and width, embankments over 3 ft.  in depth 

shall have top 3 ft.  compacted to not less than 

95% modified A.A.S.H.O. maximum dry 

density to their full depth and width and portion 

below 3 ft.  compacted not less than 85% 

modified A.A.S.H.O. max. dry density to their 

full depth and width) .

Supplying and laying Machine broken 3" to

3/4" (64 mm to 19 mm) stone ballast of

approved grade and quality in sub-base or

base courses in required grade and camber

and compacting to the required density by

approved mechanical means (Vibratory Roller,

Road Packer and Smooth Wheel Roller etc.)

including watering with all lead and lift

complete (actual compacted depth shall be

considered for payment)  



5 2495.00 8169.30 % Cft 203824 /-
P-488 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-55

6 9900.00 54.29 P.Rft 537471 /-

P-505 Rft (Per running foot)

I-188

7 488.00 12858.73 P.Ton 6275060 /-

P-492 Ton (Per Ton)

I-77

8 99.00 957.48 P.Rft 94791 /-

P-502 Rft (Per running foot)

I-155

9 9900.00 20.95 P-Rft 207405 /-

P-506 Rft (Per Running foot))

I-202

10 396.00 362.67 Each 143617 /-

P-507 Nos.

I-213

TOTAL 21091232 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-IV Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD Hyderabad Pakistan PWD Hyderabad

Reflectorised plastic pavement stud (raised

profile type-Single) fixed with epoxy adhesive

complete as per direction of the Engineer

incharge.

Pavement marking in reflective CR PAINT for

lines of 15cm width, withroad marking machine

complete as per direction of Engineer in

Charge.

Supply and stacking spreading murum of

approved quality over stone metalled or

earthen embankments including filling, joints

watering, consolidation with power roller

including all lead and lift.

Providing and laying brick edging of first class

burnt bricks in road work complete as per

direction of Engineer-in-charge.

Providing and laying hot-mix bituminous

concrete pavement laid with mechanical paver

and mixed in central mixing plant in required

thickness and density, rolled hot with different

types of rollers complete as per specifications

and job-mix formula and design: in single layer

upto 1-1/2" (38 mm) thickness inculding

priming coat @20 Lbs per %Sft complete.

Providing and fixing RCC pipe of class "C" or

equivalent in trenches including cutting, fitting

and jointing with maxphalt composition and

cement mortar (1:1 ) and testing with water

including all lead and lift: 18"  dia pipe.



PROVINCE      : SINDH         

BRANCH         : B/R

SUB-HEAD    CULVERT.
NO. DESCRIPTION OF ITEM QTY. RATE UNIT

1 669.0 1862.13 % Cft 12458 /-

P-40 Cft

I-02

2 112.00 21744.25 % Cft 24354 /-

 P-52 Cft

I-13

3 163.00 36129.72 % Cft 58891 /-

 P-132 Cft

I-1

4 252.00 38582.85 % Cft 97229 /-

 P-132 Cft

I-02

5 27.00 46441.66 % Cft 12539 /-
P-179+195 Cft

I-42+136

6 113.00 43716.64 % Cft 49400 /-

P-182+195 Cft

I-57+136

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge having

a minimum works cube crushing strength of 3000 Ibs. per

sq inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in sill

and bed plates of straight or circular walls including form

work and its removal, compacting and curing etc. complete

but excluding the cost of reinforcement, in basement and

ground floor.

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge having

a minimum works cube crushing strength of 3000 Ibs. per

sq inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in

ordinary slab more than 6 inches thick including form work

and its removal compacting and curing etc. complete but

excluding the cost of reinforcement, in basement plinth &

ground floor..

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

AMOUNT

Excavation for raft foundations, underground tanks and

septic tanks (rectangular or square) in all kinds of soil

(except gravelly and murum soil wet silt, clay or mud,

conglomeration of gravel and boulders, soft, sandy or

disintegrated and hard rock) and back filling the excavated

material all round the trenches including breaking clods,

watering, consolidation by ramming in layers not exceeding

9 inches (229 mm) in depth to full compaction, dressing

and disposal of surplus excavated stuff as directed, lead

up to one chain (30.5 R.m) and lift upto 5 feet (1.52 m)

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying 1:4:8 (1 cement 4 sand and 8 coarse

aggregate) cement concrete using graded stone ballast 2

inches and down gauge in foundation including leveling,

compacting and curing etc. complete.

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying first class solid burnt brick masonry

set in cement mortar 1:6 in straight or curved walls more

than 13-1/2 inches (343 mm) thick including scaffolding,

raking out Joints and curing etc. Complete in foundation,

basement and plinth (foundation and basement masonry

upto 5 feet (1.52 Ru.m.) depth and plinth upto 4 feet (1.2

Ru.m.) height from ground level) .

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying first class solid burnt brick

masonry set in cement mortar 1:6 in straight or curved

walls more than 9 inches 13-1/2 inches thick including

scaffolding , raking out joints and curing etc. complete in

foundation, basement and plinth (foundation and basement

masonry upto 5' ft depth and plinth upto 4' feet height

ground level).

(Hundred 

cubic feet)



7 19.00 47482.78 % Cft 9022 /-

P-177+195 Cft

I-30+136

8 8.00 14349.01 P.CWT 114792 /-

P-197

    
Cwt

 I-166

9 45.00 22036.75 % Cft 9917 /-

P-231 Cft

I-02

10 96.00 9562.54 % Sft 9180 /-

P-231 Sft

I-07

11 304.00 4815.28 % Sft 14638 /-

P-376 Sft

I-10

412420 /-

824840 /-

ASSISTANT EXECUTIVE ENGINEER -IV

CENTRAL CIVIL DIVISION

PAKISTAN.P.W.D.HYDERABAD

Total Cost of One Culvert 

EXECUTIVE ENGINEER

CENTRAL CIVIL DIVISION

PAKISTAN.P.W.D.HYDERABAD

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge having

a minimum works cube crushing strength of 3000 Ibs. per

sq inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in

straight walls, vertical fins etc. more than 6 inches thick

including form work and its removal, compacting and

curing etc. complete but excluding the cost of

reinforcement, in ground floor.

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying 1:4:8 cement concrete bed under

floors using graded stone ballast 2”inches and down gauge

with leveling and ramming watering and curing etc.

complete.

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed

(minimum yield point 60,000 psi) reinforcement bars with &

including the cost of straightening, cutting, bending,

binding, wastage, and such overlaps as are not shown in

the drawings, placing in position on cement concrete 1:2:4

precast or m.s. chairs, tying with binding wire, cost of

chairs and wires etc. in all kinds of RCC work in

foundation, basement, plinth and ground floor of building

including septic tanks and under ground tanks and in

projections for future extension .

(Per hundred 

weight)

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying floors of 3 inches thick 1:2:4 cement

concrete using graded screened bajri 3/4 inch and down

gauge in ground floor laid in panels including form work,

consolidation, finishing and curing etc. complete.

(Hundred 

Square  feet)

Total Cost of  02 Nos. Culvert 

¾” thick cement plaster 1:6 on walls and columns etc. in

basement, plinth, mezzanine and ground floor including

making edges, corners, and curing etc.,complete.



SINDH

B/R

Rs. 6666552.00

Rs. 3459174.00

Rs. 5093371.00

TOTAL Rs. 15219097.00

Assistant Executive Engineer-IV Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

GENERAL ABSTRACT

SH-II CC PATH

SH-I METALLED ROAD

SH-III TUFF PAVER

PROVINCE:

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: REHABILITATION / CONSTRUCTION OF METALLED ROAD FROM

GHULAM MUHAMMAD SUHO HOUSE TO VILLAGE GHULAM HUSSAIN

KUMBHAR & TUFF PAVER AT HOUSE NO. C-123 STREET HASHIMABAD

HOUSING SOCIETY PHASE-II & VARIOUS STREETS OF MAKLI UC-MAKLI

TALUKA & DISTRICT THATTA.

UNDER SAP 2022-2023



SINDH

B/R

SH-I ROAD

1 34800.00 596.25 % Sft 207495 /-
P-500 Sft

I-140

2 13050.00 8261.52 % Cft 1078128 /-

P-485 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-29

3 1462.00 8169.30 % Cft 119435 /-

P-488 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-55

4 379.00 12859.58 P.Ton 4873781 /-

P-493 Ton (Per Ton)

I-78

5 192.00 957.48 P-Rft 183836 /-

P-502 Rft (Per Running foot)

I-155

Providing and fixing RCC pipe of class "C"

or equivalent in trenches including cutting,

fitting and jointing with maxphalt

composition and cement mortar (1:1 )

and testing with water including all lead

and lift: 12"  dia pipe.

Scarifying sub-base, base or wearing coat

surface or flexible pavement with pick

axes or by any other approved means upto 

required depth including disposal of

rubbish within 3 chain (91 m) complete as

required.

Providing and laying hot-mix bituminous

concrete runway pavement laid with

mechanical paver and mixed in central

mixing plant in required thickness and

density, rolled hot with different types of

rollers complete as per specifications and

Job-mix formula and design: in double

layer upto 2" (64 mm) thickness inculding

priming coat @20 Lbs per %Sft complete.

Supplying and laying Machine broken 2-

1/2" to 3/4" (64 mm to 19 mm) stone

ballast of approved grade and quality in

sub-base or base courses in required

grade and camber and compacting to the

required density by approved mechanical

means (Vibratory Roller, Road Packer and

Smooth Wheel Roller etc.) including

watering with all lead and lift complete

(actual compacted depth shall be

considered for payment)  

Supply and stacking spreading murum of

approved quality over stone metalled or

earthen embankments including filling,

joints watering, consolidation with power

roller  including all lead and lift.

(Hundred Square 

feet)

Amount

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: REHABILITATION / CONSTRUCTION OF METALLED ROAD FROM GHULAM MUHAMMAD

SUHO HOUSE TO VILLAGE GHULAM HUSSAIN KUMBHAR & TUFF PAVER AT HOUSE

NO. C-123 STREET HASHIMABAD HOUSING SOCIETY PHASE-II & VARIOUS STREETS

OF MAKLI UC-MAKLI TALUKA & DISTRICT THATTA.

UNDER SAP 2022-2023

Page 

No.& 
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit



6 5750.00 20.95 P-Rft 120463 /-

P-506 Rft (Per Running foot))

I-202

7 230.00 362.67 Each 83414 /-

P-507 No.

I-213

TOTAL 6666552 /-

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD Hyderabad Pakistan PWD Hyderabad

Reflectorised plastic pavement stud

(raised profile type-Single) fixed with

epoxy adhesive complete as per direction

of the Engineer incharge.

Assistant Executive Engineer-IV

Pavement marking in reflective CR PAINT

for lines of 15cm width, withroad marking

machine complete as per direction of

Engineer in Charge.



SINDH

B/R

1 3399.00 3006.25 % Cft 102182 /-
P-399 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-11

2 17000.00 332.50 % Sft 56525 /-
P-34 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-05

3 5662.00 27877.27 % Cft 1578411 /-
P-494 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-94

4 17000.00 9329.74 % Sft 1586056 /-

P-493 Sft (Hundred Square feet)
I-79+81-82-82

5 17000.00 800.00 % Sft 136000 /-

M/R Sft (Hundred Square feet)

Total 3459174 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-IV Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

(Rs. Twenty 

Seven thousand 

Eight Hundred 

Seventy Seven 

& Ps. Twenty 

Seven only) 

Providing and laying 3" thick not

leaner than 1:2:4 cement concrete

(minimum works cube crushing

strength of 3000 Lbs. PSI at 28 days)

in road, paths, crete-ways etc. using

crushed graded boulders of approved

gauge laid to required gradient and

camber over any sub-grade including

cost of necessary form work and its

removal, compacting with vibrators

(immersion or screen or both) belting

the surface with canvas belt,

roughening the surface after laying

concrete with brush and curing etc.

complete..

(Rs.Nine 

thousand Three 

hundred Twenty 

Nine and Ps. 

Seventy four 

only)

Providing and applying curing 

Compound Sika (Antisole E-15 Redish 

Colour) or Equivalent use 1.85 Litres 

per % Sft  etc Complete as per 

direction of Engineer-in-Charge.

(Rs.Eight 

Hundred only)

Providing and laying 1:4:8 cement 

concrete in any thickness using 2" and 

down gauge stone ballast of approved 

grade and quality over prepared sub-

grade or sand cushion in roads, paths, 

creteways laid to required gradient 

and camber including cost of 

necessary form work and its removal 

compacting with vibrators including 

curing etc. complete .

Amount

Levelling and dressing the ground by

cutting and filling earth upto 6 inches

in depth including consolidating and

watering, complete as required.

(Rs. Three 

hundred Thirty 

Two & Ps. Fifty 

only) 

Dismantling cement conrete block 

masonary work in lime or cement 

mortar in foundation, basemont, plinth 

and ground floor including stacking 

salvaged material (serviceable) and 

disposing of surplus material as 

directed with in three chain (91.5 m).

(Rs.Six 

Thousand Five 

Hundred Eighty 

Seven & Ps. 

Fifty only) 

Page No.& 

Item No.
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit

SH-II CC PATH

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: REHABILITATION / CONSTRUCTION OF METALLED ROAD FROM GHULAM

MUHAMMAD SUHO HOUSE TO VILLAGE GHULAM HUSSAIN KUMBHAR &

TUFF PAVER AT HOUSE NO. C-123 STREET HASHIMABAD HOUSING

SOCIETY PHASE-II & VARIOUS STREETS OF MAKLI UC-MAKLI TALUKA &

DISTRICT THATTA.



SINDH

B/R

SH-CC TUFF PAVER

1 4800.00 332.50 % Sft 15960 /-
P-34 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-05

2 15200.00 4869.94 % Cft 740231 /-
P-29 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-09

3 6660.00 27877.27 % Cft 1856626 /-

P-494 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-94

4 400.00 39059.08 % Cft 156236 /-

P-59 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-15

Amount

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: REHABILITATION / CONSTRUCTION OF METALLED ROAD FROM GHULAM

MUHAMMAD SUHO HOUSE TO VILLAGE GHULAM HUSSAIN KUMBHAR &

TUFF PAVER AT HOUSE NO. C-123 STREET HASHIMABAD HOUSING

SOCIETY PHASE-II & VARIOUS STREETS OF MAKLI UC-MAKLI TALUKA &

DISTRICT THATTA.

UNDER SAP 2022-23

Page No.& 

Item No.
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit

Levelling and dressing the ground by

cutting and filling earth upto 6 inches in

depth including consolidating and

watering, complete as required.

(Rs. Three 

hundred Thirty 

Two & Ps. Fifty 

only) 

Supplying stacking and filling sand of

approved quality from outside sources in

foundation, trenches, plinth or under

floor, etc. including dressing, watering

and consolidation by ramming in layers

not exceeding 9 inches (229 mm) in

depth to full compaction and lift upto 5

feet

(Rs. Four 

Thousand Eight 

Hundred Sixty 

Nine & Ps. Ninty 

four only) 

Providing and laying 1:4:8 cement 

concrete in any thickness using 2" (51 

mm) and down gauge stone ballast of 

approved grade and quality over 

prepared sub-grade or sand cushion in 

roads, paths, creteways laid to required 

gradient and camber including cost of 

necessary form work and its removal 

compacting with vibrators including 

curing etc. complete .

(Rs. Twenty Seven 

thousand Eight 

Hundred Seventy 

Seven & Ps. 

Twenty Seven 

only) 

Providing and laying in situ 1:2:4 (1

cement 2 sand and 4 coarse aggregate)

cement concrete using crushed graded

boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge in

foundation, basement and plinth

including form work, compacting, curing

and removal of form work etc. complete,

foundation and basement up to 5 feet

depth and plinth up to 4 feet height from

ground level .

(Rs.Thirty Nine 

Thousand Fifty 

Nine& Ps. Eight 

only) 



6 120.00 285.98 P-Rft 34318 /-

A/R Rft (Per Running feet)

6 20000 114.50 P.Sft 2290000 /-

P-255 Sft (Per Square foot)

I-177

Total 5093371 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-IV Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Providing and laying road kerb of precast 

cement concrete 1:2:4 (12" long 6" wide 

and 18" deep using screened graded 

bajri, from work and its removal 

compacting and curing laid in cement 

mortar 1:4 and cement plaster 1:4 neatly 

finished including cost of excavation and 

back filling of excavated stuff and its 

disposal within one chain lead as 

desired.

Providing and laying in floor C.C. 1:2:4:

tuff paver 2-1/2" thick of approved design

and colour pattren (average strength

5000 psi) laid on sand cushion filling of

joint with sand and warring etc. complete

as per direction of Engineer Incharge.

(the cost of sand cushion is included)

(Rs. One Hundred 

Fourteen Ps. Fifty 

only)

#NAME?



SINDH

B/R

Rs. 18149391 /-

 

Assistant Executive Engineer-IV Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

GENERAL ABSTRACT

SH-I METALLED ROAD

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: REHABILITATION /CONSTRUCTION OF METALLED ROAD AT

VILLAGE NOOR MUHAMMAD BROHI WARD NO.1 TALUKA &

DISTRICT THATTA.UNDER SAP 2022-2023



SINDH

B/R

SH-I ROAD

1 93600.00 596.25 % Sft 558090 /-

P-500 Sft

I-140

3 38938.00 8261.52 % Cft 3216871 /-

P-485 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-29

4 3931.00 8169.30 % Cft 321135 /-

P-488 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-55

5 1020.00 12859.58 P.Ton 13116772 /-

P-493 Ton (Per Ton)

I-78

6 256.00 957.48 P-Rft 245115 /-

P-502 Rft (Per Running foot)

I-155

Providing and fixing RCC pipe of class "C"

or equivalent in trenches including cutting,

fitting and jointing with maxphalt

composition and cement mortar (1:1 )

and testing with water including all lead

and lift:12"  dia pipe.

Scarifying sub-base, base or wearing coat

surface or flexible pavement with pick

axes or by any other approved means upto 

required depth including disposal of

rubbish within 3 chain (91 m) complete as

required.

Providing and laying hot-mix bituminous 

concrete runway pavement laid with 

mechanical paver and mixed in central 

mixing plant in required thickness and 

density, rolled hot with different types of 

rollers complete as per specifications and 

Job-mix formula and design: in double 

layer upto 2" (64 mm) thickness  inculding 

priming coat @20 Lbs per %Sft complete.

Supplying and laying Machine broken 2-

1/2" to 3/4" (64 mm to 19 mm) stone

ballast of approved grade and quality in

sub-base or base courses in required

grade and camber and compacting to the

required density by approved mechanical

means (Vibratory Roller, Road Packer and

Smooth Wheel Roller etc.) including

watering with all lead and lift complete

(actual compacted depth shall be

considered for payment)  

Supply and stacking spreading murum of

approved quality over stone metalled or

earthen embankments including filling,

joints watering, consolidation with power

roller  including all lead and lift.

(Hundred Square feet)

Amount

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: REHABILITATION /CONSTRUCTION OF METALLED ROAD AT VILLAGE NOOR

MUHAMMAD BROHI WARD NO.1 TALUKA & DISTRICT THATTA.

UNDER SAP 2022-2023

Page 

No.& 
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit



7 19500.00 20.95 P-Rft 408525 /-

P-506 Rft (Per Running foot))

I-202

8 780.00 362.67 Each 282883 /-

P-507 No.

I-213

TOTAL 18149391 /-

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD Hyderabad Pakistan PWD Hyderabad

Reflectorised plastic pavement stud 

(raised profile type-Single) fixed with 

epoxy adhesive complete as per direction 

of the Engineer incharge.

Assistant Executive Engineer-IV

Pavement marking in reflective CR PAINT 

for lines of 15cm width, withroad marking 

machine complete as per direction of 

Engineer in Charge.



SINDH

B/R

Name of Work:

SH-I Metalled Road Rs. 38392322 /-

SH-II C.C Topping Rs. 773269 /-

SH-III Protection wall 835186

SH-II Culvert = 02 Nos. (412420 x 2) Rs. 824840 /-

TOTAL Rs. 40825617 /-

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, HyderabadPakistan PWD, Hyderabad

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

GENERAL ABSTRACT

Assistant Executive Engineer-I

Central Civil Division

UNDER (SAP) PROGRAMME 2022-23

CONSTRUCITON / REHABILITATION OF METALLED ROAD FROM SUPPER HIGH WAY 

SERVICE ROAD VILLAGE MOONDAR KHAN PALARI KALO KHOHAR TALUKA THANO 

BOLA KHAN DISTRICT JAMSHORO.



SINDH

B/R

NAME OF WORK:

P/I No. Qty: Rate Unit Amount

SH-ROAD
1 295186 1811.44 % Cft 5347117

P-482 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-10

2 295186 2033.34 % Cft 6002135

P-483 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-18

4 86400.00 7544.65 % Sft 6518578

P-485 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-28

5 7085.00 8169.30 % Cft 578795

P-488 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-55

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

Making earthen embankments with earth taken from

approved borrow pits including cost of excavation,

placing earth in layers not exceeding 9" depth as per

approved section including dressing top and sides of

the bank including all lift and all lead as per site

requirement in all kinds of soil (except gravelly,

murum, wet silt, clay or mud and rock).

Description

Supplying and laying  Machine creshed 2 1/2" to 3/4" 

(64 mm to 19 mm) stone ballast of approved grade 

and quality in sub-base or base courses in required 

grade and camber and compacting to the required 

density by approved mechanical means (Vibratory 

Roller, Road Packer and Smooth Wheel Roller etc.) 

including watering with all lead and lift complete 

(actual compacted depth shall be considered for 

payment)  

CONSTRUCITON / REHABILITATION OF METALLED ROAD FROM SUPPER HIGH WAY 

SERVICE ROAD VILLAGE MOONDAR KHAN PALARI KALO KHOHAR TALUKA THANO BOLA 

KHAN DISTRICT JAMSHORO.

Compaction of earthen embankments to full depth and

width below sub-grade level by approved mechanical

means in layers not exceeding 9" in depth at optimum

moisture content including watering, mixing by

mechanical means complete (the sub-grade

embankment of 3 Ft. or less in height shall be

compacted to at least 95% modified A.A.S.H.O. max.

dry density or their full depth and width, embankments

over 3 ft. in depth shall have top 3 ft. compacted to

not less than 95% modified A.A.S.H.O. maximum dry

density to their full depth and width and portion below

3 ft. compacted not less than 85% modified

A.A.S.H.O. max. dry density to their full depth and

width) .

UNDER (SAP) PROGRAMME 2022-23

Supply and stacking spreading murum of approved

quality over stone metalled or earthen embankments

including filling, joints watering, consolidation with

power roller  including all lead and lift.



6 28800.00 54.29 P.Rft 1563552

A/R Rft (Per running foot)

7 1418.000 12858.73 P.Ton 18233679

P-492 Ton (Per Ton)

I-77

8 132.00 1124.74 P.Rft 148466

P-583 Rft (Per running foot)

I-1

TOTAL 38392322

Pakistan PWD, HyderabadPakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Central Civil Division

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division

Assistant Executive Engineer-I

Providing and laying burnt bricks of approved quality

and size for edging (9"inch in depth and 4-1/2" inches

wide) along the sides of road including all lead and lift

as directed by the  Engineer-in-charge.

Providing and laying hot-mix bituminous concrete

runway pavement laid with mechanical paver and

mixed in central mixing plant in required thickness and

density, rolled hot with different types of rollers

complete as per specifications and Job-mix formula

and design: in single layer upto 1-1/2" (38 mm)

thickness inculding priming coat @20 Lbs per %Sft

complete.

Providing and fixing RCC pipe of class "C" or 

equivalent in trenches including cutting, fitting and 

jointing with maxphalt composition and cement mortar    

(1:1 ) and testing with water including all lead and lift: 

18"  dia pipe.



PROVINCE :-  SINDH

BRANCH :-   B/R

Work :

P/I No. Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit

SH-II C.C Topping

1 6000.00 12887.82 % Sft 773269 /-
P-493 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-81

Total 773269 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-I Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Amount

Providing and laying 4" thick not

leaner than 1:2:4 cement concrete

(minimum works cube crushing

strength of 3000 Lbs. PSI (158 Kg.

per Sq.cm. at 28 days) in road,

paths, crete-ways etc. using crushed

graded screened bajri in panels of

approved size laid to required

gradient and camber over any sub-

grade including cost of necessary

form work and its removal,

compacting with vibrators

(immersion or screen or both) belting

the surface with canvas belt,

roughening the surface after laying

concrete with brush and curing etc.

complete..

CONSTRUCITON / REHABILITATION OF METALLED ROAD FROM SUPPER HIGH WAY 

SERVICE ROAD VILLAGE MOONDAR KHAN PALARI KALO KHOHAR TALUKA THANO 

BOLA KHAN DISTRICT JAMSHORO.



PROVINCE :-  SINDH

BRANCH :-   B/R

Work :

P/I No. Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit

SH-III Protection wall 

1 2000.00 1624.63 % Cft 32493 /-

P-40 Cft (Hundred Cubic Feet)

I-01

2 500.00 22137.65 % Cft 110688 /-

 P-52 Cft (Hundrd cubic feet)

I-12

3 1688.00 38871.3 % Sft 656148 /-

 P-157 Sft (Hundred square feet)

I-9

4 1500.00 2390.47 % Sft 35857 /-

P-387 Sft (Hundred square feet)

 I-125

Total 835186 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-I Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

CONSTRUCITON / REHABILITATION OF METALLED ROAD FROM SUPPER HIGH WAY 

SERVICE ROAD VILLAGE MOONDAR KHAN PALARI KALO KHOHAR TALUKA THANO 

BOLA KHAN DISTRICT JAMSHORO.

Flush pointing on stone work with

cement mortar 1:2 (one cement and

two sand ) in plinth and ground floor

including raking out joins curing etc

competle.

Amount

Excavation for foundation trenches

and drains in all kinds of soil (except

gravelly and murum soil, wet silt, clay

or mud conglomeration of gravel and

boulders, soft, sandy or disintegrated

sandy and hard rock) and back filling

the excavated material in foundation,

plinth or under floor including breaking

clods, watering, consolidation by

ramming in layers not exceeding 9

inches (229 mm) in depth to full

compaction, dressing and disposal of

surplus excavated stuff as directed,

lead upto one chain (30.5 R.m) and lift

upto 5 feet (1.52 m).

Providing and laying 1:4:8 ( 1 cement

4 sand and 8 coarse aggregate)

cement concrete using graded stone

ballast 2 inches and down gauge in

foundation including leveling,

compacting and curing etc. complete.  

Providing and laying stone masonry

randum rubble first sort in cemnet

mortar 1:6 in foundation plinth and

basement including scaffolding curing

etc complete.



PROVINCE      : SINDH         

BRANCH         : B/R

SUB-HEAD    CULVERT.
NO. DESCRIPTION OF ITEM QTY. RATE UNIT

1 669.0 1862.13 % Cft 12458 /-

P-40 Cft

I-02

2 112.00 21744.25 % Cft 24354 /-

 P-52 Cft

I-13

3 163.00 36129.72 % Cft 58891 /-
 P-132 Cft

I-1

4 252.00 38582.85 % Cft 97229 /-

 P-132 Cft

I-02

5 27.00 46441.66 % Cft 12539 /-

P-179+195 Cft

I-42+136

6 113.00 43716.64 % Cft 49400 /-

P-182+195 Cft

I-57+136

AMOUNT

Excavation for raft foundations, underground tanks and

septic tanks (rectangular or square) in all kinds of soil

(except gravelly and murum soil wet silt, clay or mud,

conglomeration of gravel and boulders, soft, sandy or

disintegrated and hard rock) and back filling the

excavated material all round the trenches including

breaking clods, watering, consolidation by ramming in

layers not exceeding 9 inches (229 mm) in depth to full

compaction, dressing and disposal of surplus excavated

stuff as directed, lead up to one chain (30.5 R.m) and lift

upto 5 feet (1.52 m)

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying 1:4:8 (1 cement 4 sand and 8

coarse aggregate) cement concrete using graded stone

ballast 2 inches and down gauge in foundation including

leveling, compacting and curing etc. complete.

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying first class solid burnt brick masonry

set in cement mortar 1:6 in straight or curved walls more

than 13-1/2 inches (343 mm) thick including scaffolding,

raking out Joints and curing etc. Complete in foundation,

basement and plinth (foundation and basement

masonry upto 5 feet (1.52 Ru.m.) depth and plinth upto

4 feet (1.2 Ru.m.) height from ground level) .

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying first class solid burnt brick

masonry set in cement mortar 1:6 in straight or curved

walls more than 9 inches 13-1/2 inches thick including

scaffolding , raking out joints and curing etc. complete in

foundation, basement and plinth (foundation and

basement masonry upto 5' ft depth and plinth upto 4'

feet height ground level).

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

CONSTRUCITON / REHABILITATION OF METALLED ROAD FROM SUPPER HIGH WAY 

SERVICE ROAD VILLAGE MOONDAR KHAN PALARI KALO KHOHAR TALUKA THANO BOLA 

KHAN DISTRICT JAMSHORO.

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge

having a minimum works cube crushing strength of

3000 Ibs. per sq inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner

than 1:2:4 in sill and bed plates of straight or circular

walls including form work and its removal, compacting

and curing etc. complete but excluding the cost of

reinforcement, in basement and ground floor.

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge

having a minimum works cube crushing strength of

3000 Ibs. per sq inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner

than 1:2:4 in ordinary slab more than 6 inches thick

including form work and its removal compacting and

curing etc. complete but excluding the cost of

reinforcement, in basement plinth & ground floor..



7 19.00 47482.78 % Cft 9022 /-

P-177+195 Cft

I-30+136

8 8.00 14349.01 P.CWT 114792 /-

P-197

    
Cwt

 I-166

9 45.00 22036.75 % Cft 9917 /-

P-231 Cft

I-02

10 96.00 9562.54 % Sft 9180 /-

P-231 Sft

I-07

11 304.00 4815.28 % Sft 14638 /-

P-376 Sft

I-10

412420 /-

ASSISTANT EXECUTIVE ENGINEER -I

CENTRAL CIVIL DIVISION

PAKISTAN.P.W.D.HYDERABAD

EXECUTIVE ENGINEER

CENTRAL CIVIL DIVISION

PAKISTAN.P.W.D.HYDERABAD

Providing and laying 1:4:8 cement concrete bed under

floors using graded stone ballast 2”inches and down

gauge with leveling and ramming watering and curing

etc. complete.

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying floors of 3 inches thick 1:2:4

cement concrete using graded screened bajri 3/4 inch

and down gauge in ground floor laid in panels including

form work, consolidation, finishing and curing etc.

complete.

(Hundred 

Square  feet)

¾” thick cement plaster 1:6 on walls and columns etc. in

basement, plinth, mezzanine and ground floor including

making edges, corners, and curing etc.,complete.
(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Total Cost of One Culvert 

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge

having a minimum works cube crushing strength of

3000 Ibs. per sq inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner

than 1:2:4 in straight walls, vertical fins etc. more than 6

inches thick including form work and its removal,

compacting and curing etc. complete but excluding the

cost of reinforcement, in ground floor.

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed

(minimum yield point 60,000 psi) reinforcement bars

with & including the cost of straightening, cutting,

bending, binding, wastage, and such overlaps as are

not shown in the drawings, placing in position on

cement concrete 1:2:4 precast or m.s. chairs, tying with

binding wire, cost of chairs and wires etc. in all kinds of

RCC work in foundation, basement, plinth and ground

floor of building including septic tanks and under ground

tanks and in projections for future extension .

(Per hundred 

weight)



SINDH Scheme # 01

B/R

SH-I Estimated Cost Rs. 17460775 /-

SH-I Culvets (02 Nos.) Rs. 824840 /-

TOTAL Rs. 18285615 /-

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

GENERAL ABSTRACT

Assistant Executive Engineer-I

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

Name of Work:

UNDER (SAP) PROGRAMME 2022-23

CONSTRUCTION/ REHABILITATION OF ROAD FROM INDUS HIGHWAY TO

VILLAGE MUHAMMAD SADIQ BURDI UC CHANNA TALUKA SEHWAN

DISTRICT JAMSHORO.





SINDH Scheme # 01

B/R

P/I No. Qty: Rate Unit Amount

SH-ROAD
1 134474 1811.44 % Cft 2435916 /-

P-482 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-10

2 134474 2033.34 % Cft 2734314 /-

P-483 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-18

3 39360.00 7544.65 % Cft 2969574 /-

P-484 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-26

4 3228.00 8169.30 % Cft 263705 /-

P-488 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-55

5 13120.00 54.29 P.Rft 712285 /-

A/R Rft (Per running foot)

6 646.000 12858.73 P.Ton 8306740 /-

P-492 Ton (Per Ton)

I-77

UNDER (SAP) PROGRAMME 2022-23
Description

Making earthen embankments with earth taken from

approved borrow pits including cost of excavation,

placing earth in layers not exceeding 9" depth as per

approved section including dressing top and sides of the 

bank including all lift and all lead as per site requirement

in all kinds of soil (except gravelly, murum, wet silt, clay

or mud and rock).

Compaction of earthen embankments to full depth and

width below sub-grade level by approved mechanical

means in layers not exceeding 9" in depth at optimum

moisture content including watering, mixing by

mechanical means complete (the sub-grade

embankment of 3 Ft. or less in height shall be

compacted to at least 95% modified A.A.S.H.O. max.

dry density or their full depth and width, embankments

over 3 ft. in depth shall have top 3 ft. compacted to not

less than 95% modified A.A.S.H.O. maximum dry

density to their full depth and width and portion below 3

ft. compacted not less than 85% modified A.A.S.H.O.

max. dry density to their full depth and width) .

Supplying and laying hand broken 3" to 3/4" stone

ballast of approved grade and quality in sub-base or

base courses in required grade and camber and

compacting to the required density by approved

mechanical means (Vibratory Roller, Road Packer and

Smooth Wheel Roller etc.) including watering with all

lead and lift complete (actual compacted depth shall be

considered for payment)  

Supply and stacking spreading murum of approved

quality over stone metalled or earthen embankments

including filling, joints watering, consolidation with power 

roller  including all lead and lift.

Providing and laying burnt bricks of approved quality

and size for edging (9"inch in depth and 4-1/2" inches

wide) along the sides of road including all lead and lift

as directed by the  Engineer-in-charge.

Providing and laying hot-mix bituminous concrete

runway pavement laid with mechanical paver and mixed

in central mixing plant in required thickness and density,

rolled hot with different types of rollers complete as per

specifications and Job-mix formula and design: in single

layer upto 1-1/2" (38 mm) thickness inculding priming

coat @20 Lbs per %Sft complete.

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

CONSTRUCTION/ REHABILITATION OF ROAD FROM INDUS HIGHWAY TO

VILLAGE MUHAMMAD SADIQ BURDI UC CHANNA TALUKA SEHWAN

DISTRICT JAMSHORO.

NAME OF WORK:



7 34.00 1124.74 P.Rft 38241 /-

P-583 Rft (Per running foot)

I-1

TOTAL 17460775 /-

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Assistant Executive Engineer-I

Providing and fixing RCC pipe of class "C" or equivalent

in trenches including cutting, fitting and jointing with

maxphalt composition and cement mortar (1:1 ) and

testing with water including all lead and lift: 18" dia

pipe.

Central Civil Division

Executive Engineer



PROVINCE :-  SINDH

BRANCH :-   B/R

SH-II CULVERT: 
NO. DESCRIPTION OF ITEM QTY. RATE UNIT

1 669.0 1862.13 % Cft 12458 /-

P-40

Cft

I-02

2 112.00 21744.25 % Cft 24354 /-

 P-52 Cft

I-13

3 163.00 36129.72 % Cft 58891 /-

 P-132 Cft

I-1

4 252.00 38582.85 % Cft 97229 /-

 P-132 Cft

I-02

5 27.00 46441.66 % Cft 12539 /-

P-179+195 Cft

I-42+136

6 113.00 43716.64 % Cft 49400 /-

P-182+195 Cft

I-57+136

Excavation for raft foundations, underground tanks and septic

tanks (rectangular or square) in all kinds of soil (except

gravelly and murum soil wet silt, clay or mud, conglomeration

of gravel and boulders, soft, sandy or disintegrated and hard

rock) and back filling the excavated material all round the

trenches including breaking clods, watering, consolidation by

ramming in layers not exceeding 9 inches (229 mm) in depth

to full compaction, dressing and disposal of surplus excavated

stuff as directed, lead up to one chain (30.5 R.m) and lift upto

5 feet (1.52 m)

(Hundred  

cubic feet)

Providing and laying 1:4:8 (1 cement 4 sand and 8 coarse

aggregate) cement concrete using graded stone ballast 2

inches and down gauge in foundation including leveling,

compacting and curing etc. complete.

(Hundred  

cubic feet)

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge having a

minimum works cube crushing strength of 3000 Ibs. per sq

inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in ordinary

slab more than 6 inches thick including form work and its

removal compacting and curing etc. complete but excluding

the cost of reinforcement, in basement plinth & ground floor..

(Hundred  

cubic feet)

(Hundred  

cubic feet)

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using 

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge having a 

minimum works cube crushing strength of 3000 Ibs. per sq 

inch  at 28 days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in sill and 

bed plates of straight or circular walls including form work and 

its removal, compacting and curing etc. complete but 

excluding the cost of reinforcement, in basement and ground 

floor.

Providing and laying first class solid burnt brick masonry set in 

cement mortar 1:6 in straight or curved walls more than 13-

1/2 inches (343 mm) thick including scaffolding, raking out 

Joints and curing etc. Complete in foundation, basement and 

plinth (foundation and basement masonry upto 5 feet (1.52 

Ru.m.) depth and plinth upto 4 feet (1.2 Ru.m.) height from 

ground level) .

(Hundred  

cubic feet)

Providing and laying first class solid burnt brick masonry

set in cement mortar 1:6 in straight or curved walls more than

9 inches 13-1/2 inches thick including scaffolding , raking out

joints and curing etc. complete in foundation, basement and

plinth (foundation and basement masonry upto 5' ft depth and

plinth upto 4' feet height ground level).

(Hundred  

cubic feet)

AMOUNT



7 19.00 47482.78 % Cft 9022 /-

P-177+195 Cft

I-30+136

8 8.00 14349.01 P.CWT 114792 /-

P-197

    
Cwt

 I-166

9 45.00 22036.75 % Cft 9917 /-

P-231 Cft

I-02

10 96.00 9562.54 % Sft 9180 /-

P-231 Sft

I-07

11 304.00 4815.28 % Sft 14638 /-

P-376 Sft

I-10

412420 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-I Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

¾” thick cement plaster 1:6 on walls and columns etc. in

basement, plinth, mezzanine and ground floor including

making edges, corners, and curing etc.,complete.

(Hundred  

cubic feet)

Total Cost of One Culvert 

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed (minimum

yield point 60,000 psi) reinforcement bars with & including the

cost of straightening, cutting, bending, binding, wastage, and

such overlaps as are not shown in the drawings, placing in

position on cement concrete 1:2:4 precast or m.s. chairs, tying

with binding wire, cost of chairs and wires etc. in all kinds of

RCC work in foundation, basement, plinth and ground floor of

building including septic tanks and under ground tanks and in

projections for future extension .

(Per 

hundred  

weight)

Providing and laying 1:4:8 cement concrete bed under floors

using graded stone ballast 2”inches and down gauge with

leveling and ramming watering and curing etc. complete.

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying floors of 3 inches thick 1:2:4 cement

concrete using graded screened bajri 3/4 inch and down

gauge in ground floor laid in panels including form work,

consolidation, finishing and curing etc. complete.

(Hundred  

Square  feet)

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge having a

minimum works cube crushing strength of 3000 Ibs. per sq

inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in ordinary

slab more than 6 inches thick including form work and its

removal compacting and curing etc. complete but excluding

the cost of reinforcement, in basement plinth & ground floor..

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge having a

minimum works cube crushing strength of 3000 Ibs. per sq

inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in straight

walls, vertical fins etc. more than 6 inches thick including

form work and its removal, compacting and curing etc. 

(Hundred  

cubic feet)



SINDH

B/R

SH-I Estimated Cost Rs. 22257526 /-

SH-I Culvets (02 Nos.) Rs. 824840 /-

TOTAL Rs. 23082366 /-

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

GENERAL ABSTRACT

Assistant Executive Engineer-I

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

Name of Work:

UNDER (SAP) PROGRAMME 2022-23

CONSTRUCTION/ REHABILITATION OF ROAD FROM BUBAK SHAH

BUKHARI TO BALOO LASHARI VIA VILLAGE MAROO KHAN TALPUR

TALUKA SEHWAN DISTRICT JAMSHORO.



SINDH

B/R

P/I No. Qty: Rate Unit Amount

SH-ROAD
1 171454 1811.44 % Cft 3105786 /-

P-482 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-10

2 171454 2033.34 % Cft 3486243 /-

P-483 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-18

3 50184.00 7544.65 % Cft 3786207 /-

P-484 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-26

4 4115.00 8169.30 % Cft 336167 /-

P-488 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-55

5 16728.00 54.29 P.Rft 908163 /-

A/R Rft (Per running foot)

6 824.00 12858.73 P.Ton 10595594 /-

P-492 Ton (Per Ton)

I-77

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

CONSTRUCTION/ REHABILITATION OF ROAD FROM BUBAK SHAH

BUKHARI TO BALOO LASHARI VIA VILLAGE MAROO KHAN TALPUR

TALUKA SEHWAN DISTRICT JAMSHORO.

NAME OF WORK:

UNDER (SAP) PROGRAMME 2022-23
Description

Making earthen embankments with earth taken from

approved borrow pits including cost of excavation,

placing earth in layers not exceeding 9" depth as per

approved section including dressing top and sides of the 

bank including all lift and all lead as per site requirement

in all kinds of soil (except gravelly, murum, wet silt, clay

or mud and rock).

Compaction of earthen embankments to full depth and

width below sub-grade level by approved mechanical

means in layers not exceeding 9" in depth at optimum

moisture content including watering, mixing by

mechanical means complete (the sub-grade

embankment of 3 Ft. or less in height shall be

compacted to at least 95% modified A.A.S.H.O. max.

dry density or their full depth and width, embankments

over 3 ft. in depth shall have top 3 ft. compacted to not

less than 95% modified A.A.S.H.O. maximum dry

density to their full depth and width and portion below 3

ft. compacted not less than 85% modified A.A.S.H.O.

max. dry density to their full depth and width) .

Supplying and laying hand broken 3" to 3/4" stone

ballast of approved grade and quality in sub-base or

base courses in required grade and camber and

compacting to the required density by approved

mechanical means (Vibratory Roller, Road Packer and

Smooth Wheel Roller etc.) including watering with all

lead and lift complete (actual compacted depth shall be

considered for payment)  

Supply and stacking spreading murum of approved

quality over stone metalled or earthen embankments

including filling, joints watering, consolidation with power 

roller  including all lead and lift.

Providing and laying burnt bricks of approved quality

and size for edging (9"inch in depth and 4-1/2" inches

wide) along the sides of road including all lead and lift

as directed by the  Engineer-in-charge.

Providing and laying hot-mix bituminous concrete

runway pavement laid with mechanical paver and mixed

in central mixing plant in required thickness and density,

rolled hot with different types of rollers complete as per

specifications and Job-mix formula and design: in single

layer upto 1-1/2" (38 mm) thickness inculding priming

coat @20 Lbs per %Sft complete.



7 35.00 1124.74 P.Rft 39366 /-

P-583 Rft (Per running foot)

I-1

TOTAL 22257526 /-

Executive Engineer

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Assistant Executive Engineer-I

Providing and fixing RCC pipe of class "B" or equivalent

in trenches including cutting, fitting and jointing with

maxphalt composition and cement mortar (1:1 ) and

testing with water including all lead and lift: 18" dia

pipe.

Central Civil Division



PROVINCE :-  SINDH

BRANCH :-   B/R

SH-II CULVERT: 

NO. DESCRIPTION OF ITEM QTY. RATE UNIT

1 669.0 1862.13 % Cft 12458 /-

P-40

Cft

I-02

2 112.00 21744.25 % Cft 24354 /-

 P-52 Cft

I-13

3 163.00 36129.72 % Cft 58891 /-

 P-132 Cft

I-1

4 252.00 38582.85 % Cft 97229 /-

 P-132 Cft

I-02

5 27.00 46441.66 % Cft 12539 /-
P-179+195 Cft

I-42+136

6 113.00 43716.64 % Cft 49400 /-
P-182+195 Cft

I-57+136

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using 

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge having 

a minimum works cube crushing strength of 3000 Ibs. per 

sq inch  at 28 days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in sill 

and bed plates of straight or circular walls including form 

work and its removal, compacting and curing etc. 

complete but excluding the cost of reinforcement, in 

basement and ground floor.

(Hundred  cubic feet)

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge

having a minimum works cube crushing strength of 3000

Ibs. per sq inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner than

1:2:4 in ordinary slab more than 6 inches thick including

form work and its removal compacting and curing etc.

complete but excluding the cost of reinforcement, in

basement plinth & ground floor..

(Hundred  cubic feet)

Providing and laying first class solid burnt brick masonry 

set in cement mortar 1:6 in straight or curved walls more 

than 13-1/2 inches (343 mm) thick including scaffolding, 

raking out Joints and curing etc. Complete in foundation, 

basement and plinth (foundation and basement masonry 

upto 5 feet (1.52 Ru.m.) depth and plinth upto 4 feet (1.2 

Ru.m.) height from ground level) .

(Hundred  cubic feet)

Providing and laying first class solid burnt brick

masonry set in cement mortar 1:6 in straight or curved

walls more than 9 inches 13-1/2 inches thick including

scaffolding , raking out joints and curing etc. complete in

foundation, basement and plinth (foundation and

basement masonry upto 5' ft depth and plinth upto 4' feet

height ground level).

(Hundred  cubic feet)

AMOUNT

Excavation for raft foundations, underground tanks and

septic tanks (rectangular or square) in all kinds of soil

(except gravelly and murum soil wet silt, clay or mud,

conglomeration of gravel and boulders, soft, sandy or

disintegrated and hard rock) and back filling the

excavated material all round the trenches including

breaking clods, watering, consolidation by ramming in

layers not exceeding 9 inches (229 mm) in depth to full

compaction, dressing and disposal of surplus excavated

stuff as directed, lead up to one chain (30.5 R.m) and lift

upto 5 feet (1.52 m)

(Hundred  cubic feet)

Providing and laying 1:4:8 (1 cement 4 sand and 8 coarse

aggregate) cement concrete using graded stone ballast 2

inches and down gauge in foundation including leveling,

compacting and curing etc. complete.

(Hundred  cubic feet)



7 19.00 47482.78 % Cft 9022 /-
P-177+195 Cft

I-30+136

8 8.00 14349.01 P.CWT 114792 /-

P-197

    
Cwt

 I-166

9 45.00 22036.75 % Cft 9917 /-
P-231 Cft

I-02

10 96.00 9562.54 % Sft 9180 /-
P-231 Sft

I-07

11 304.00 4815.28 % Sft 14638 /-
P-376 Sft

I-10

412420 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-I Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

¾” thick cement plaster 1:6 on walls and columns etc. in

basement, plinth, mezzanine and ground floor including

making edges, corners, and curing etc.,complete.

(Hundred  cubic feet)

Total Cost of One Culvert 

Providing and laying 1:4:8 cement concrete bed under

floors using graded stone ballast 2”inches and down

gauge with leveling and ramming watering and curing etc.

complete.

(Hundred cubic feet)

Providing and laying floors of 3 inches thick 1:2:4 cement

concrete using graded screened bajri 3/4 inch and down

gauge in ground floor laid in panels including form work,

consolidation, finishing and curing etc. complete.

(Hundred  Square  

feet)

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge

having a minimum works cube crushing strength of 3000

Ibs. per sq inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner than

1:2:4 in straight walls, vertical fins etc. more than 6 inches

thick including form work and its removal, compacting and 

(Hundred  cubic feet)

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed

(minimum yield point 60,000 psi) reinforcement bars with

& including the cost of straightening, cutting, bending,

binding, wastage, and such overlaps as are not shown in

the drawings, placing in position on cement concrete 1:2:4

precast or m.s. chairs, tying with binding wire, cost of

chairs and wires etc. in all kinds of RCC work in

foundation, basement, plinth and ground floor of building

including septic tanks and under ground tanks and in

projections for future extension .

(Per hundred  weight)



SINDH

B/R

SH-I Estimated Cost Rs. 16594571 /-

SH-I Culvets (02 Nos.) Rs. 824840 /-

TOTAL Rs. 17419411 /-

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

GENERAL ABSTRACT

Assistant Executive Engineer-I

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

Name of Work:

UNDER (SAP) PROGRAMME 2022-23

CONSTRUCTION/ REHABILITATION OF ROAD AT VILLAGE HUSSAIN

KHAN LAGHARI UC SHAIKH TALUKA SEHWAN DISTRICT JAMSHORO.





SINDH

B/R

P/I No. Qty: Rate Unit Amount

SH-ROAD
1 127750 1811.44 % Cft 2314115 /-

P-482 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-10

2 127750 2033.34 % Cft 2597592 /-

P-483 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-18

3 37392.00 7544.65 % Cft 2821096 /-

P-484 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-26

4 3066.00 8169.30 % Cft 250471 /-

P-488 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-55

5 12464.00 54.29 P.Rft 676671 /-

A/R Rft (Per running foot)

UNDER (SAP) PROGRAMME 2022-23
Description

Making earthen embankments with earth taken from

approved borrow pits including cost of excavation,

placing earth in layers not exceeding 9" depth as per

approved section including dressing top and sides of the 

bank including all lift and all lead as per site requirement

in all kinds of soil (except gravelly, murum, wet silt, clay

or mud and rock).

Compaction of earthen embankments to full depth and

width below sub-grade level by approved mechanical

means in layers not exceeding 9" in depth at optimum

moisture content including watering, mixing by

mechanical means complete (the sub-grade

embankment of 3 Ft. or less in height shall be

compacted to at least 95% modified A.A.S.H.O. max.

dry density or their full depth and width, embankments

over 3 ft. in depth shall have top 3 ft. compacted to not

less than 95% modified A.A.S.H.O. maximum dry

density to their full depth and width and portion below 3

ft. compacted not less than 85% modified A.A.S.H.O.

max. dry density to their full depth and width) .

Supplying and laying hand broken 3" to 3/4" stone

ballast of approved grade and quality in sub-base or

base courses in required grade and camber and

compacting to the required density by approved

mechanical means (Vibratory Roller, Road Packer and

Smooth Wheel Roller etc.) including watering with all

lead and lift complete (actual compacted depth shall be

considered for payment)  

Supply and stacking spreading murum of approved

quality over stone metalled or earthen embankments

including filling, joints watering, consolidation with power 

roller  including all lead and lift.

Providing and laying burnt bricks of approved quality

and size for edging (9"inch in depth and 4-1/2" inches

wide) along the sides of road including all lead and lift

as directed by the  Engineer-in-charge.

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

CONSTRUCTION/ REHABILITATION OF ROAD AT VILLAGE HUSSAIN

KHAN LAGHARI UC SHAIKH TALUKA SEHWAN DISTRICT JAMSHORO.

NAME OF WORK:



6 614.000 12858.73 P.Ton 7895260 /-

P-492 Ton (Per Ton)

I-77

7 35.00 1124.74 P.Rft 39366 /-

P-583 Rft (Per running foot)

I-1

TOTAL 16594571 /-

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Assistant Executive Engineer-I

Providing and fixing RCC pipe of class "B" or equivalent

in trenches including cutting, fitting and jointing with

maxphalt composition and cement mortar (1:1 ) and

testing with water including all lead and lift: 18" dia

pipe.

Providing and laying hot-mix bituminous concrete

runway pavement laid with mechanical paver and mixed

in central mixing plant in required thickness and density,

rolled hot with different types of rollers complete as per

specifications and Job-mix formula and design: in single

layer upto 1-1/2" (38 mm) thickness inculding priming

coat @20 Lbs per %Sft complete.

Central Civil Division

Executive Engineer



PROVINCE :-  SINDH

BRANCH :-   B/R

SH-II CULVERT: 

NO. DESCRIPTION OF ITEM QTY. RATE UNIT

1 669.0 1862.13 % Cft 12458 /-

P-40

Cft

I-02

2 112.00 21744.25 % Cft 24354 /-

 P-52 Cft

I-13

3 163.00 36129.72 % Cft 58891 /-

 P-132 Cft

I-1

4 252.00 38582.85 % Cft 97229 /-

 P-132 Cft

I-02

5 27.00 46441.66 % Cft 12539 /-

P-179+195 Cft

I-42+136

6 113.00 43716.64 % Cft 49400 /-

P-182+195 Cft

I-57+136

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using crushed 

graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge having a minimum 

works cube crushing strength of 3000 Ibs. per sq inch  at 28 

days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in sill and bed plates of 

straight or circular walls including form work and its removal, 

compacting and curing etc. complete but excluding the cost of 

reinforcement, in basement and ground floor.

(Hundred  

cubic feet)

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using crushed

graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge having a minimum

works cube crushing strength of 3000 Ibs. per sq inch at 28

days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in ordinary slab more than

6 inches thick including form work and its removal compacting

and curing etc. complete but excluding the cost of reinforcement,

in basement plinth & ground floor..

(Hundred  

cubic feet)

Providing and laying first class solid burnt brick masonry set in 

cement mortar 1:6 in straight or curved walls more than 13-1/2 

inches (343 mm) thick including scaffolding, raking out Joints 

and curing etc. Complete in foundation, basement and plinth 

(foundation and basement masonry upto 5 feet (1.52 Ru.m.) 

depth and plinth upto 4 feet (1.2 Ru.m.) height from ground level) 

.

(Hundred  

cubic feet)

Providing and laying first class solid burnt brick masonry set

in cement mortar 1:6 in straight or curved walls more than 9

inches 13-1/2 inches thick including scaffolding , raking out joints

and curing etc. complete in foundation, basement and plinth

(foundation and basement masonry upto 5' ft depth and plinth

upto 4' feet height ground level).

(Hundred  

cubic feet)

AMOUNT

Excavation for raft foundations, underground tanks and septic

tanks (rectangular or square) in all kinds of soil (except gravelly

and murum soil wet silt, clay or mud, conglomeration of gravel

and boulders, soft, sandy or disintegrated and hard rock) and

back filling the excavated material all round the trenches

including breaking clods, watering, consolidation by ramming in

layers not exceeding 9 inches (229 mm) in depth to full

compaction, dressing and disposal of surplus excavated stuff as

directed, lead up to one chain (30.5 R.m) and lift upto 5 feet

(1.52 m)

(Hundred  

cubic feet)

Providing and laying 1:4:8 (1 cement 4 sand and 8 coarse

aggregate) cement concrete using graded stone ballast 2 inches

and down gauge in foundation including leveling, compacting

and curing etc. complete.

(Hundred  

cubic feet)



7 19.00 47482.78 % Cft 9022 /-

P-177+195 Cft

I-30+136

8 8.00 14349.01 P.CWT 114792 /-

P-197

    
Cwt

 I-166

9 45.00 22036.75 % Cft 9917 /-

P-231 Cft

I-02

10 96.00 9562.54 % Sft 9180 /-

P-231 Sft

I-07

11 304.00 4815.28 % Sft 14638 /-

P-376 Sft

I-10

412420 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-I Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

¾” thick cement plaster 1:6 on walls and columns etc. in

basement, plinth, mezzanine and ground floor including making

edges, corners, and curing etc.,complete.

(Hundred  

cubic feet)

Total Cost of One Culvert 

Providing and laying 1:4:8 cement concrete bed under floors

using graded stone ballast 2”inches and down gauge with

leveling and ramming watering and curing etc. complete.

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying floors of 3 inches thick 1:2:4 cement

concrete using graded screened bajri 3/4 inch and down gauge

in ground floor laid in panels including form work, consolidation,

finishing and curing etc. complete.

(Hundred  

Square  feet)

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using crushed

graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge having a minimum

works cube crushing strength of 3000 Ibs. per sq inch at 28

days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in straight walls, vertical

fins etc. more than 6 inches thick including form work and its

removal, compacting and curing etc. complete but excluding the 

(Hundred  

cubic feet)

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed (minimum yield

point 60,000 psi) reinforcement bars with & including the cost of

straightening, cutting, bending, binding, wastage, and such

overlaps as are not shown in the drawings, placing in position on

cement concrete 1:2:4 precast or m.s. chairs, tying with binding

wire, cost of chairs and wires etc. in all kinds of RCC work in

foundation, basement, plinth and ground floor of building

including septic tanks and under ground tanks and in projections

for future extension .

(Per 

hundred  

weight)

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using crushed

graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge having a minimum

works cube crushing strength of 3000 Ibs. per sq inch at 28

days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in ordinary slab more than

6 inches thick including form work and its removal compacting

and curing etc. complete but excluding the cost of reinforcement,

in basement plinth & ground floor..



SINDH

B/R

Rs. 11973618 /-

Rs. 1196221 /-

Rs. 13169839 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-I Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

GENERAL ABSTRACT

SH-I Tuff Paver

SH-I Drain

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE TALTI UC TALTI

TALUKA SEHWAN DISTRICT JAMSHORO.

UNDER SAP 2022-2023



SINDH

B/R

UNDER SAP 2022-2023

SH-I TUFF PAVER

1 986.00 3006.25 % Cft 29642 /-

P-48 Cft (Hundred square feet)

I-11

2 1600.00 1503.13 % Sft 24050 /-

P-401 Sft (Hundred square feet)

I-39

3 1600.00 332.50 % Sft 5320 /-

P-34 Sft (Hundred square feet)

I-05

4 23400.00 3254.05 % Cft 761448 /-

P-48 Cft (Hundred square feet)

I-8

5 18750.00 27877.27 % Cft 5226988 /-

P-494 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-94

6 521.00 38612.20 % Cft 201170 /-

P-59 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-15

7 50000.00 114.50 P.Sft 5725000 /-

P-255 Sft (Per Square foot)

I-177 (B)

.

Total 11973618 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-I Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Providing and laying in floor C.C. 1:2:4: tuff paver 2-

1/2" thick of approved design and colour pattren

(average strength 5000 psi) laid on sand cushion

filling of joint with sand and warring etc. complete

as per direction of Engineer Incharge. (the cost of

sand cushion is included)

Dismantling cement concrete block/brick masnary

in lime or cement moratr

foundation,basement,plinth and ground floor

including stacking salvaged material ( serviceable)

and disposing of surplus material as directed with

lead.

Dismantling C.C floor upto 2" thick in basement,

plinth & ground floor including disposing off the

material as directed within three chains (91.5 m)

Levelling and dressing the ground by cutting and

fitting earth upto 6" inches in depth including

consolidating and watering, complete  as required.

Providing and laying 1:4:8 cement concrete in any

thickness using 2" (51 mm) and down gauge stone

ballast of approved grade and quality over

prepared sub-grade or sand cushion in roads,

paths, creteways laid to required gradient and

camber including cost of necessary form work and

its removal compacting with vibrators including

curing etc. complete .

Providing and laying 1:4:8 cement concrete in any

thickness using 2" (51 mm) and down gauge stone

ballast of approved grade and quality over

prepared sub-grade or sand cushion in roads,

paths, creteways laid to required gradient and

camber including cost of necessary form work and

its removal compacting with vibrators including

curing etc. complete .

Providing and laying in situ 1:2:4 (1 cement 2 sand

and 4 coarse aggregate) cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge

in foundation, basement and plinth including form

work, compacting, curing and removal of form work

etc. complete, foundation and basement up to 5

feet depth (1.52 m) and plinth up to 4 feet (1.2 m)

height from ground level .

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE TALTI UC TALTI TALUKA

SEHWAN DISTRICT JAMSHORO.

Page No.& 

Item No.
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit Amount



SINDH

B/R

UNDER SAP 2022-2023

SH-II OPEN DRAIN

1 4500.00 1624.63 % Cft 73108 /-

P-40 Cft (Hundred Cubic Feet)

I-01

2 600.00 21744.25 % Cft 130466 /-

P-52 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-13

3 2176.00 38582.85 % Cft 839563 /-

P-132 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-2

4 600.00 6879.77 % Sft 41279 /-

P-231 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-06

5 2000.00 4381.84 % Sft 87637 /-

P-376 Sft (Hundred square feet)

I-04

6 25.00 45586.77 % Cft 11397 /-

P-182+195 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-56+136

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge having

a minimum works cube crushing strength of 3000Ibs.. per

sq inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in

ordinary slab 5" inch to 6" inch thick including form work

and its removal, compacting and curing etc. but excluding

the cost of reinforcement, in basement plinth and ground

floor.

Amount

Excavation for foundation trenches and drains in all kinds

of soil (except gravelly and murum soil, wet silt, clay or

mud conglomeration of gravel and boulders, soft, sandy or

disintegrated sandy and hard rock) and back filling the

excavated material in foundation, plinth or under floor

including breaking clods, watering, consolidation by

ramming in layers not exceeding 9 inches (229 mm) in

depth to full compaction, dressing and disposal of surplus

excavated stuff as directed, lead upto one chain (30.5

R.m) and lift upto 5 feet (1.52 m).

Providing and laying first class solid burnt brick masonry

set in cement mortar 1:6 in straight or curved walls 9" to

13-/2 inches (228 mm to 343 mm) thick including

scaffolding, raking out Joints and curing etc. complete in

foundation, basement and plinth (foundation and

basement masonry upto 5 feet (1.52 Ru.m.) depth and

plinth upto 4 feet (1.2 Ru.m.) height from ground level) .

Providing and laying floors of 2 inches thick 1:2:4 cement

concrete using graded screened bajri 3/4 inch and down

gauge in ground floor laid in panels including form work,

consolidation, finishing, and curing etc. complete.

1/2" (13 mm) thick cement plaster 1:4 on walls and

columns etc. in basement, plinth, mezzanine and ground

floor including making edges, corners, and curing etc.,

complete .

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE TALTI UC TALTI TALUKA

SEHWAN DISTRICT JAMSHORO.

Providing and laying 1:4:8 ( 1 cement 4 sand and 8 coarse

aggregate) cement concrete using graded stone ballast 2

inches and down gauge in foundation including leveling,

compacting and curing etc. complete. 

P/I No. Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit



7 0.89 14349.01 P cwt 12771 /-

P-197 cwt (Per hundred weight)

I-166

Total 1196221 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-I Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed

(minimum yield point 60,000 psi) reinforcement bars with

& including the cost of straightening, cutting, bending,

binding, wastage, and such overlaps as are not shown in

the drawings, placing in position on cement concrete 1:2:4

precast or m.s. chairs, tying with binding wire, cost of

chairs and wires etc. in all kinds of RCC work in

foundation, basement, plinth and ground floor of building

including septic tanks and under ground tanks and in

projections for future extension .



SINDH

B/R

Rs. 7226381 /-

Rs. 1409345 /-

Rs. 8635726 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-I Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

GENERAL ABSTRACT

SH-I Tuff Paver

SH-I Drain

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE BHAMBHA TALUKA

SEHWAN DISTRICT JAMSHORO.

UNDER SAP 2022-2023



SINDH

B/R

UNDER SAP 2022-2023

SH-I TUFF PAVER

1 768.00 3006.25 % Cft 23088 /-

P-48 Cft (Hundred square feet)

I-11

2 1200.00 1503.13 % Sft 18038 /-

P-401 Sft (Hundred square feet)

I-39

3 1200.00 332.50 % Sft 3990 /-

P-34 Sft (Hundred square feet)

I-05

4 13800.00 3254.05 % Cft 449059 /-

P-48 Cft (Hundred square feet)

I-8

5 11250.00 27877.27 % Cft 3136193 /-

P-494 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-94

6 417.00 38612.20 % Cft 161013 /-

P-59 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-15

7 30000.00 114.50 P.Sft 3435000 /-

P-255 Sft (Per Square foot)

I-177 (B)

.

Total 7226381 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-I Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE BHAMBHA TALUKA

SEHWAN DISTRICT JAMSHORO.

Page No.& 

Item No.
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit Amount

Providing and laying in floor C.C. 1:2:4: tuff paver 2-

1/2" thick of approved design and colour pattren

(average strength 5000 psi) laid on sand cushion

filling of joint with sand and warring etc. complete as

per direction of Engineer Incharge. (the cost of sand

cushion is included)

Dismantling cement concrete block/brick masnary in

lime or cement moratr foundation,basement,plinth and

ground floor including stacking salvaged material (

serviceable) and disposing of surplus material as

directed with lead.

Dismantling C.C floor upto 2" thick in basement, plinth

& ground floor including disposing off the material as

directed within three chains (91.5 m)

Levelling and dressing the ground by cutting and

fitting earth upto 6" inches in depth including

consolidating and watering, complete  as required.

Providing and laying 1:4:8 cement concrete in any

thickness using 2" (51 mm) and down gauge stone

ballast of approved grade and quality over prepared

sub-grade or sand cushion in roads, paths, creteways

laid to required gradient and camber including cost of

necessary form work and its removal compacting with

vibrators including curing etc. complete .

Providing and laying 1:4:8 cement concrete in any

thickness using 2" (51 mm) and down gauge stone

ballast of approved grade and quality over prepared

sub-grade or sand cushion in roads, paths, creteways

laid to required gradient and camber including cost of

necessary form work and its removal compacting with

vibrators including curing etc. complete .

Providing and laying in situ 1:2:4 (1 cement 2 sand

and 4 coarse aggregate) cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge in

foundation, basement and plinth including form work,

compacting, curing and removal of form work etc.

complete, foundation and basement up to 5 feet depth

(1.52 m) and plinth up to 4 feet (1.2 m) height from

ground level .



SINDH

B/R

UNDER SAP 2022-2023

SH-II OPEN DRAIN

1 5370.00 1624.63 % Cft 87243 /-

P-40 Cft (Hundred Cubic Feet)

I-01

2 715.00 21744.25 % Cft 155471 /-

P-52 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-13

3 2595.00 38582.85 % Cft 1001225 /-

P-132 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-2

4 716.00 6879.77 % Sft 49259 /-

P-231 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-06

5 2385.00 4381.84 % Sft 104507 /-

P-376 Sft (Hundred square feet)

I-04

6 12.00 45586.77 % Cft 5470 /-

P-182+195 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-56+136

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE BHAMBHA TALUKA

SEHWAN DISTRICT JAMSHORO.

Providing and laying 1:4:8 ( 1 cement 4 sand and 8 coarse

aggregate) cement concrete using graded stone ballast 2

inches and down gauge in foundation including leveling,

compacting and curing etc. complete. 

P/I No. Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge having

a minimum works cube crushing strength of 3000Ibs.. per

sq inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in

ordinary slab 5" inch to 6" inch thick including form work

and its removal, compacting and curing etc. but excluding

the cost of reinforcement, in basement plinth and ground

floor.

Amount

Excavation for foundation trenches and drains in all kinds

of soil (except gravelly and murum soil, wet silt, clay or

mud conglomeration of gravel and boulders, soft, sandy or

disintegrated sandy and hard rock) and back filling the

excavated material in foundation, plinth or under floor

including breaking clods, watering, consolidation by

ramming in layers not exceeding 9 inches (229 mm) in

depth to full compaction, dressing and disposal of surplus

excavated stuff as directed, lead upto one chain (30.5

R.m) and lift upto 5 feet (1.52 m).

Providing and laying first class solid burnt brick masonry

set in cement mortar 1:6 in straight or curved walls 9" to

13-/2 inches (228 mm to 343 mm) thick including

scaffolding, raking out Joints and curing etc. complete in

foundation, basement and plinth (foundation and

basement masonry upto 5 feet (1.52 Ru.m.) depth and

plinth upto 4 feet (1.2 Ru.m.) height from ground level) .

Providing and laying floors of 2 inches thick 1:2:4 cement

concrete using graded screened bajri 3/4 inch and down

gauge in ground floor laid in panels including form work,

consolidation, finishing, and curing etc. complete.

1/2" (13 mm) thick cement plaster 1:4 on walls and

columns etc. in basement, plinth, mezzanine and ground

floor including making edges, corners, and curing etc.,

complete .



7 0.43 14349.01 P cwt 6170 /-

P-197 cwt (Per hundred weight)

I-166

Total 1409345 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-I Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed

(minimum yield point 60,000 psi) reinforcement bars with

& including the cost of straightening, cutting, bending,

binding, wastage, and such overlaps as are not shown in

the drawings, placing in position on cement concrete 1:2:4

precast or m.s. chairs, tying with binding wire, cost of

chairs and wires etc. in all kinds of RCC work in

foundation, basement, plinth and ground floor of building

including septic tanks and under ground tanks and in

projections for future extension .



SINDH

B/R

Rs. 12011712 /-

Rs. 5965542 /-

TOTAL Rs. 17977254 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-I Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

SH-I Tuff Paver

GENERAL ABSTRACT

SH-II Drain

UNDER SAP 2022-2023

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER AT BUNDER MOHALLAH SEHWAN DISTRICT 

JAMSHORO.



SINDH

B/R

UNDER SAP 2022-2023

SH-I TUFF PAVER

1 946.00 3006.25 % Cft 34058 /-

P-399 Cft (Hundred square feet)

I-11

2 1400.00 1503.13 % Sft 21044 /-

P-401 Sft (Hundred square feet)

I-39

3 1400.00 332.50 % Sft 4655 /-

P-34 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-05

4 23604.00 3254.05 % Cft 768086 /-

P-48 Cft (Hundred square feet)

I-8

5 18753.00 27877.27 % Cft 5227824 /-

P-494 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-94

6 596.00 38612.20 % Cft 230129 /-

P-59 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-15

7 50008.00 114.50 P.Sft 5725916 /-

P-255 Sft (Per Square foot)

I-177 (B)

.

Total 12011712 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-I Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Rupees One 

Hundred 

Fourteen Paise 

Fifty Only 

Providing and laying 1:4:8 cement concrete in any

thickness using 2" (51 mm) and down gauge stone

ballast of approved grade and quality over prepared sub-

grade or sand cushion in roads, paths, creteways laid to

required gradient and camber including cost of

necessary form work and its removal compacting with

vibrators including curing etc. complete .

Rupees 

TwentySeven 

Thousand Eight 

Hundred 

Rupees 

ThirtyEight 

Thousand Six 

Hundred 

Providing and laying in floor C.C. 1:2:4: tuff paver 2-1/2" 

thick of approved design and colour pattren  (average 

strength 5000 psi) laid on sand cushion filling of joint with 

sand and warring etc. complete as per direction of 

Engineer Incharge. (the cost of sand cushion is included)

Providing and laying in situ 1:2:4 (1 cement 2 sand and 4 

coarse aggregate) cement concrete using crushed 

graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge in foundation, 

basement and plinth including form work, compacting, 

curing and removal of form work etc. complete, 

foundation and basement up to 5 feet depth (1.52 m) 

and plinth up to 4 feet (1.2 m) height from ground level .

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER AT BUNDER MOHALLAH SEHWAN DISTRICT JAMSHORO.

Amount

Supplying earth from approved outside sources within a

radius of 5 miles (8 km) including digging, loading and

unloading and filling in foundation trenches, plinth or

under floor, etc. including breaking clods, dressing,

watering and consolidation by ramming in layers not

exceeding 9 inches (229 mm) in depth to full compaction

complete within a ;lead of one chain (30.5 R.m) and lift of

5 feet (1.52 m).

Page No.& 

Item No.
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit

Rupees Three 

Thousand Two 

Hundred 

FiftyFour Paise 

Five Only 

Dismantling C.C. floor upto 2" thick in basement, plinth &

ground floor including disposing off the material as

directed within three chains (91.5m).

Rupees One 

Thousand Five 

Hundred Three 

Paise Thirteen 

Levelling and dressing the ground by cutting and filling

earth upto 6 inches in depth including consolidating and

watering, complete as required.

(Rs. Three 

hundred Thirty 

Two & Ps. Fifty 

Dismantling cement concrete block/brick masnary in

lime or cement moratr foundation,basement,plinth and

ground floor including stacking salvaged material (

serviceable) and disposing of surplus material as

directed with lead.



SINDH

B/R

UNDER SAP 2022-2023

SH-II OPEN DRAIN

1 22875.00 1624.63 % Cft 371634 /-

P-40 Cft (Hundred Cubic Feet)

I-01

2 3047.00 21744.25 % Cft 662547 /-

P-52 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-13

3 11053.00 38582.85 % Cft 4264562 /-

P-132 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-2

4 3050.00 6879.77 % Sft 209833 /-

P-231 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-06

5 10163.00 4381.84 % Sft 445326 /-

P-376 Sft (Hundred square feet)

I-04

6 12.00 45586.77 % Cft 5470 /-

P-182+195 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-56+136

Excavation for foundation trenches and drains in all kinds of soil

(except gravelly and murum soil, wet silt, clay or mud

conglomeration of gravel and boulders, soft, sandy or

disintegrated sandy and hard rock) and back filling the excavated

material in foundation, plinth or under floor including breaking

clods, watering, consolidation by ramming in layers not exceeding

9 inches (229 mm) in depth to full compaction, dressing and

disposal of surplus excavated stuff as directed, lead upto one

chain (30.5 R.m) and lift upto 5 feet (1.52 m).

Providing and laying 1:4:8 ( 1 cement 4 sand and 8 coarse

aggregate) cement concrete using graded stone ballast 2 inches

and down gauge in foundation including leveling, compacting and

curing etc. complete. 

Providing and laying first class solid burnt brick masonry set in

cement mortar 1:6 in straight or curved walls 9" to 13-/2 inches

(228 mm to 343 mm) thick including scaffolding, raking out Joints

and curing etc. complete in foundation, basement and plinth

(foundation and basement masonry upto 5 feet (1.52 Ru.m.)

depth and plinth upto 4 feet (1.2 Ru.m.) height from ground level)

.

Providing and laying floors of 2 inches thick 1:2:4 cement

concrete using graded screened bajri 3/4 inch and down gauge in

ground floor laid in panels including form work, consolidation,

finishing, and curing etc. complete.

1/2" (13 mm) thick cement plaster 1:4 on walls and columns etc.

in basement, plinth, mezzanine and ground floor including making

edges, corners, and curing etc., complete .

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using crushed

graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge having a minimum

works cube crushing strength of 3000Ibs.. per sq inch at 28 days

with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in ordinary slab 5" inch to 6" inch

thick including form work and its removal, compacting and curing

etc. but excluding the cost of reinforcement, in basement plinth

and ground floor.

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER AT BUNDER MOHALLAH SEHWAN

DISTRICT JAMSHORO.

P/I No. Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit Amount



7 0.43 14349.01 P cwt 6170 /-

P-197 cwt (Per hundred weight)

I-166

Total 5965542 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-I Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed (minimum yield

point 60,000 psi) reinforcement bars with & including the cost of

straightening, cutting, bending, binding, wastage, and such

overlaps as are not shown in the drawings, placing in position on

cement concrete 1:2:4 precast or m.s. chairs, tying with binding

wire, cost of chairs and wires etc. in all kinds of RCC work in

foundation, basement, plinth and ground floor of building including

septic tanks and under ground tanks and in projections for future

extension .



SINDH

B/R

Rs. 12007896 /-

Rs. 3973930 /-

TOTAL Rs. 15981826 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-I Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE BILAWALPUR TALUKA SEHWAN 

DISTRICT JAMSHORO.

SH-I Tuff Paver

GENERAL ABSTRACT

SH-II Drain

UNDER SAP 2022-2023



SINDH

B/R

UNDER SAP 2022-2023

SH-I TUFF PAVER

1 840.00 3600.25 % Cft 30242 /-

P-399 Cft (Hundred square feet)

I-11

2 1400.00 1503.13 % Sft 21044 /-

P-401 Sft (Hundred square feet)

I-39

3 1400.00 332.50 % Sft 4655 /-

P-34 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-05

4 23604.00 3254.05 % Cft 768086 /-

P-48 Cft (Hundred square feet)

I-8

5 18753.00 27877.27 % Cft 5227824 /-

P-494 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-94

6 596.00 38612.20 % Cft 230129 /-

P-59 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-15

7 50008.00 114.50 P.Sft 5725916 /-

P-255 Sft (Per Square foot)

I-177 (B)

.

Total 12007896 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-I Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Amount

Supplying earth from approved outside sources within a

radius of 5 miles (8 km) including digging, loading and

unloading and filling in foundation trenches, plinth or

under floor, etc. including breaking clods, dressing,

watering and consolidation by ramming in layers not

exceeding 9 inches (229 mm) in depth to full compaction

complete within a ;lead of one chain (30.5 R.m) and lift of

5 feet (1.52 m).

Page No.& 

Item No.
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit

Rupees Three 

Thousand Two 

Hundred 

FiftyFour Paise 

Five Only 

Dismantling C.C. floor upto 2" thick in basement, plinth &

ground floor including disposing off the material as

directed within three chains (91.5m).

Rupees One 

Thousand Five 

Hundred Three 

Paise Thirteen 

Levelling and dressing the ground by cutting and filling

earth upto 6 inches in depth including consolidating and

watering, complete as required.

(Rs. Three 

hundred Thirty 

Two & Ps. Fifty 

Dismantling cement concrete block/brick masnary in

lime or cement moratr foundation,basement,plinth and

ground floor including stacking salvaged material (

serviceable) and disposing of surplus material as

directed with lead.

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE BILAWALPUR TALUKA SEHWAN DISTRICT

JAMSHORO.

Rupees One 

Hundred 

Fourteen Paise 

Fifty Only 

Providing and laying 1:4:8 cement concrete in any

thickness using 2" (51 mm) and down gauge stone

ballast of approved grade and quality over prepared sub-

grade or sand cushion in roads, paths, creteways laid to

required gradient and camber including cost of

necessary form work and its removal compacting with

vibrators including curing etc. complete .

Rupees 

TwentySeven 

Thousand Eight 

Hundred 

Rupees 

ThirtyEight 

Thousand Six 

Hundred 

Providing and laying in floor C.C. 1:2:4: tuff paver 2-1/2" 

thick of approved design and colour pattren  (average 

strength 5000 psi) laid on sand cushion filling of joint with 

sand and warring etc. complete as per direction of 

Engineer Incharge. (the cost of sand cushion is included)

Providing and laying in situ 1:2:4 (1 cement 2 sand and 4 

coarse aggregate) cement concrete using crushed 

graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge in foundation, 

basement and plinth including form work, compacting, 

curing and removal of form work etc. complete, 

foundation and basement up to 5 feet depth (1.52 m) 

and plinth up to 4 feet (1.2 m) height from ground level .



SINDH

B/R

UNDER SAP 2022-2023

SH-II OPEN DRAIN

1 15000.00 1624.63 % Cft 243695 /-

P-40 Cft (Hundred Cubic Feet)

I-01

2 1998.00 21744.25 % Cft 434450 /-

P-52 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-13

3 7248.00 38582.85 % Cft 2796485 /-

P-132 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-2

4 2000.00 6879.77 % Sft 137595 /-

P-231 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-06

5 6664.00 4381.84 % Sft 292006 /-

P-376 Sft (Hundred square feet)

I-04

6 72.00 45586.77 % Cft 32822 /-

P-182+195 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-56+136

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE BILAWALPUR

TALUKA SEHWAN DISTRICT JAMSHORO.

P/I No. Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit Amount

Excavation for foundation trenches and drains in all kinds of soil

(except gravelly and murum soil, wet silt, clay or mud

conglomeration of gravel and boulders, soft, sandy or

disintegrated sandy and hard rock) and back filling the excavated

material in foundation, plinth or under floor including breaking

clods, watering, consolidation by ramming in layers not exceeding

9 inches (229 mm) in depth to full compaction, dressing and

disposal of surplus excavated stuff as directed, lead upto one

chain (30.5 R.m) and lift upto 5 feet (1.52 m).

Providing and laying 1:4:8 ( 1 cement 4 sand and 8 coarse

aggregate) cement concrete using graded stone ballast 2 inches

and down gauge in foundation including leveling, compacting and

curing etc. complete. 

Providing and laying first class solid burnt brick masonry set in

cement mortar 1:6 in straight or curved walls 9" to 13-/2 inches

(228 mm to 343 mm) thick including scaffolding, raking out Joints

and curing etc. complete in foundation, basement and plinth

(foundation and basement masonry upto 5 feet (1.52 Ru.m.)

depth and plinth upto 4 feet (1.2 Ru.m.) height from ground level)

.

Providing and laying floors of 2 inches thick 1:2:4 cement

concrete using graded screened bajri 3/4 inch and down gauge in

ground floor laid in panels including form work, consolidation,

finishing, and curing etc. complete.

1/2" (13 mm) thick cement plaster 1:4 on walls and columns etc.

in basement, plinth, mezzanine and ground floor including making

edges, corners, and curing etc., complete .

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using crushed

graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge having a minimum

works cube crushing strength of 3000Ibs.. per sq inch at 28 days

with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in ordinary slab 5" inch to 6" inch

thick including form work and its removal, compacting and curing

etc. but excluding the cost of reinforcement, in basement plinth

and ground floor.



7 2.57 14349.01 P cwt 36877 /-

P-197 cwt (Per hundred weight)

I-166

Total 3973930 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-I Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed (minimum yield

point 60,000 psi) reinforcement bars with & including the cost of

straightening, cutting, bending, binding, wastage, and such

overlaps as are not shown in the drawings, placing in position on

cement concrete 1:2:4 precast or m.s. chairs, tying with binding

wire, cost of chairs and wires etc. in all kinds of RCC work in

foundation, basement, plinth and ground floor of building including

septic tanks and under ground tanks and in projections for future

extension .



SINDH

B/R

Rs. 16747857 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-I Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

GENERAL ABSTRACT

SH-I RCC DRAIN

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: CONSTRUCTION OF RCC DRAIN AT BUGHIA COLONY BHAN 

SAEEDABAD TALUKA SEHWAN DISTRICT JAMSHORO.

UNDER SAP 2022-2023



SINDH

B/R

UNDER SAP 2022-2023

SH- RCC DRAIN

1 2316.00 3600.25 % Cft 83382 /-

P-399 Cft (Hundred square feet)

2 31500.00 1624.63 % Cft 511758 /-

P-40 Cft (Hundred Cubic Feet)

I-01

3 4500.00 22137.65 % Cft 996194 /-

P-52 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-13

4 4000.00 31431.41 % Cft 1257256 /-

P-189+195 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-99+136

5 6000.00 45556.44 % Cft 2733386 /-

P-174+195 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-9+136

6 5000.00 6879.77 % Sft 343989 /-

P-231 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-06

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: CONSTRUCTION OF RCC DRAIN AT BUGHIA COLONY BHAN SAEEDABAD

TALUKA SEHWAN DISTRICT JAMSHORO.

Providing and laying 1:4:8 ( 1 cement 4 sand and 8 coarse

aggregate) cement concrete using graded stone ballast 2

inches and down gauge in foundation including leveling,

compacting and curing etc. complete. 

P/I No. Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit Amount

Excavation for foundation trenches and drains in all kinds

of soil (except gravelly and murum soil, wet silt, clay or

mud conglomeration of gravel and boulders, soft, sandy or

disintegrated sandy and hard rock) and back filling the

excavated material in foundation, plinth or under floor

including breaking clods, watering, consolidation by

ramming in layers not exceeding 9 inches (229 mm) in

depth to full compaction, dressing and disposal of surplus

excavated stuff as directed, lead upto one chain (30.5

R.m) and lift upto 5 feet (1.52 m).

Providing and laying floors of 2 inches thick 1:2:4 cement

concrete using graded screened bajri 3/4 inch and down

gauge in ground floor laid in panels including form work,

consolidation, finishing, and curing etc. complete.

Dismantling cement concrete block/brick masnary in lime

or cement moratr foundation,basement,plinth and ground

floor including stacking salvaged material ( serviceable)

and disposing of surplus material as directed with lead.

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using

screened graded bajri 3/4 inch (19 mm) and down gauge

having a minimum works cube crushing strength of 2250

Ibs.. per sq inch (15.52 N/mm2) at 28 days with a mix not

leaner than 1:2:4 in straight walls more than 6 inches (152

mm) thick including form work and its removal,

compacting and curing etc. but excluding the cost of

reinforcement, in foundation basement and plinth.

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using

screened graded bajri 3/4 inch (19 mm) and down gauge

having a minimum works cube crushing strength of 2250

Ibs. per sq. inch (15.52 N/mm2 ) at 28 days with a mix not

leaner than 1:2:4 in foundation or bottom slab of

rectangular underground tank including form works and its

removal, levelling, compacting and curing etc. complete

but excluding the cost of reinforcement



7 8000.00 4381.84 % Sft 350547 /-

P-376 Sft (Hundred square feet)

I-04

8 4000.00 45586.77 % Cft 1823471 /-

P-182+195 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-56+136

9 625.00 13970.01 P cwt 8731256 /-

cwt (Per hundred weight)

Total 16747857 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-I Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed

deformed (minimum yield point 60,000 psi)

reinforcement bars with & including the cost of

straightening, cutting, bending, binding,

wastage, and such overlaps as are not shown

in the drawings, placing in position on cement

concrete 1:2:4 precast or m.s. chairs, tying with

binding wire, cost of chairs and wires etc. in

over head water tank bin banker intze tank and

silo upto 30 feet (9.m) height.

1/2" (13 mm) thick cement plaster 1:4 on walls and

columns etc. in basement, plinth, mezzanine and ground

floor including making edges, corners, and curing etc.,

complete .

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge having

a minimum works cube crushing strength of 3000Ibs.. per

sq inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in

ordinary slab 5" inch to 6" inch thick including form work

and its removal, compacting and curing etc. but excluding

the cost of reinforcement, in basement plinth and ground

floor.



SINDH

B/R

Rs. 8685870 /-

Rs. 847090 /-

TOTAL Rs. 9532960 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-I Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER FROM MANJHAND TOWN TO ZAWAR HAJI M.URS 

IMAM BARGAH TALUKA MANJHAND DISTRICT JAMSHORO.

SH-I Tuff Paver

GENERAL ABSTRACT

SH-II Drain

UNDER SAP 2022-2023



SINDH

B/R

UNDER SAP 2022-2023

SH-I TUFF PAVER

1 980.00 3006.25 % Cft 35282 /-

P-399 Cft (Hundred square feet)

I-11

2 1200.00 1503.13 % Sft 18038 /-

P-401 Sft (Hundred square feet)

I-39

3 1200.00 332.50 % Sft 3990 /-

P-34 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-05

4 16800.00 3254.05 % Cft 546680 /-

P-48 Cft (Hundred square feet)

I-8

5 13500.00 27877.27 % Cft 3763431 /-

P-494 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-94

6 501.00 38612.20 % Cft 193447 /-

P-59 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-15

7 36000.00 114.50 P.Sft 4122000 /-

P-255 Sft (Per Square foot)

I-177 (B)

.

Total 8685870 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-I Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Amount

Supplying earth from approved outside sources within a

radius of 5 miles (8 km) including digging, loading and

unloading and filling in foundation trenches, plinth or

under floor, etc. including breaking clods, dressing,

watering and consolidation by ramming in layers not

exceeding 9 inches (229 mm) in depth to full compaction 

complete within a ;lead of one chain (30.5 R.m) and lift

of 5 feet (1.52 m).

Page No.& 

Item No.
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit

Rupees Three 

Thousand Two 

Hundred 

FiftyFour Paise 

Five Only 

Dismantling C.C. floor upto 2" thick in basement, plinth

& ground floor including disposing off the material as

directed within three chains (91.5m).

Rupees One 

Thousand Five 

Hundred Three 

Paise Thirteen 

Levelling and dressing the ground by cutting and filling

earth upto 6 inches in depth including consolidating and

watering, complete as required.

(Rs. Three 

hundred Thirty 

Two & Ps. Fifty 

Dismantling cement concrete block/brick masnary in

lime or cement moratr foundation,basement,plinth and

ground floor including stacking salvaged material (

serviceable) and disposing of surplus material as

directed with lead.

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER FROM MANJHAND TOWN TO ZAWAR HAJI M.URS IMAM

BARGAH TALUKA MANJHAND DISTRICT JAMSHORO.

Rupees One 

Hundred 

Fourteen Paise 

Fifty Only 

Providing and laying 1:4:8 cement concrete in any

thickness using 2" (51 mm) and down gauge stone

ballast of approved grade and quality over prepared sub-

grade or sand cushion in roads, paths, creteways laid to

required gradient and camber including cost of

necessary form work and its removal compacting with

vibrators including curing etc. complete .

Rupees 

TwentySeven 

Thousand 

Eight Hundred 

Rupees 

ThirtyEight 

Thousand Six 

Hundred 

Providing and laying in floor C.C. 1:2:4: tuff paver 2-1/2" 

thick of approved design and colour pattren  (average 

strength 5000 psi) laid on sand cushion filling of joint 

with sand and warring etc. complete as per direction of 

Engineer Incharge. (the cost of sand cushion is included)

Providing and laying in situ 1:2:4 (1 cement 2 sand and 

4 coarse aggregate) cement concrete using crushed 

graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge in foundation, 

basement and plinth including form work, compacting, 

curing and removal of form work etc. complete, 

foundation and basement up to 5 feet depth (1.52 m) 

and plinth up to 4 feet (1.2 m) height from ground level .



SINDH

B/R

UNDER SAP 2022-2023

SH-II OPEN DRAIN

1 3113.00 1624.63 % Cft 50575 /-

P-40 Cft (Hundred Cubic Feet)

I-01

2 415.00 21744.25 % Cft 90239 /-

P-52 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-13

3 1504.00 38582.85 % Cft 580286 /-

P-132 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-2

4 415.00 6879.77 % Sft 28551 /-

P-231 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-06

5 1383.00 4381.84 % Sft 60601 /-

P-376 Sft (Hundred square feet)

I-04

6 38.00 45586.77 % Cft 17323 /-

P-182+195 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-56+136

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER FROM MANJHAND TOWN TO

ZAWAR HAJI M.URS IMAM BARGAH TALUKA MANJHAND DISTRICT

JAMSHORO.

P/I No. Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit Amount

Excavation for foundation trenches and drains in all kinds of soil

(except gravelly and murum soil, wet silt, clay or mud

conglomeration of gravel and boulders, soft, sandy or

disintegrated sandy and hard rock) and back filling the excavated

material in foundation, plinth or under floor including breaking

clods, watering, consolidation by ramming in layers not

exceeding 9 inches (229 mm) in depth to full compaction,

dressing and disposal of surplus excavated stuff as directed, lead

upto one chain (30.5 R.m) and lift upto 5 feet (1.52 m).

Providing and laying 1:4:8 ( 1 cement 4 sand and 8 coarse

aggregate) cement concrete using graded stone ballast 2 inches

and down gauge in foundation including leveling, compacting and

curing etc. complete. 

Providing and laying first class solid burnt brick masonry set in

cement mortar 1:6 in straight or curved walls 9" to 13-/2 inches

(228 mm to 343 mm) thick including scaffolding, raking out Joints

and curing etc. complete in foundation, basement and plinth

(foundation and basement masonry upto 5 feet (1.52 Ru.m.)

depth and plinth upto 4 feet (1.2 Ru.m.) height from ground level)

.

Providing and laying floors of 2 inches thick 1:2:4 cement

concrete using graded screened bajri 3/4 inch and down gauge in

ground floor laid in panels including form work, consolidation,

finishing, and curing etc. complete.

1/2" (13 mm) thick cement plaster 1:4 on walls and columns etc.

in basement, plinth, mezzanine and ground floor including

making edges, corners, and curing etc., complete .

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using crushed

graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge having a minimum

works cube crushing strength of 3000Ibs.. per sq inch at 28 days

with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in ordinary slab 5" inch to 6" inch

thick including form work and its removal, compacting and curing

etc. but excluding the cost of reinforcement, in basement plinth

and ground floor.



7 1.36 14349.01 P cwt 19515 /-

P-197 cwt (Per hundred weight)

I-166

Total 847090 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-I Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed (minimum yield

point 60,000 psi) reinforcement bars with & including the cost of

straightening, cutting, bending, binding, wastage, and such

overlaps as are not shown in the drawings, placing in position on

cement concrete 1:2:4 precast or m.s. chairs, tying with binding

wire, cost of chairs and wires etc. in all kinds of RCC work in

foundation, basement, plinth and ground floor of building

including septic tanks and under ground tanks and in projections

for future extension .



SINDH

B/R

SH-I Metalled Road Rs. 15640679 /-

SH-II Culvert = 01 Nos. (412420 x 1) Rs. 412420 /-

Rs. 16053099 /-

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, HyderabadPakistan PWD, Hyderabad

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

Name of Work:

GENERAL ABSTRACT

Assistant Executive Engineer-I

Central Civil Division

CONSTRUCTION/ REHABILITATION  OF METALLED ROAD  FROM 

INDUS HIGHWAY TOWARDS MADINA NAGAR BLOCK B VIA ASLAM 

MAGSI HOUSE TALUKA JAMSHORO DISTRICT JAMSHORO

UNDER (SAP) PROGRAMME 2022-23



SINDH

B/R

P/I No. Qty: Rate Unit Amount

SH-ROAD
1 139400 1811.44 % Cft 2525147 /-

P-482 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-10

2 139400 2033.34 % Cft 2834476 /-

P-483 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-18

3 22140 7544.65 % Cft 1670386 /-

P-484 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-26

4 22140 7761.52 % Sft 1718401 /-

P-485 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-28

5 2421 8169.30 % Cft 197779 /-

P-488 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-55

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

Making earthen embankments with earth taken

from approved borrow pits including cost of

excavation, placing earth in layers not

exceeding 9" depth as per approved section

including dressing top and sides of the bank

including all lift and all lead as per site

requirement in all kinds of soil (except gravelly,

murum, wet silt, clay or mud and rock).

CONSTRUCTION/ REHABILITATION OF METALLED ROAD FROM INDUS

HIGHWAY TOWARDS MADINA NAGAR BLOCK B VIA ASLAM MAGSI

HOUSE TALUKA JAMSHORO DISTRICT JAMSHORO.

NAME OF WORK:

Description

Compaction of earthen embankments to full

depth and width below sub-grade level by

approved mechanical means in layers not

exceeding 9" in depth at optimum moisture

content including watering, mixing by

mechanical means complete (the sub-grade

embankment of 3 Ft. or less in height shall be

compacted to at least 95% modified A.A.S.H.O.

max. dry density or their full depth and width,

embankments over 3 ft. in depth shall have top

3 ft. compacted to not less than 95% modified

A.A.S.H.O. maximum dry density to their full

depth and width and portion below 3 ft.

compacted not less than 85% modified

A.A.S.H.O. max. dry density to their full depth

and width) .

Supplying and laying hand broken 3" to 3/4"

stone ballast of approved grade and quality in

sub-base or base courses in required grade and

camber and compacting to the required density

by approved mechanical means (Vibratory

Roller, Road Packer and Smooth Wheel Roller

etc.) including watering with all lead and lift

complete (actual compacted depth shall be

considered for payment)  

UNDER (SAP) PROGRAMME 2022-23

Supplying and laying Machine creshed 2 1/2" to

3/4" (64 mm to 19 mm) stone ballast of

approved grade and quality in sub-base or base

courses in required grade and camber and

compacting to the required density by approved

mechanical means (Vibratory Roller, Road

Packer and Smooth Wheel Roller etc.) including

watering with all lead and lift complete (actual

compacted depth shall be considered for

payment)  

Supply and stacking spreading murum of

approved quality over stone metalled or

earthen embankments including filling, joints

watering, consolidation with power roller

including all lead and lift.



6 6560.00 54.29 P.Rft 356142 /-

A/R Rft (Per running foot)

7 484.00 12858.73 P.Ton 6223625 /-

P-492 Ton (Per Ton)

I-77

8 102.00 1124.74 P.Rft 114723 /-

P-583 Rft (Per running foot)

I-1

TOTAL 15640679

Assistant Executive Engineer-I

Providing and fixing RCC pipe of class "C" or

equivalent in trenches including cutting, fitting

and jointing with maxphalt composition and

cement mortar (1:1 ) and testing with water

including all lead and lift: 18"  dia pipe.

Providing and laying burnt bricks of approved

quality and size for edging (9"inch in depth and

4-1/2" inches wide) along the sides of road

including all lead and lift as directed by the

Engineer-in-charge.

Providing and laying hot-mix bituminous

concrete runway pavement laid with mechanical

paver and mixed in central mixing plant in

required thickness and density, rolled hot with

different types of rollers complete as per

specifications and Job-mix formula and design:

in single layer upto 1-1/2" (38 mm) thickness

inculding priming coat @20 Lbs per %Sft

complete.

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad



PROVINCE      : SINDH         

BRANCH         : B/R

SUB-HEAD    CULVERT.
NO. DESCRIPTION OF ITEM QTY. RATE UNIT

1 669.0 1862.13 % Cft 12458 /-

P-40 Cft

I-02

2 112.00 21744.25 % Cft 24354 /-

 P-52 Cft

I-13

3 163.00 36129.72 % Cft 58891 /-
 P-132 Cft

I-1

4 252.00 38582.85 % Cft 97229 /-

 P-132 Cft

I-02

5 27.00 46441.66 % Cft 12539 /-

P-179+195 Cft

I-42+136

6 113.00 43716.64 % Cft 49400 /-

P-182+195 Cft

I-57+136

AMOUNT

Excavation for raft foundations, underground tanks and

septic tanks (rectangular or square) in all kinds of soil

(except gravelly and murum soil wet silt, clay or mud,

conglomeration of gravel and boulders, soft, sandy or

disintegrated and hard rock) and back filling the

excavated material all round the trenches including

breaking clods, watering, consolidation by ramming in

layers not exceeding 9 inches (229 mm) in depth to full

compaction, dressing and disposal of surplus excavated

stuff as directed, lead up to one chain (30.5 R.m) and lift

upto 5 feet (1.52 m)

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying 1:4:8 (1 cement 4 sand and 8 coarse

aggregate) cement concrete using graded stone ballast 2

inches and down gauge in foundation including leveling,

compacting and curing etc. complete.

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying first class solid burnt brick masonry

set in cement mortar 1:6 in straight or curved walls more

than 13-1/2 inches (343 mm) thick including scaffolding,

raking out Joints and curing etc. Complete in foundation,

basement and plinth (foundation and basement masonry

upto 5 feet (1.52 Ru.m.) depth and plinth upto 4 feet (1.2

Ru.m.) height from ground level) .

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying first class solid burnt brick

masonry set in cement mortar 1:6 in straight or curved

walls more than 9 inches 13-1/2 inches thick including

scaffolding , raking out joints and curing etc. complete in

foundation, basement and plinth (foundation and

basement masonry upto 5' ft depth and plinth upto 4' feet

height ground level).

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge

having a minimum works cube crushing strength of 3000

Ibs. per sq inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner than

1:2:4 in sill and bed plates of straight or circular walls

including form work and its removal, compacting and

curing etc. complete but excluding the cost of

reinforcement, in basement and ground floor.

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge

having a minimum works cube crushing strength of 3000

Ibs. per sq inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner than

1:2:4 in ordinary slab more than 6 inches thick including

form work and its removal compacting and curing etc.

complete but excluding the cost of reinforcement, in

basement plinth & ground floor..

(Hundred 

cubic feet)



7 19.00 47482.78 % Cft 9022 /-

P-177+195 Cft

I-30+136

8 8.00 14349.01 P.CWT 114792 /-

P-197

    

Cwt

 I-166

9 45.00 22036.75 % Cft 9917 /-

P-231 Cft

I-02

10 96.00 9562.54 % Sft 9180 /-

P-231 Sft

I-07

11 304.00 4815.28 % Sft 14638 /-

P-376 Sft

I-10

412420 /-

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge

having a minimum works cube crushing strength of 3000

Ibs. per sq inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner than

1:2:4 in straight walls, vertical fins etc. more than 6 inches

thick including form work and its removal, compacting

and curing etc. complete but excluding the cost of

reinforcement, in ground floor.

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed

(minimum yield point 60,000 psi) reinforcement bars with

& including the cost of straightening, cutting, bending,

binding, wastage, and such overlaps as are not shown in

the drawings, placing in position on cement concrete

1:2:4 precast or m.s. chairs, tying with binding wire, cost

of chairs and wires etc. in all kinds of RCC work in

foundation, basement, plinth and ground floor of building

including septic tanks and under ground tanks and in

projections for future extension .

(Per hundred 

weight)

Providing and laying 1:4:8 cement concrete bed under

floors using graded stone ballast 2”inches and down

gauge with leveling and ramming watering and curing etc.

complete.

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying floors of 3 inches thick 1:2:4 cement

concrete using graded screened bajri 3/4 inch and down

gauge in ground floor laid in panels including form work,

consolidation, finishing and curing etc. complete.

(Hundred 

Square  feet)

¾” thick cement plaster 1:6 on walls and columns etc. in

basement, plinth, mezzanine and ground floor including

making edges, corners, and curing etc.,complete.

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Total Cost of One Culvert 

ASSISTANT EXECUTIVE ENGINEER -I

CENTRAL CIVIL DIVISION

PAKISTAN.P.W.D.HYDERABAD

EXECUTIVE ENGINEER

CENTRAL CIVIL DIVISION

PAKISTAN.P.W.D.HYDERABAD



SINDH

B/R

SH-I Road Rs. 6362651 /-

SH-II Metalled Road Rs. 5068185 /-

Rs. 11430836 /-

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, HyderabadPakistan PWD, Hyderabad

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

Name of Work:

GENERAL ABSTRACT

Assistant Executive Engineer-I

Central Civil Division

REHABILITATION/CONSTRUCTION OF METALLED ROAD  FROM 

KHURNI MASJID TO JAMALI CENTER VIA FAZAL BROHI HOUSE 

TALUKA & DISTRICT JAMSHORO.

UNDER (SAP) PROGRAMME 2022-23



SINDH

B/R

P/I No. Qty: Rate Unit Amount

SH-ROAD

1 20700.00 7544.65 % Sft 1561743 /-

P-485 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-28

2 1698.00 8169.30 % Cft 138715 /-

P-488 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-55

3 4600.00 54.29 P.Rft 249734 /-

A/R Rft (Per running foot)

4 340.00 12858.73 P.Ton 4371968 /-

P-492 Ton (Per Ton)

I-77

5 36.00 1124.74 P.Rft 40491 /-

P-583 Rft (Per running foot)

I-1

TOTAL 6362651

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Providing and laying hot-mix bituminous concrete

runway pavement laid with mechanical paver and

mixed in central mixing plant in required thickness

and density, rolled hot with different types of rollers

complete as per specifications and Job-mix

formula and design: in single layer upto 1-1/2" (38

mm) thickness inculding priming coat @20 Lbs

per %Sft complete.

Providing and fixing RCC pipe of class "C" or 

equivalent in trenches including cutting, fitting and 

jointing with maxphalt composition and cement 

mortar    (1:1 ) and testing with water including all 

lead and lift: 18"  dia pipe.

Assistant Executive Engineer-I Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Supplying and laying Machine creshed 2 1/2" to

3/4" (64 mm to 19 mm) stone ballast of approved

grade and quality in sub-base or base courses in

required grade and camber and compacting to the

required density by approved mechanical means

(Vibratory Roller, Road Packer and Smooth Wheel

Roller etc.) including watering with all lead and lift

complete (actual compacted depth shall be

considered for payment)  

Supply and stacking spreading murum of

approved quality over stone metalled or earthen

embankments including filling, joints watering,

consolidation with power roller including all lead

and lift.

Providing and laying burnt bricks of approved

quality and size for edging (9"inch in depth and 4-

1/2" inches wide) along the sides of road including

all lead and lift as directed by the Engineer-in-

charge.

Description

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: REHABILITATION/CONSTRUCTION OF METALLED ROAD FROM KHURNI

MASJID TO JAMALI CENTER VIA FAZAL BROHI HOUSE TALUKA &

DISTRICT JAMSHORO.

UNDER (SAP) PROGRAMME 2022-23



SINDH

B/R

P/I No. Qty: Rate Unit Amount

SH-METALLED ROAD
1 58635 1811.44 % Cft 1062138 /-

P-482 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-10

2 58635 2033.34 % Cft 1192249 /-

P-483 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-18

3 5864.00 7544.65 % Cft 442418 /-

P-484 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-26

4 5864.00 7761.52 % Sft 455136 /-

P-485 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-28

5 641.00 8169.30 % Cft 52365 /-

P-488 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-55

Compaction of earthen embankments to full depth and

width below sub-grade level by approved mechanical

means in layers not exceeding 9" in depth at optimum

moisture content including watering, mixing by

mechanical means complete (the sub-grade

embankment of 3 Ft. or less in height shall be

compacted to at least 95% modified A.A.S.H.O. max.

dry density or their full depth and width, embankments

over 3 ft. in depth shall have top 3 ft. compacted to

not less than 95% modified A.A.S.H.O. maximum dry

density to their full depth and width and portion below 3

ft. compacted not less than 85% modified A.A.S.H.O.

max. dry density to their full depth and width) .

Supplying and laying hand broken 3" to 3/4" stone

ballast of approved grade and quality in sub-base or

base courses in required grade and camber and

compacting to the required density by approved

mechanical means (Vibratory Roller, Road Packer and

Smooth Wheel Roller etc.) including watering with all

lead and lift complete (actual compacted depth shall be

considered for payment)  

UNDER (SAP) PROGRAMME 2022-23

Supplying and laying Machine creshed 2 1/2" to 3/4"

(64 mm to 19 mm) stone ballast of approved grade and

quality in sub-base or base courses in required grade

and camber and compacting to the required density by

approved mechanical means (Vibratory Roller, Road

Packer and Smooth Wheel Roller etc.) including

watering with all lead and lift complete (actual

compacted depth shall be considered for payment)  

Supply and stacking spreading murum of approved

quality over stone metalled or earthen embankments

including filling, joints watering, consolidation with

power roller  including all lead and lift.

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

Making earthen embankments with earth taken from

approved borrow pits including cost of excavation,

placing earth in layers not exceeding 9" depth as per

approved section including dressing top and sides of

the bank including all lift and all lead as per site

requirement in all kinds of soil (except gravelly,

murum, wet silt, clay or mud and rock).

REHABILITATION/CONSTRUCTION OF METALLED ROAD FROM KHURNI

MASJID TO JAMALI CENTER VIA FAZAL BROHI HOUSE TALUKA &

DISTRICT JAMSHORO.

NAME OF WORK:

Description



6 2606.00 54.29 P.Rft 141480 /-

A/R Rft (Per running foot)

7 128.000 12858.73 P.Ton 1645917 /-

P-492 Ton (Per Ton)

I-77

8 68.00 1124.74 P.Rft 76482 /-

P-583 Rft (Per running foot)

I-1

TOTAL 5068185

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Assistant Executive Engineer-I

Providing and fixing RCC pipe of class "C" or

equivalent in trenches including cutting, fitting and

jointing with maxphalt composition and cement mortar

(1:1 ) and testing with water including all lead and lift:

18"  dia pipe.

Providing and laying burnt bricks of approved quality

and size for edging (9"inch in depth and 4-1/2" inches

wide) along the sides of road including all lead and lift

as directed by the  Engineer-in-charge.

Providing and laying hot-mix bituminous concrete

runway pavement laid with mechanical paver and

mixed in central mixing plant in required thickness and

density, rolled hot with different types of rollers

complete as per specifications and Job-mix formula

and design: in single layer upto 1-1/2" (38 mm)

thickness inculding priming coat @20 Lbs per %Sft

complete.



SINDH

B/R

SH-I Metalled Road Rs. 8036105 /-

SH-II Cause Way Rs. 3019018 /-

Rs. 11055123 /-

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, HyderabadPakistan PWD, Hyderabad

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

Name of Work:

GENERAL ABSTRACT

Assistant Executive Engineer-I

Central Civil Division

CONSTRUCTION OF METALLED ROAD  FROM SUPER HIGHWAY 

SERVICE ROAD VILLAGE SUHRAB KHAN PALARI UC MONDER KHAN 

PALARI TALUKA JAMSHORO DISTRICT JAMSHORO.

UNDER (SAP) PROGRAMME 2022-23



SINDH

B/R

P/I No. Qty: Rate Unit Amount

SH-ROAD
1 90180 2167.69 % Cft 1954823 /-

P-483 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-13

2 90180 2033.34 % Cft 1833666 /-

P-483 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-18

3 9018.00 7544.65 % Cft 680377 /-

P-484 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-26

4 9018.00 7761.52 % Sft 699934 /-

P-485 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-28

5 986.00 8169.30 % Cft 80549 /-

P-488 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-55

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

Making earthen embankments with earth taken from

approved borrow pits including cost of excavation in

murum soil placing eath in layers not exceeding 9"

(229mm) depth as per approved section including

dressing top and sides of the bank within a lift of 5 ft

(1.52m) and lead upto 100 ft (30.5 m).

CONSTRUCTION OF METALLED ROAD FROM SUPER HIGHWAY

SERVICE ROAD VILLAGE SUHRAB KHAN PALARI UC MONDER KHAN

PALARI TALUKA JAMSHORO DISTRICT JAMSHORO.

NAME OF WORK:

Description

Compaction of earthen embankments to full depth and

width below sub-grade level by approved mechanical

means in layers not exceeding 9" in depth at optimum

moisture content including watering, mixing by

mechanical means complete (the sub-grade

embankment of 3 Ft. or less in height shall be

compacted to at least 95% modified A.A.S.H.O. max.

dry density or their full depth and width, embankments

over 3 ft. in depth shall have top 3 ft. compacted to

not less than 95% modified A.A.S.H.O. maximum dry

density to their full depth and width and portion below 3

ft. compacted not less than 85% modified A.A.S.H.O.

max. dry density to their full depth and width) .

Supplying and laying hand broken 3" to 3/4" stone

ballast of approved grade and quality in sub-base or

base courses in required grade and camber and

compacting to the required density by approved

mechanical means (Vibratory Roller, Road Packer and

Smooth Wheel Roller etc.) including watering with all

lead and lift complete (actual compacted depth shall be

considered for payment)  

UNDER (SAP) PROGRAMME 2022-23

Supplying and laying Machine creshed 2 1/2" to 3/4"

(64 mm to 19 mm) stone ballast of approved grade and

quality in sub-base or base courses in required grade

and camber and compacting to the required density by

approved mechanical means (Vibratory Roller, Road

Packer and Smooth Wheel Roller etc.) including

watering with all lead and lift complete (actual

compacted depth shall be considered for payment)  

Supply and stacking spreading murum of approved

quality over stone metalled or earthen embankments

including filling, joints watering, consolidation with

power roller  including all lead and lift.



6 4008.00 54.29 P.Rft 217594 /-

A/R Rft (Per running foot)

7 197.000 12858.73 P.Ton 2533170 /-

P-492 Ton (Per Ton)

I-77

8 32.00 1124.74 P.Rft 35992 /-

P-583 Rft (Per running foot)

I-1

TOTAL 8036105

Assistant Executive Engineer-I

Providing and fixing RCC pipe of class "C" or

equivalent in trenches including cutting, fitting and

jointing with maxphalt composition and cement mortar

(1:1 ) and testing with water including all lead and lift:

18"  dia pipe.

Providing and laying burnt bricks of approved quality

and size for edging (9"inch in depth and 4-1/2" inches

wide) along the sides of road including all lead and lift

as directed by the  Engineer-in-charge.

Providing and laying hot-mix bituminous concrete

runway pavement laid with mechanical paver and

mixed in central mixing plant in required thickness and

density, rolled hot with different types of rollers

complete as per specifications and Job-mix formula

and design: in single layer upto 1-1/2" (38 mm)

thickness inculding priming coat @20 Lbs per %Sft

complete.

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad



PROVINCE :-  SINDH

BRANCH :-   B/R

Work :

P/I No. Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit

SH-II CAUSE WAY:

1 2000.00 1624.63 % Cft 32493 /-

P-40 Cft (Hundred Cubic Feet)

I-01

2 500.00 22137.65 % Cft 110688 /-

 P-52 Cft (Hundrd cubic feet)

I-12

3 1688.00 38871.3 % Sft 656148 /-

 P-157 Sft (Hundred square feet)

I-9

4 1500.00 2390.47 % Sft 35857 /-

P-387 Sft (Hundred square feet)

 I-125

5 12000.00 4869.94 % Cft 584393 /-

P-49 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-9

6 3000.00 27877.27 % Cft 836318 /-

P-494 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-94

Flush pointing on stone work with cement

mortar 1:2 (one cement and two sand ) in

plinth and ground floor including raking out

joins curing etc competle.

CONSTRUCTION OF METALLED ROAD FROM SUPPER HIGH WAY SERVICE ROAD VILLAGE

SUHRAB KHAN PALARI UC MONDER KHAN PALARI TALUKA THANO BOLA KHAN DISTRICT

JAMSHORO.

Amount

Excavation for foundation trenches and

drains in all kinds of soil (except gravelly

and murum soil, wet silt, clay or mud

conglomeration of gravel and boulders, soft,

sandy or disintegrated sandy and hard rock)

and back filling the excavated material in

foundation, plinth or under floor including

breaking clods, watering, consolidation by

ramming in layers not exceeding 9 inches

(229 mm) in depth to full compaction,

dressing and disposal of surplus excavated

stuff as directed, lead upto one chain (30.5

R.m) and lift upto 5 feet (1.52 m).

Providing and laying 1:4:8 ( 1 cement 4

sand and 8 coarse aggregate) cement

concrete using graded stone ballast 2

inches and down gauge in foundation

including leveling, compacting and curing

etc. complete.  

Providing and laying stone masonry randum

rubble first sort in cemnet mortar 1:6 in

foundation plinth and basement including

scaffolding curing etc complete.

Supplying stacking and filling sand of

approved quality from outside sources in

foundation, trenches, plinth or under floor,

etc. including dressing, watering and

consolidation by ramming in layers not

exceeding 9 inches (229 mm) in depth to

full compaction and lift upto 5 feet (1 .52 m).

Providing and laying 1:4:8 cement concrete

in any thickness using 2" (51 mm) and

down gauge stone ballast of approved

grade and quality over prepared sub-grade

or sand cushion in roads, paths, creteways

laid to required gradient and camber

including cost of necessary form work and

its removal compacting with vibrators

including curing etc. complete .



7 6000.00 12718.69 % Sft 763121 /-

P-493 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-79

Total 3019018 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-I Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Providing and laying 3" (102 mm) thick not

leaner than 1:2:4 cement concrete

(minimum works cube crushing strength of

3000 Lbs. PSI (158 Kg. per Sq.cm. at 28

days) in road, paths, crete-ways etc. using

crushed graded screened bajri in panels of

approved size laid to required gradient and

camber over any sub-grade including cost

of necessary form work and its removal,

compacting with vibrators (immersion or

screen or both) belting the surface with

canvas belt, roughening the surface after

laying concrete with brush and curing etc.

complete..



SINDH

B/R

SH-I Tuff Paver Rs. 8914440 /-

SH-II Open Drain Rs. 793224 /-

TOTAL Rs. 9707664 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-III Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

GENERAL ABSTRACT

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: CONSTRUCTION OF CC /TUFF PAVER AT  LATE SHOUKAT ALI DAUDPOTA HOUSE STREET WITH 

ALLIED STREETS NASARPUR TALUKA & DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR.

UNDER SAP 2022-2023



SINDH

B/R

SH-I TUFF PAVER UNDER SAP 2022-2023

1 1440.00 3006.25 % Cft 43290 /-
P-399 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-11

2 4830.00 3600.00 % Cft 173880 /-
P-399 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-13

3 2800.00 3254.05 % Cft 91113 /-
P-48 Cft (Hundred square feet)

I-8

4 24590.00 332.50 % Sft 81762 /-
P-34 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-05

5 12200.00 27877.27 % Cft 3401027 /-

P-494 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-94

6 914.00 39059.08 % Cft 357000 /-

P-59 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-15

Levelling and dressing the ground by cutting and

filling earth upto 6 inches in depth including

consolidating and watering, complete as required.

Providing and laying 1:4:8 cement concrete in any

thickness using 2" (51 mm) and down gauge stone

ballast of approved grade and quality over prepared

sub-grade or sand cushion in roads, paths, creteways

laid to required gradient and camber including cost of

necessary form work and its removal compacting with

vibrators including curing etc. complete .

Providing and laying in situ 1:2:4 (1 cement 2 sand

and 4 coarse aggregate) cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge in

foundation, basement and plinth including form work,

compacting, curing and removal of form work etc.

complete, foundation and basement up to 5 feet

depth and plinth up to 4 feet height from ground level

.

Dismantling cement concrete block masnary in lime

or cement moratr foundation,basement,plinth and

ground floor including stacking salvaged material (

serviceable) and disposing of surplus material as

directed within three chains (91.5 m)

Dismantling lime or cement concrete in foundation or

under floor basement, plinth and ground floor and

disposing of surplus material as directed lead upto 2

Mile.

Supplying earth from approved outside sources within

a radius of 5 miles (8 km) including digging, loading

and unloading and filling in foundation trenches, plinth

or under floor, etc. including breaking clods, dressing,

watering and consolidation by ramming in layers not

exceeding 9 inches (229 mm) in depth to full

compaction complete within a ;lead of one chain (30.5 

R.m) and lift of 5 feet (1.52 m).

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: CONSTRUCTION OF CC /TUFF PAVER AT LATE SHOUKAT ALI DAUDPOTA HOUSE STREET WITH ALLIED STREETS

NASARPUR TALUKA & DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR.

Page 

No.& 
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit Amount



7 296.00 285.98 P. Rft 84650 /-
AR Rft (Per foot)

8 503.00 45586.77 % Cft 229301 /-

P-182+195 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-56+136

9 18.00 14349.01 P cwt 258282 /-

P-197 cwt (Per hundred weight)

I-166

10 36630.00 114.50 P.Sft 4194135 /-

P-255 Sft (Per Square foot)

I-177 (B)

.

Total 8914440 /-

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Providing and laying in floor C.C. 1:2:4: tuff paver 2-

1/2" thick of approved design and colour pattren

(average strength 5000 psi) laid on sand cushion

filling of joint with sand and warring etc. complete as

per direction of Engineer Incharge. (the cost of sand

cushion is included)

Assistant Executive Engineer-III

Providing and laying 6" wide bottom 4" wide top

precast cement concrete1:2:4 stone edge 12" long

18" deep using screened graded bajri form work & its

removal compacting & curring laid in cement mortar

1:4 and cement plaster 1:4 neatly finished including

cost of excavation and back filling of excavated stuff

and its disposal within one chain lead as desired.

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete

using crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down

gauge having a minimum works cube crushing

strength of 3000Ibs.. per sq inch at 28 days with a

mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in ordinary slab 5" inch to 6"

inch thick including form work and its removal,

compacting and curing etc. but excluding the cost of

reinforcement, in basement plinth and ground floor.

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed

(minimum yield point 60,000 psi) reinforcement bars

with & including the cost of straightening, cutting,

bending, binding, wastage, and such overlaps as are

not shown in the drawings, placing in position on

cement concrete 1:2:4 precast or m.s. chairs, tying

with binding wire, cost of chairs and wires etc. in all

kinds of RCC work in foundation, basement, plinth

and ground floor of building including septic tanks and

under ground tanks and in projections for future

extension .



SINDH

B/R

SH-II OPEN DRAIN

1 2400 1624.63 % Cft 38991 /-

P-40 Cft (Hundred Cubic Feet)

I-01

2 600 21744.3 % Cft 130466 /-

P-52 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-13

3 1200 38582.85 % Cft 462994 /-

P-132 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-2

4 400 6879.77 % Sft 27519 /-

P-231 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-06

5 2466 4381.84 % Sft 108056 /-

P-376 Sft (Hundred square feet)

I-04

6 26 45586.77 % Cft 11853 /-

P-182+195 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-56+136

Amount

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK:CONSTRUCTION OF CC /TUFF PAVER AT LATE SHOUKAT ALI DAUDPOTA

HOUSE STREET WITH ALLIED STREETS NASARPUR TALUKA & DISTRICT

TANDO ALLAHYAR.

UNDER SAP 2022-2023

Page No.& 

Item No.
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit

Providing and laying 1:4:8 ( 1 cement 4 sand

and 8 coarse aggregate) cement concrete using

graded stone ballast 2 inches and down gauge

in foundation including leveling, compacting and

curing etc. complete. 

Providing and laying first class solid burnt brick

masonry set in cement mortar 1:6 in straight or

curved walls 9" to 13-/2 inches (228 mm to 343

mm) thick including scaffolding, raking out Joints

and curing etc. complete in foundation,

basement and plinth (foundation and basement

masonry upto 5 feet (1.52 Ru.m.) depth and

plinth upto 4 feet (1.2 Ru.m.) height from ground

level) .

Providing and laying floors of 2 inches thick

1:2:4 cement concrete using graded screened

bajri 3/4 inch and down gauge in ground floor

laid in panels including form work, consolidation,

finishing, and curing etc. complete.

1/2" (13 mm) thick cement plaster 1:4 on walls 

and columns etc. in basement, plinth, 

mezzanine and ground floor including making 

edges, corners, and curing etc., complete .

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete

using crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and

down gauge having a minimum works cube

crushing strength of 3000Ibs.. per sq inch at 28

days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in ordinary

slab 5" inch to 6" inch thick including form work

and its removal, compacting and curing etc. but

excluding the cost of reinforcement, in basement

plinth and ground floor.

Excavation for foundation trenches and drains in 

all kinds of soil (except gravelly and murum soil, 

wet silt, clay or mud conglomeration of gravel 

and boulders, soft, sandy or disintegrated sandy 

and hard rock) and back filling the excavated 

material in foundation, plinth or under floor 

including breaking clods, watering, consolidation 

by ramming in layers not exceeding 9 inches 

(229 mm) in depth to full compaction, dressing 

and disposal of surplus excavated stuff as 

directed, lead upto one chain (30.5 R.m) and lift 

upto 5 feet (1.52 m).



7 0.93 14349.01 P cwt 13345 /-

P-197 cwt (Per hundred weight)

I-166

Total 793224 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-III Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed 

deformed (minimum yield point 60,000 psi) 

reinforcement bars with & including the cost of 

straightening, cutting, bending, binding, 

wastage, and such overlaps as are not shown in 

the drawings, placing in position on cement 

concrete 1:2:4 precast or m.s. chairs, tying with 

binding wire, cost of chairs and wires etc. in all 

kinds of RCC work in foundation, basement, 

plinth and ground floor of building including 

septic tanks and under ground tanks and in 

projections for future extension .



SINDH

B/R

SH-I Metalled Road Rs. 9543137 /-

SH-II Culvert = 01 Nos. (412420 x 1) Rs. 412420 /-

TOTAL Rs. 9955557 /-

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, HyderabadPakistan PWD, Hyderabad

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

Name of Work:

GENERAL ABSTRACT

Assistant Executive Engineer-I

Central Civil Division

CONSTRUCTION OF METALLED FROM SHAH BUNDER TO VILLAGE 

ALLAH DINO SHAH & DARGAH SAIN CHATTON SHAH TALUKA SHAH 

BUNDER DISTRICT SUJAWAL.

UNDER (SAP) PROGRAMME 2022-23



SINDH

B/R

P/I No. Qty: Rate Unit Amount

SH-ROAD
1 110700 1811.44 % Cft 2005264 /-

P-482 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-10

2 110700 2033.34 % Cft 2250907 /-

P-483 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-18

3 11070.00 7544.65 % Cft 835193 /-

P-484 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-26

4 11070.00 7761.52 % Sft 859200 /-

P-485 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-28

5 1211.00 8169.30 % Cft 98930 /-

P-488 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-55

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

Making earthen embankments with earth taken from

approved borrow pits including cost of excavation,

placing earth in layers not exceeding 9" depth as per

approved section including dressing top and sides of the 

bank including all lift and all lead as per site requirement

in all kinds of soil (except gravelly, murum, wet silt, clay

or mud and rock).

CONSTRUCTION OF METALLED FROM SHAH BUNDER TO VILLAGE

ALLAH DINO SHAH & DARGAH SAIN CHATTON SHAH TALUKA SHAH

BUNDER DISTRICT SUJAWAL.

NAME OF WORK:

Description

Compaction of earthen embankments to full depth and

width below sub-grade level by approved mechanical

means in layers not exceeding 9" in depth at optimum

moisture content including watering, mixing by

mechanical means complete (the sub-grade

embankment of 3 Ft. or less in height shall be

compacted to at least 95% modified A.A.S.H.O. max.

dry density or their full depth and width, embankments

over 3 ft. in depth shall have top 3 ft. compacted to not

less than 95% modified A.A.S.H.O. maximum dry

density to their full depth and width and portion below 3

ft. compacted not less than 85% modified A.A.S.H.O.

max. dry density to their full depth and width) .

Supplying and laying hand broken 3" to 3/4" stone

ballast of approved grade and quality in sub-base or

base courses in required grade and camber and

compacting to the required density by approved

mechanical means (Vibratory Roller, Road Packer and

Smooth Wheel Roller etc.) including watering with all

lead and lift complete (actual compacted depth shall be

considered for payment)  

UNDER (SAP) PROGRAMME 2022-23

Supplying and laying hand broken 2 1/2" to 3/4" (64

mm to 19 mm) stone ballast of approved grade and

quality in sub-base or base courses in required grade

and camber and compacting to the required density by

approved mechanical means (Vibratory Roller, Road

Packer and Smooth Wheel Roller etc.) including

watering with all lead and lift complete (actual

compacted depth shall be considered for payment)  

Supply and stacking spreading murum of approved

quality over stone metalled or earthen embankments

including filling, joints watering, consolidation with power 

roller  including all lead and lift.



6 4920.00 54.29 P.Rft 267107 /-

A/R Rft (Per running foot)

7 242.000 12858.73 P.Ton 3111813 /-

P-492 Ton (Per Ton)

I-77

8 102.00 1124.74 P.Rft 114723 /-

P-583 Rft (Per running foot)

I-1

TOTAL 9543137

Assistant Executive Engineer-I

Providing and fixing RCC pipe of class "B" or equivalent

in trenches including cutting, fitting and jointing with

maxphalt composition and cement mortar (1:1 ) and

testing with water including all lead and lift: 18" dia

pipe.

Providing and laying burnt bricks of approved quality

and size for edging (9"inch in depth and 4-1/2" inches

wide) along the sides of road including all lead and lift

as directed by the  Engineer-in-charge.

Providing and laying hot-mix bituminous concrete

runway pavement laid with mechanical paver and mixed

in central mixing plant in required thickness and density,

rolled hot with different types of rollers complete as per

specifications and Job-mix formula and design: in single

layer upto 1-1/2" (38 mm) thickness inculding priming

coat @20 Lbs per %Sft complete.

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad



PROVINCE      : SINDH         

BRANCH         : B/R

SUB-HEAD    CULVERT.
NO. DESCRIPTION OF ITEM QTY. RATE UNIT

1 669.0 1862.13 % Cft 12458 /-

P-40 Cft

I-02

2 112.00 21744.25 % Cft 24354 /-

 P-52 Cft

I-13

3 163.00 36129.72 % Cft 58891 /-
 P-132 Cft

I-1

4 252.00 38582.85 % Cft 97229 /-

 P-132 Cft

I-02

5 27.00 46441.66 % Cft 12539 /-

P-179+195 Cft

I-42+136

6 113.00 43716.64 % Cft 49400 /-

P-182+195 Cft

I-57+136

AMOUNT

Excavation for raft foundations, underground tanks and

septic tanks (rectangular or square) in all kinds of soil

(except gravelly and murum soil wet silt, clay or mud,

conglomeration of gravel and boulders, soft, sandy or

disintegrated and hard rock) and back filling the excavated

material all round the trenches including breaking clods,

watering, consolidation by ramming in layers not

exceeding 9 inches (229 mm) in depth to full compaction,

dressing and disposal of surplus excavated stuff as

directed, lead up to one chain (30.5 R.m) and lift upto 5

feet (1.52 m)

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying 1:4:8 (1 cement 4 sand and 8 coarse

aggregate) cement concrete using graded stone ballast 2

inches and down gauge in foundation including leveling,

compacting and curing etc. complete.

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying first class solid burnt brick masonry

set in cement mortar 1:6 in straight or curved walls more

than 13-1/2 inches (343 mm) thick including scaffolding,

raking out Joints and curing etc. Complete in foundation,

basement and plinth (foundation and basement masonry

upto 5 feet (1.52 Ru.m.) depth and plinth upto 4 feet (1.2

Ru.m.) height from ground level) .

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying first class solid burnt brick

masonry set in cement mortar 1:6 in straight or curved

walls more than 9 inches 13-1/2 inches thick including

scaffolding , raking out joints and curing etc. complete in

foundation, basement and plinth (foundation and

basement masonry upto 5' ft depth and plinth upto 4' feet

height ground level).

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge having

a minimum works cube crushing strength of 3000 Ibs. per

sq inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in sill

and bed plates of straight or circular walls including form

work and its removal, compacting and curing etc.

complete but excluding the cost of reinforcement, in

basement and ground floor.

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge

having a minimum works cube crushing strength of 3000

Ibs. per sq inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner than

1:2:4 in ordinary slab more than 6 inches thick including

form work and its removal compacting and curing etc.

complete but excluding the cost of reinforcement, in

basement plinth & ground floor..

(Hundred 

cubic feet)



7 19.00 47482.78 % Cft 9022 /-

P-177+195 Cft

I-30+136

8 8.00 14349.01 P.CWT 114792 /-

P-197

    
Cwt

 I-166

9 45.00 22036.75 % Cft 9917 /-

P-231 Cft

I-02

10 96.00 9562.54 % Sft 9180 /-

P-231 Sft

I-07

11 304.00 4815.28 % Sft 14638 /-

P-376 Sft

I-10

412420 /-

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge

having a minimum works cube crushing strength of 3000

Ibs. per sq inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner than

1:2:4 in straight walls, vertical fins etc. more than 6 inches

thick including form work and its removal, compacting and

curing etc. complete but excluding the cost of

reinforcement, in ground floor.

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed

(minimum yield point 60,000 psi) reinforcement bars with

& including the cost of straightening, cutting, bending,

binding, wastage, and such overlaps as are not shown in

the drawings, placing in position on cement concrete 1:2:4

precast or m.s. chairs, tying with binding wire, cost of

chairs and wires etc. in all kinds of RCC work in

foundation, basement, plinth and ground floor of building

including septic tanks and under ground tanks and in

projections for future extension .

(Per hundred 

weight)

Providing and laying 1:4:8 cement concrete bed under

floors using graded stone ballast 2”inches and down

gauge with leveling and ramming watering and curing etc.

complete.

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying floors of 3 inches thick 1:2:4 cement

concrete using graded screened bajri 3/4 inch and down

gauge in ground floor laid in panels including form work,

consolidation, finishing and curing etc. complete.

(Hundred 

Square  feet)

¾” thick cement plaster 1:6 on walls and columns etc. in

basement, plinth, mezzanine and ground floor including

making edges, corners, and curing etc.,complete.

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Total Cost of One Culvert 

ASSISTANT EXECUTIVE ENGINEER -I

CENTRAL CIVIL DIVISION

PAKISTAN.P.W.D.HYDERABAD

EXECUTIVE ENGINEER

CENTRAL CIVIL DIVISION

PAKISTAN.P.W.D.HYDERABAD



SINDH

B/R

SH-I Metalled Road Rs. 9543137 /-

SH-II Culvert = 01 Nos. (412420 x 1) Rs. 412420 /-

TOTAL Rs. 9955557 /-

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, HyderabadPakistan PWD, Hyderabad

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

Name of Work:

GENERAL ABSTRACT

Assistant Executive Engineer-I

Central Civil Division

CONSTRUCTION OF METALLED ROAD AT VARIOUS STREETS  OF 

BELLO CITY DISTRICT SUJAWAL.

UNDER (SAP) PROGRAMME 2022-23



SINDH

B/R

P/I No. Qty: Rate Unit Amount

SH-ROAD
1 110700 1811.44 % Cft 2005264 /-

P-482 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-10

2 110700 2033.34 % Cft 2250907 /-

P-483 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-18

3 11070.00 7544.65 % Cft 835193 /-

P-484 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-26

4 11070.00 7761.52 % Sft 859200 /-

P-485 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-28

5 1211.00 8169.30 % Cft 98930 /-

P-488 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-55

Compaction of earthen embankments to full depth and

width below sub-grade level by approved mechanical

means in layers not exceeding 9" in depth at optimum

moisture content including watering, mixing by

mechanical means complete (the sub-grade

embankment of 3 Ft. or less in height shall be

compacted to at least 95% modified A.A.S.H.O. max.

dry density or their full depth and width, embankments

over 3 ft. in depth shall have top 3 ft. compacted to not

less than 95% modified A.A.S.H.O. maximum dry

density to their full depth and width and portion below 3

ft. compacted not less than 85% modified A.A.S.H.O.

max. dry density to their full depth and width) .

Supplying and laying hand broken 3" to 3/4" stone

ballast of approved grade and quality in sub-base or

base courses in required grade and camber and

compacting to the required density by approved

mechanical means (Vibratory Roller, Road Packer and

Smooth Wheel Roller etc.) including watering with all

lead and lift complete (actual compacted depth shall be

considered for payment)  

UNDER (SAP) PROGRAMME 2022-23

Supplying and laying hand broken 2-1/2" to 3/4" (64

mm to 19 mm) stone ballast of approved grade and

quality in sub-base or base courses in required grade

and camber and compacting to the required density by

approved mechanical means (Vibratory Roller, Road

Packer and Smooth Wheel Roller etc.) including

watering with all lead and lift complete (actual

compacted depth shall be considered for payment)  

Supply and stacking spreading murum of approved

quality over stone metalled or earthen embankments

including filling, joints watering, consolidation with power 

roller  including all lead and lift.

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

Making earthen embankments with earth taken from

approved borrow pits including cost of excavation,

placing earth in layers not exceeding 9" depth as per

approved section including dressing top and sides of the 

bank including all lift and all lead as per site requirement

in all kinds of soil (except gravelly, murum, wet silt, clay

or mud and rock).

CONSTRUCTION OF METALLED ROAD AT VARIOUS STREETS OF

BELLO CITY DISTRICT SUJAWAL.

NAME OF WORK:

Description



6 4920.00 54.29 P.Rft 267107 /-

A/R Rft (Per running foot)

7 242.000 12858.73 P.Ton 3111813 /-

P-492 Ton (Per Ton)

I-77

8 102.00 1124.74 P.Rft 114723 /-

P-583 Rft (Per running foot)

I-1

TOTAL 9543137

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Assistant Executive Engineer-I

Providing and fixing RCC pipe of class "B" or equivalent

in trenches including cutting, fitting and jointing with

maxphalt composition and cement mortar (1:1 ) and

testing with water including all lead and lift: 18" dia

pipe.

Providing and laying burnt bricks of approved quality

and size for edging (9"inch in depth and 4-1/2" inches

wide) along the sides of road including all lead and lift

as directed by the  Engineer-in-charge.

Providing and laying hot-mix bituminous concrete

runway pavement laid with mechanical paver and mixed

in central mixing plant in required thickness and density,

rolled hot with different types of rollers complete as per

specifications and Job-mix formula and design: in single

layer upto 1-1/2" (38 mm) thickness inculding priming

coat @20 Lbs per %Sft complete.



PROVINCE      : SINDH         

BRANCH         : B/R

SUB-HEAD    CULVERT.
NO. DESCRIPTION OF ITEM QTY. RATE UNIT

1 669.0 1862.13 % Cft 12458 /-

P-40 Cft

I-02

2 112.00 21744.25 % Cft 24354 /-

 P-52 Cft

I-13

3 163.00 36129.72 % Cft 58891 /-
 P-132 Cft

I-1

4 252.00 38582.85 % Cft 97229 /-

 P-132 Cft

I-02

5 27.00 46441.66 % Cft 12539 /-

P-179+195 Cft

I-42+136

6 113.00 43716.64 % Cft 49400 /-

P-182+195 Cft

I-57+136

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge having

a minimum works cube crushing strength of 3000 Ibs. per

sq inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in sill

and bed plates of straight or circular walls including form

work and its removal, compacting and curing etc.

complete but excluding the cost of reinforcement, in

basement and ground floor.

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge

having a minimum works cube crushing strength of 3000

Ibs. per sq inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner than

1:2:4 in ordinary slab more than 6 inches thick including

form work and its removal compacting and curing etc.

complete but excluding the cost of reinforcement, in

basement plinth & ground floor..

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying first class solid burnt brick masonry

set in cement mortar 1:6 in straight or curved walls more

than 13-1/2 inches (343 mm) thick including scaffolding,

raking out Joints and curing etc. Complete in foundation,

basement and plinth (foundation and basement masonry

upto 5 feet (1.52 Ru.m.) depth and plinth upto 4 feet (1.2

Ru.m.) height from ground level) .

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying first class solid burnt brick

masonry set in cement mortar 1:6 in straight or curved

walls more than 9 inches 13-1/2 inches thick including

scaffolding , raking out joints and curing etc. complete in

foundation, basement and plinth (foundation and

basement masonry upto 5' ft depth and plinth upto 4' feet

height ground level).

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

AMOUNT

Excavation for raft foundations, underground tanks and

septic tanks (rectangular or square) in all kinds of soil

(except gravelly and murum soil wet silt, clay or mud,

conglomeration of gravel and boulders, soft, sandy or

disintegrated and hard rock) and back filling the excavated

material all round the trenches including breaking clods,

watering, consolidation by ramming in layers not

exceeding 9 inches (229 mm) in depth to full compaction,

dressing and disposal of surplus excavated stuff as

directed, lead up to one chain (30.5 R.m) and lift upto 5

feet (1.52 m)

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying 1:4:8 (1 cement 4 sand and 8 coarse

aggregate) cement concrete using graded stone ballast 2

inches and down gauge in foundation including leveling,

compacting and curing etc. complete.

(Hundred 

cubic feet)



7 19.00 47482.78 % Cft 9022 /-

P-177+195 Cft

I-30+136

8 8.00 14349.01 P.CWT 114792 /-

P-197

    
Cwt

 I-166

9 45.00 22036.75 % Cft 9917 /-

P-231 Cft

I-02

10 96.00 9562.54 % Sft 9180 /-

P-231 Sft

I-07

11 304.00 4815.28 % Sft 14638 /-

P-376 Sft

I-10

412420 /-

¾” thick cement plaster 1:6 on walls and columns etc. in

basement, plinth, mezzanine and ground floor including

making edges, corners, and curing etc.,complete.

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Total Cost of One Culvert 

ASSISTANT EXECUTIVE ENGINEER -I

CENTRAL CIVIL DIVISION

PAKISTAN.P.W.D.HYDERABAD

EXECUTIVE ENGINEER

CENTRAL CIVIL DIVISION

PAKISTAN.P.W.D.HYDERABAD

Providing and laying 1:4:8 cement concrete bed under

floors using graded stone ballast 2”inches and down

gauge with leveling and ramming watering and curing etc.

complete.

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying floors of 3 inches thick 1:2:4 cement

concrete using graded screened bajri 3/4 inch and down

gauge in ground floor laid in panels including form work,

consolidation, finishing and curing etc. complete.

(Hundred 

Square  feet)

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge

having a minimum works cube crushing strength of 3000

Ibs. per sq inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner than

1:2:4 in straight walls, vertical fins etc. more than 6 inches

thick including form work and its removal, compacting and

curing etc. complete but excluding the cost of

reinforcement, in ground floor.

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed

(minimum yield point 60,000 psi) reinforcement bars with

& including the cost of straightening, cutting, bending,

binding, wastage, and such overlaps as are not shown in

the drawings, placing in position on cement concrete 1:2:4

precast or m.s. chairs, tying with binding wire, cost of

chairs and wires etc. in all kinds of RCC work in

foundation, basement, plinth and ground floor of building

including septic tanks and under ground tanks and in

projections for future extension .

(Per hundred 

weight)



SINDH

B/R

SH-I Metalled Road Rs. 11806178 /-

SH-II Culvert = 01 Nos. (412420 x 1) Rs. 412420 /-

TOTAL Rs. 12218598 /-

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, HyderabadPakistan PWD, Hyderabad

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

Name of Work:

GENERAL ABSTRACT

Assistant Executive Engineer-I

Central Civil Division

CONSTRUCTION OF METALLED ROAD VILLAGE HAJI MIR MUHAMMAD 

HINGORJO NEAR MIR KHANA MORI DISTRICT SUJAWAL.

UNDER (SAP) PROGRAMME 2022-23



SINDH

B/R

P/I No. Qty: Rate Unit Amount

SH-ROAD
1 67236 1811.44 % Cft 1217940 /-

P-482 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-10

2 67236 2033.34 % Cft 1367136 /-

P-483 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-18

4 29520.00 7761.52 % Sft 2291201 /-

P-485 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-28

5 2421.00 8169.30 % Cft 197779 /-

P-488 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-55

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

Making earthen embankments with earth taken from

approved borrow pits including cost of excavation,

placing earth in layers not exceeding 9" depth as per

approved section including dressing top and sides of the 

bank including all lift and all lead as per site requirement

in all kinds of soil (except gravelly, murum, wet silt, clay

or mud and rock).

CONSTRUCTION OF METALLED ROAD VILLAGE HAJI MIR MUHAMMAD

HINGORJO NEAR MIR KHANA MORI DISTRICT SUJAWAL.

NAME OF WORK:

Description

Compaction of earthen embankments to full depth and

width below sub-grade level by approved mechanical

means in layers not exceeding 9" in depth at optimum

moisture content including watering, mixing by

mechanical means complete (the sub-grade

embankment of 3 Ft. or less in height shall be

compacted to at least 95% modified A.A.S.H.O. max.

dry density or their full depth and width, embankments

over 3 ft. in depth shall have top 3 ft. compacted to not

less than 95% modified A.A.S.H.O. maximum dry

density to their full depth and width and portion below 3

ft. compacted not less than 85% modified A.A.S.H.O.

max. dry density to their full depth and width) .

UNDER (SAP) PROGRAMME 2022-23

Supplying and laying hand broken 2 1/2" to 3/4" (64

mm to 19 mm) stone ballast of approved grade and

quality in sub-base or base courses in required grade

and camber and compacting to the required density by

approved mechanical means (Vibratory Roller, Road

Packer and Smooth Wheel Roller etc.) including

watering with all lead and lift complete (actual

compacted depth shall be considered for payment)  

Supply and stacking spreading murum of approved

quality over stone metalled or earthen embankments

including filling, joints watering, consolidation with power 

roller  including all lead and lift.



6 9840.00 54.29 P.Rft 534214 /-

A/R Rft (Per running foot)

7 482.000 12858.73 P.Ton 6197908 /-

P-492 Ton (Per Ton)

I-77

TOTAL 11806178

Assistant Executive Engineer-I

Providing and laying burnt bricks of approved quality

and size for edging (9"inch in depth and 4-1/2" inches

wide) along the sides of road including all lead and lift

as directed by the  Engineer-in-charge.

Providing and laying hot-mix bituminous concrete

runway pavement laid with mechanical paver and mixed

in central mixing plant in required thickness and density,

rolled hot with different types of rollers complete as per

specifications and Job-mix formula and design: in single

layer upto 1-1/2" (38 mm) thickness inculding priming

coat @20 Lbs per %Sft complete.

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad



PROVINCE      : SINDH         

BRANCH         : B/R

SUB-HEAD    CULVERT.
NO. DESCRIPTION OF ITEM QTY. RATE UNIT

1 669.0 1862.13 % Cft 12458 /-

P-40 Cft

I-02

2 112.00 21744.25 % Cft 24354 /-

 P-52 Cft

I-13

3 163.00 36129.72 % Cft 58891 /-
 P-132 Cft

I-1

4 252.00 38582.85 % Cft 97229 /-

 P-132 Cft

I-02

5 27.00 46441.66 % Cft 12539 /-

P-179+195 Cft

I-42+136

6 113.00 43716.64 % Cft 49400 /-

P-182+195 Cft

I-57+136

AMOUNT

Excavation for raft foundations, underground tanks and

septic tanks (rectangular or square) in all kinds of soil

(except gravelly and murum soil wet silt, clay or mud,

conglomeration of gravel and boulders, soft, sandy or

disintegrated and hard rock) and back filling the excavated

material all round the trenches including breaking clods,

watering, consolidation by ramming in layers not

exceeding 9 inches (229 mm) in depth to full compaction,

dressing and disposal of surplus excavated stuff as

directed, lead up to one chain (30.5 R.m) and lift upto 5

feet (1.52 m)

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying 1:4:8 (1 cement 4 sand and 8 coarse

aggregate) cement concrete using graded stone ballast 2

inches and down gauge in foundation including leveling,

compacting and curing etc. complete.

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying first class solid burnt brick masonry

set in cement mortar 1:6 in straight or curved walls more

than 13-1/2 inches (343 mm) thick including scaffolding,

raking out Joints and curing etc. Complete in foundation,

basement and plinth (foundation and basement masonry

upto 5 feet (1.52 Ru.m.) depth and plinth upto 4 feet (1.2

Ru.m.) height from ground level) .

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying first class solid burnt brick

masonry set in cement mortar 1:6 in straight or curved

walls more than 9 inches 13-1/2 inches thick including

scaffolding , raking out joints and curing etc. complete in

foundation, basement and plinth (foundation and

basement masonry upto 5' ft depth and plinth upto 4' feet

height ground level).

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge having

a minimum works cube crushing strength of 3000 Ibs. per

sq inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in sill

and bed plates of straight or circular walls including form

work and its removal, compacting and curing etc.

complete but excluding the cost of reinforcement, in

basement and ground floor.

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge

having a minimum works cube crushing strength of 3000

Ibs. per sq inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner than

1:2:4 in ordinary slab more than 6 inches thick including

form work and its removal compacting and curing etc.

complete but excluding the cost of reinforcement, in

basement plinth & ground floor..

(Hundred 

cubic feet)



7 19.00 47482.78 % Cft 9022 /-

P-177+195 Cft

I-30+136

8 8.00 14349.01 P.CWT 114792 /-

P-197

    
Cwt

 I-166

9 45.00 22036.75 % Cft 9917 /-

P-231 Cft

I-02

10 96.00 9562.54 % Sft 9180 /-

P-231 Sft

I-07

11 304.00 4815.28 % Sft 14638 /-

P-376 Sft

I-10

412420 /-

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge

having a minimum works cube crushing strength of 3000

Ibs. per sq inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner than

1:2:4 in straight walls, vertical fins etc. more than 6 inches

thick including form work and its removal, compacting and

curing etc. complete but excluding the cost of

reinforcement, in ground floor.

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed

(minimum yield point 60,000 psi) reinforcement bars with

& including the cost of straightening, cutting, bending,

binding, wastage, and such overlaps as are not shown in

the drawings, placing in position on cement concrete 1:2:4

precast or m.s. chairs, tying with binding wire, cost of

chairs and wires etc. in all kinds of RCC work in

foundation, basement, plinth and ground floor of building

including septic tanks and under ground tanks and in

projections for future extension .

(Per hundred 

weight)

Providing and laying 1:4:8 cement concrete bed under

floors using graded stone ballast 2”inches and down

gauge with leveling and ramming watering and curing etc.

complete.

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying floors of 3 inches thick 1:2:4 cement

concrete using graded screened bajri 3/4 inch and down

gauge in ground floor laid in panels including form work,

consolidation, finishing and curing etc. complete.

(Hundred 

Square  feet)

¾” thick cement plaster 1:6 on walls and columns etc. in

basement, plinth, mezzanine and ground floor including

making edges, corners, and curing etc.,complete.

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Total Cost of One Culvert 

ASSISTANT EXECUTIVE ENGINEER -I

CENTRAL CIVIL DIVISION

PAKISTAN.P.W.D.HYDERABAD

EXECUTIVE ENGINEER

CENTRAL CIVIL DIVISION

PAKISTAN.P.W.D.HYDERABAD



SINDH

B/R

SH-I Metalled Road Rs. 12728333 /-

SH-II Culvert = 01 Nos. (412420 x 1) Rs. 412420 /-

TOTAL Rs. 13140753 /-

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, HyderabadPakistan PWD, Hyderabad

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

Name of Work:

GENERAL ABSTRACT

Assistant Executive Engineer-I

Central Civil Division

CONSTRUCTION METALLED ROAD VILLAGE AFTAB SHAH / GUL 

HASSAN THAHEEM DISTRICT SUJAWAL.

UNDER (SAP) PROGRAMME 2022-23



SINDH

B/R

P/I No. Qty: Rate Unit Amount

SH-ROAD
1 147600 1811.44 % Cft 2673685 /-

P-482 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-10

2 147600 2033.34 % Cft 3001210 /-

P-483 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-18

3 14760.00 7544.65 % Cft 1113590 /-

P-484 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-26

4 14760.00 7761.52 % Sft 1145600 /-

P-485 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-28

5 1613.00 8169.30 % Cft 131771 /-

P-488 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-55

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

Making earthen embankments with earth taken from

approved borrow pits including cost of excavation,

placing earth in layers not exceeding 9" depth as per

approved section including dressing top and sides of the 

bank including all lift and all lead as per site requirement

in all kinds of soil (except gravelly, murum, wet silt, clay

or mud and rock).

CONSTRUCTION METALLED ROAD VILLAGE AFTAB SHAH / GUL

HASSAN THAHEEM DISTRICT SUJAWAL.

NAME OF WORK:

Description

Compaction of earthen embankments to full depth and

width below sub-grade level by approved mechanical

means in layers not exceeding 9" in depth at optimum

moisture content including watering, mixing by

mechanical means complete (the sub-grade

embankment of 3 Ft. or less in height shall be

compacted to at least 95% modified A.A.S.H.O. max.

dry density or their full depth and width, embankments

over 3 ft. in depth shall have top 3 ft. compacted to not

less than 95% modified A.A.S.H.O. maximum dry

density to their full depth and width and portion below 3

ft. compacted not less than 85% modified A.A.S.H.O.

max. dry density to their full depth and width) .

Supplying and laying hand broken 3" to 3/4" stone

ballast of approved grade and quality in sub-base or

base courses in required grade and camber and

compacting to the required density by approved

mechanical means (Vibratory Roller, Road Packer and

Smooth Wheel Roller etc.) including watering with all

lead and lift complete (actual compacted depth shall be

considered for payment)  

UNDER (SAP) PROGRAMME 2022-23

Supplying and laying hand broken 2 1/2" to 3/4" (64

mm to 19 mm) stone ballast of approved grade and

quality in sub-base or base courses in required grade

and camber and compacting to the required density by

approved mechanical means (Vibratory Roller, Road

Packer and Smooth Wheel Roller etc.) including

watering with all lead and lift complete (actual

compacted depth shall be considered for payment)  

Supply and stacking spreading murum of approved

quality over stone metalled or earthen embankments

including filling, joints watering, consolidation with power 

roller  including all lead and lift.



6 6560.00 54.29 P.Rft 356142 /-

A/R Rft (Per running foot)

7 323.000 12858.73 P.Ton 4153370 /-

P-492 Ton (Per Ton)

I-77

8 136.00 1124.74 P.Rft 152965 /-

P-583 Rft (Per running foot)

I-1

TOTAL 12728333

Assistant Executive Engineer-I

Providing and fixing RCC pipe of class "B" or equivalent

in trenches including cutting, fitting and jointing with

maxphalt composition and cement mortar (1:1 ) and

testing with water including all lead and lift: 18" dia

pipe.

Providing and laying burnt bricks of approved quality

and size for edging (9"inch in depth and 4-1/2" inches

wide) along the sides of road including all lead and lift

as directed by the  Engineer-in-charge.

Providing and laying hot-mix bituminous concrete

runway pavement laid with mechanical paver and mixed

in central mixing plant in required thickness and density,

rolled hot with different types of rollers complete as per

specifications and Job-mix formula and design: in single

layer upto 1-1/2" (38 mm) thickness inculding priming

coat @20 Lbs per %Sft complete.

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad



PROVINCE      : SINDH         

BRANCH         : B/R

SUB-HEAD    CULVERT.
NO. DESCRIPTION OF ITEM QTY. RATE UNIT

1 669.0 1862.13 % Cft 12458 /-

P-40 Cft

I-02

2 112.00 21744.25 % Cft 24354 /-

 P-52 Cft

I-13

3 163.00 36129.72 % Cft 58891 /-
 P-132 Cft

I-1

4 252.00 38582.85 % Cft 97229 /-

 P-132 Cft

I-02

5 27.00 46441.66 % Cft 12539 /-

P-179+195 Cft

I-42+136

6 113.00 43716.64 % Cft 49400 /-

P-182+195 Cft

I-57+136

AMOUNT

Excavation for raft foundations, underground tanks and

septic tanks (rectangular or square) in all kinds of soil

(except gravelly and murum soil wet silt, clay or mud,

conglomeration of gravel and boulders, soft, sandy or

disintegrated and hard rock) and back filling the excavated

material all round the trenches including breaking clods,

watering, consolidation by ramming in layers not

exceeding 9 inches (229 mm) in depth to full compaction,

dressing and disposal of surplus excavated stuff as

directed, lead up to one chain (30.5 R.m) and lift upto 5

feet (1.52 m)

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying 1:4:8 (1 cement 4 sand and 8 coarse

aggregate) cement concrete using graded stone ballast 2

inches and down gauge in foundation including leveling,

compacting and curing etc. complete.

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying first class solid burnt brick masonry

set in cement mortar 1:6 in straight or curved walls more

than 13-1/2 inches (343 mm) thick including scaffolding,

raking out Joints and curing etc. Complete in foundation,

basement and plinth (foundation and basement masonry

upto 5 feet (1.52 Ru.m.) depth and plinth upto 4 feet (1.2

Ru.m.) height from ground level) .

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying first class solid burnt brick

masonry set in cement mortar 1:6 in straight or curved

walls more than 9 inches 13-1/2 inches thick including

scaffolding , raking out joints and curing etc. complete in

foundation, basement and plinth (foundation and

basement masonry upto 5' ft depth and plinth upto 4' feet

height ground level).

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge having

a minimum works cube crushing strength of 3000 Ibs. per

sq inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in sill

and bed plates of straight or circular walls including form

work and its removal, compacting and curing etc.

complete but excluding the cost of reinforcement, in

basement and ground floor.

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge

having a minimum works cube crushing strength of 3000

Ibs. per sq inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner than

1:2:4 in ordinary slab more than 6 inches thick including

form work and its removal compacting and curing etc.

complete but excluding the cost of reinforcement, in

basement plinth & ground floor..

(Hundred 

cubic feet)



7 19.00 47482.78 % Cft 9022 /-

P-177+195 Cft

I-30+136

8 8.00 14349.01 P.CWT 114792 /-

P-197

    
Cwt

 I-166

9 45.00 22036.75 % Cft 9917 /-

P-231 Cft

I-02

10 96.00 9562.54 % Sft 9180 /-

P-231 Sft

I-07

11 304.00 4815.28 % Sft 14638 /-

P-376 Sft

I-10

412420 /-

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge

having a minimum works cube crushing strength of 3000

Ibs. per sq inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner than

1:2:4 in straight walls, vertical fins etc. more than 6 inches

thick including form work and its removal, compacting and

curing etc. complete but excluding the cost of

reinforcement, in ground floor.

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed

(minimum yield point 60,000 psi) reinforcement bars with

& including the cost of straightening, cutting, bending,

binding, wastage, and such overlaps as are not shown in

the drawings, placing in position on cement concrete 1:2:4

precast or m.s. chairs, tying with binding wire, cost of

chairs and wires etc. in all kinds of RCC work in

foundation, basement, plinth and ground floor of building

including septic tanks and under ground tanks and in

projections for future extension .

(Per hundred 

weight)

Providing and laying 1:4:8 cement concrete bed under

floors using graded stone ballast 2”inches and down

gauge with leveling and ramming watering and curing etc.

complete.

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying floors of 3 inches thick 1:2:4 cement

concrete using graded screened bajri 3/4 inch and down

gauge in ground floor laid in panels including form work,

consolidation, finishing and curing etc. complete.

(Hundred 

Square  feet)

¾” thick cement plaster 1:6 on walls and columns etc. in

basement, plinth, mezzanine and ground floor including

making edges, corners, and curing etc.,complete.

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Total Cost of One Culvert 

ASSISTANT EXECUTIVE ENGINEER -I

CENTRAL CIVIL DIVISION

PAKISTAN.P.W.D.HYDERABAD

EXECUTIVE ENGINEER

CENTRAL CIVIL DIVISION

PAKISTAN.P.W.D.HYDERABAD



SINDH

B/R

SH-I Metalled Road Rs. 9543137 /-

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, HyderabadPakistan PWD, Hyderabad

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

Name of Work:

GENERAL ABSTRACT

Assistant Executive Engineer-I

Central Civil Division

CONSTRUCTION METALLED ROAD  VILLAGE HAJI SULEMAN OTHAR 

DISTRICT SUJAWAL.

UNDER (SAP) PROGRAMME 2022-23



SINDH

B/R

P/I No. Qty: Rate Unit Amount

SH-ROAD
1 110700 1811.44 % Cft 2005264 /-

P-482 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-10

2 110700 2033.34 % Cft 2250907 /-

P-483 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-18

3 11070.00 7544.65 % Cft 835193 /-

P-484 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-26

4 11070.00 7761.52 % Sft 859200 /-

P-485 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-28

5 1211.00 8169.30 % Cft 98930 /-

P-488 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-55

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

Making earthen embankments with earth taken from

approved borrow pits including cost of excavation,

placing earth in layers not exceeding 9" depth as per

approved section including dressing top and sides of the 

bank including all lift and all lead as per site requirement

in all kinds of soil (except gravelly, murum, wet silt, clay

or mud and rock).

CONSTRUCTION METALLED ROAD VILLAGE HAJI SULEMAN OTHAR

DISTRICT SUJAWAL.

NAME OF WORK:

Description

Compaction of earthen embankments to full depth and

width below sub-grade level by approved mechanical

means in layers not exceeding 9" in depth at optimum

moisture content including watering, mixing by

mechanical means complete (the sub-grade

embankment of 3 Ft. or less in height shall be

compacted to at least 95% modified A.A.S.H.O. max.

dry density or their full depth and width, embankments

over 3 ft. in depth shall have top 3 ft. compacted to not

less than 95% modified A.A.S.H.O. maximum dry

density to their full depth and width and portion below 3

ft. compacted not less than 85% modified A.A.S.H.O.

max. dry density to their full depth and width) .

Supplying and laying hand broken 3" to 3/4" stone

ballast of approved grade and quality in sub-base or

base courses in required grade and camber and

compacting to the required density by approved

mechanical means (Vibratory Roller, Road Packer and

Smooth Wheel Roller etc.) including watering with all

lead and lift complete (actual compacted depth shall be

considered for payment)  

UNDER (SAP) PROGRAMME 2022-23

Supplying and laying hand broken+B69 2 1/2" to 3/4"

(64 mm to 19 mm) stone ballast of approved grade and

quality in sub-base or base courses in required grade

and camber and compacting to the required density by

approved mechanical means (Vibratory Roller, Road

Packer and Smooth Wheel Roller etc.) including

watering with all lead and lift complete (actual

compacted depth shall be considered for payment)  

Supply and stacking spreading murum of approved

quality over stone metalled or earthen embankments

including filling, joints watering, consolidation with power 

roller  including all lead and lift.



6 4920.00 54.29 P.Rft 267107 /-

A/R Rft (Per running foot)

7 242.000 12858.73 P.Ton 3111813 /-

P-492 Ton (Per Ton)

I-77

8 102.00 1124.74 P.Rft 114723 /-

P-583 Rft (Per running foot)

I-1

TOTAL 9543137

Assistant Executive Engineer-I

Providing and fixing RCC pipe of class "B" or equivalent

in trenches including cutting, fitting and jointing with

maxphalt composition and cement mortar (1:1 ) and

testing with water including all lead and lift: 18" dia

pipe.

Providing and laying burnt bricks of approved quality

and size for edging (9"inch in depth and 4-1/2" inches

wide) along the sides of road including all lead and lift

as directed by the  Engineer-in-charge.

Providing and laying hot-mix bituminous concrete

runway pavement laid with mechanical paver and mixed

in central mixing plant in required thickness and density,

rolled hot with different types of rollers complete as per

specifications and Job-mix formula and design: in single

layer upto 1-1/2" (38 mm) thickness inculding priming

coat @20 Lbs per %Sft complete.

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad



SINDH

B/R

SH-I Metalled Road Rs. 9543137 /-

SH-II Culvert = 01 Nos. (412420 x 1) Rs. 412420 /-

TOTAL Rs. 9955557 /-

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, HyderabadPakistan PWD, Hyderabad

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

Name of Work:

GENERAL ABSTRACT

Assistant Executive Engineer-I

Central Civil Division

CONSTRUCTION METALLED ROAD  MOLVI HUSSAIN MORIO DISTRICT 

SUJAWAL.

UNDER (SAP) PROGRAMME 2022-23



SINDH

B/R

P/I No. Qty: Rate Unit Amount

SH-ROAD
1 110700 1811.44 % Cft 2005264 /-

P-482 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-10

2 110700 2033.34 % Cft 2250907 /-

P-483 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-18

3 11070.00 7544.65 % Cft 835193 /-

P-484 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-26

4 11070.00 7761.52 % Sft 859200 /-

P-485 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-28

5 1211.00 8169.30 % Cft 98930 /-

P-488 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-55

Compaction of earthen embankments to full depth and

width below sub-grade level by approved mechanical

means in layers not exceeding 9" in depth at optimum

moisture content including watering, mixing by

mechanical means complete (the sub-grade

embankment of 3 Ft. or less in height shall be

compacted to at least 95% modified A.A.S.H.O. max.

dry density or their full depth and width, embankments

over 3 ft. in depth shall have top 3 ft. compacted to not

less than 95% modified A.A.S.H.O. maximum dry

density to their full depth and width and portion below 3

ft. compacted not less than 85% modified A.A.S.H.O.

max. dry density to their full depth and width) .

Supplying and laying hand broken 3" to 3/4" stone

ballast of approved grade and quality in sub-base or

base courses in required grade and camber and

compacting to the required density by approved

mechanical means (Vibratory Roller, Road Packer and

Smooth Wheel Roller etc.) including watering with all

lead and lift complete (actual compacted depth shall be

considered for payment)  

UNDER (SAP) PROGRAMME 2022-23

Supplying and laying hand broken 2 1/2" to 3/4" (64

mm to 19 mm) stone ballast of approved grade and

quality in sub-base or base courses in required grade

and camber and compacting to the required density by

approved mechanical means (Vibratory Roller, Road

Packer and Smooth Wheel Roller etc.) including

watering with all lead and lift complete (actual

compacted depth shall be considered for payment)  

Supply and stacking spreading murum of approved

quality over stone metalled or earthen embankments

including filling, joints watering, consolidation with power 

roller  including all lead and lift.

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

Making earthen embankments with earth taken from

approved borrow pits including cost of excavation,

placing earth in layers not exceeding 9" depth as per

approved section including dressing top and sides of the 

bank including all lift and all lead as per site requirement

in all kinds of soil (except gravelly, murum, wet silt, clay

or mud and rock).

CONSTRUCTION METALLED ROAD MOLVI HUSSAIN MORIO DISTRICT

SUJAWAL.

NAME OF WORK:

Description



6 4920.00 54.29 P.Rft 267107 /-

A/R Rft (Per running foot)

7 242.000 12858.73 P.Ton 3111813 /-

P-492 Ton (Per Ton)

I-77

8 102.00 1124.74 P.Rft 114723 /-

P-583 Rft (Per running foot)

I-1

TOTAL 9543137

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Assistant Executive Engineer-I

Providing and fixing RCC pipe of class "B" or equivalent

in trenches including cutting, fitting and jointing with

maxphalt composition and cement mortar (1:1 ) and

testing with water including all lead and lift: 18" dia

pipe.

Providing and laying burnt bricks of approved quality

and size for edging (9"inch in depth and 4-1/2" inches

wide) along the sides of road including all lead and lift

as directed by the  Engineer-in-charge.

Providing and laying hot-mix bituminous concrete

runway pavement laid with mechanical paver and mixed

in central mixing plant in required thickness and density,

rolled hot with different types of rollers complete as per

specifications and Job-mix formula and design: in single

layer upto 1-1/2" (38 mm) thickness inculding priming

coat @20 Lbs per %Sft complete.



PROVINCE      : SINDH         

BRANCH         : B/R

SUB-HEAD    CULVERT.
NO. DESCRIPTION OF ITEM QTY. RATE UNIT

1 669.0 1862.13 % Cft 12458 /-

P-40 Cft

I-02

2 112.00 21744.25 % Cft 24354 /-

 P-52 Cft

I-13

3 163.00 36129.72 % Cft 58891 /-
 P-132 Cft

I-1

4 252.00 38582.85 % Cft 97229 /-

 P-132 Cft

I-02

5 27.00 46441.66 % Cft 12539 /-

P-179+195 Cft

I-42+136

6 113.00 43716.64 % Cft 49400 /-

P-182+195 Cft

I-57+136

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge having

a minimum works cube crushing strength of 3000 Ibs. per

sq inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in sill

and bed plates of straight or circular walls including form

work and its removal, compacting and curing etc.

complete but excluding the cost of reinforcement, in

basement and ground floor.

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge

having a minimum works cube crushing strength of 3000

Ibs. per sq inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner than

1:2:4 in ordinary slab more than 6 inches thick including

form work and its removal compacting and curing etc.

complete but excluding the cost of reinforcement, in

basement plinth & ground floor..

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying first class solid burnt brick masonry

set in cement mortar 1:6 in straight or curved walls more

than 13-1/2 inches (343 mm) thick including scaffolding,

raking out Joints and curing etc. Complete in foundation,

basement and plinth (foundation and basement masonry

upto 5 feet (1.52 Ru.m.) depth and plinth upto 4 feet (1.2

Ru.m.) height from ground level) .

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying first class solid burnt brick

masonry set in cement mortar 1:6 in straight or curved

walls more than 9 inches 13-1/2 inches thick including

scaffolding , raking out joints and curing etc. complete in

foundation, basement and plinth (foundation and

basement masonry upto 5' ft depth and plinth upto 4' feet

height ground level).

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

AMOUNT

Excavation for raft foundations, underground tanks and

septic tanks (rectangular or square) in all kinds of soil

(except gravelly and murum soil wet silt, clay or mud,

conglomeration of gravel and boulders, soft, sandy or

disintegrated and hard rock) and back filling the excavated

material all round the trenches including breaking clods,

watering, consolidation by ramming in layers not

exceeding 9 inches (229 mm) in depth to full compaction,

dressing and disposal of surplus excavated stuff as

directed, lead up to one chain (30.5 R.m) and lift upto 5

feet (1.52 m)

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying 1:4:8 (1 cement 4 sand and 8 coarse

aggregate) cement concrete using graded stone ballast 2

inches and down gauge in foundation including leveling,

compacting and curing etc. complete.

(Hundred 

cubic feet)



7 19.00 47482.78 % Cft 9022 /-

P-177+195 Cft

I-30+136

8 8.00 14349.01 P.CWT 114792 /-

P-197

    
Cwt

 I-166

9 45.00 22036.75 % Cft 9917 /-

P-231 Cft

I-02

10 96.00 9562.54 % Sft 9180 /-

P-231 Sft

I-07

11 304.00 4815.28 % Sft 14638 /-

P-376 Sft

I-10

412420 /-

¾” thick cement plaster 1:6 on walls and columns etc. in

basement, plinth, mezzanine and ground floor including

making edges, corners, and curing etc.,complete.

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Total Cost of One Culvert 

ASSISTANT EXECUTIVE ENGINEER -I

CENTRAL CIVIL DIVISION

PAKISTAN.P.W.D.HYDERABAD

EXECUTIVE ENGINEER

CENTRAL CIVIL DIVISION

PAKISTAN.P.W.D.HYDERABAD

Providing and laying 1:4:8 cement concrete bed under

floors using graded stone ballast 2”inches and down

gauge with leveling and ramming watering and curing etc.

complete.

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying floors of 3 inches thick 1:2:4 cement

concrete using graded screened bajri 3/4 inch and down

gauge in ground floor laid in panels including form work,

consolidation, finishing and curing etc. complete.

(Hundred 

Square  feet)

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge

having a minimum works cube crushing strength of 3000

Ibs. per sq inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner than

1:2:4 in straight walls, vertical fins etc. more than 6 inches

thick including form work and its removal, compacting and

curing etc. complete but excluding the cost of

reinforcement, in ground floor.

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed

(minimum yield point 60,000 psi) reinforcement bars with

& including the cost of straightening, cutting, bending,

binding, wastage, and such overlaps as are not shown in

the drawings, placing in position on cement concrete 1:2:4

precast or m.s. chairs, tying with binding wire, cost of

chairs and wires etc. in all kinds of RCC work in

foundation, basement, plinth and ground floor of building

including septic tanks and under ground tanks and in

projections for future extension .

(Per hundred 

weight)



SINDH

B/R

SH-I Estimated Cost Rs. 12728333 /-

SH-II Culvert = 01 Nos. (412420 x 1) Rs. 412420 /-

TOTAL Rs. 13140753 /-

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, HyderabadPakistan PWD, Hyderabad

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

Name of Work:

GENERAL ABSTRACT

Assistant Executive Engineer-I

Central Civil Division

CONSTRUCTION  OF METALLED ROAD FROM CHACH ROAD TO 

VILLAGE GUL MUHAMMAD MALLAH U/C KERH MALIK  TALUKA JATI 

DISTRICT SUJAWAL.

UNDER (SAP) PROGRAMME 2022-23



SINDH

B/R

P/I No. Qty: Rate Unit Amount

SH-ROAD
1 147600 1811.44 % Cft 2673685 /-

P-482 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-10

2 147600 2033.34 % Cft 3001210 /-

P-483 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-18

3 14760.00 7544.65 % Cft 1113590 /-

P-484 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-26

4 14760.00 7761.52 % Sft 1145600 /-

P-485 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-28

5 1613.00 8169.30 % Cft 131771 /-

P-488 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-55

Compaction of earthen embankments to full depth and

width below sub-grade level by approved mechanical

means in layers not exceeding 9" in depth at optimum

moisture content including watering, mixing by

mechanical means complete (the sub-grade

embankment of 3 Ft. or less in height shall be

compacted to at least 95% modified A.A.S.H.O. max.

dry density or their full depth and width, embankments

over 3 ft. in depth shall have top 3 ft. compacted to not

less than 95% modified A.A.S.H.O. maximum dry

density to their full depth and width and portion below 3

ft. compacted not less than 85% modified A.A.S.H.O.

max. dry density to their full depth and width) .

Supplying and laying hand broken 3" to 3/4" stone

ballast of approved grade and quality in sub-base or

base courses in required grade and camber and

compacting to the required density by approved

mechanical means (Vibratory Roller, Road Packer and

Smooth Wheel Roller etc.) including watering with all

lead and lift complete (actual compacted depth shall be

considered for payment)  

UNDER (SAP) PROGRAMME 2022-23

Supplying and laying hand broken 2 1/2" to 3/4" (64

mm to 19 mm) stone ballast of approved grade and

quality in sub-base or base courses in required grade

and camber and compacting to the required density by

approved mechanical means (Vibratory Roller, Road

Packer and Smooth Wheel Roller etc.) including

watering with all lead and lift complete (actual

compacted depth shall be considered for payment)  

Supply and stacking spreading murum of approved

quality over stone metalled or earthen embankments

including filling, joints watering, consolidation with power 

roller  including all lead and lift.

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

Making earthen embankments with earth taken from

approved borrow pits including cost of excavation,

placing earth in layers not exceeding 9" depth as per

approved section including dressing top and sides of the 

bank including all lift and all lead as per site requirement

in all kinds of soil (except gravelly, murum, wet silt, clay

or mud and rock).

CONSTRUCTION OF METALLED ROAD FROM CHACH ROAD TO

VILLAGE GUL MUHAMMAD MALLAH U/C KERH MALIK TALUKA JATI

DISTRICT SUJAWAL.

NAME OF WORK:

Description



6 6560.00 54.29 P.Rft 356142 /-

A/R Rft (Per running foot)

7 323.000 12858.73 P.Ton 4153370 /-

P-492 Ton (Per Ton)

I-77

8 136.00 1124.74 P.Rft 152965 /-

P-583 Rft (Per running foot)

I-1

TOTAL 12728333

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Assistant Executive Engineer-I

Providing and fixing RCC pipe of class "B" or equivalent

in trenches including cutting, fitting and jointing with

maxphalt composition and cement mortar (1:1 ) and

testing with water including all lead and lift: 18" dia

pipe.

Providing and laying burnt bricks of approved quality

and size for edging (9"inch in depth and 4-1/2" inches

wide) along the sides of road including all lead and lift

as directed by the  Engineer-in-charge.

Providing and laying hot-mix bituminous concrete

runway pavement laid with mechanical paver and mixed

in central mixing plant in required thickness and density,

rolled hot with different types of rollers complete as per

specifications and Job-mix formula and design: in single

layer upto 1-1/2" (38 mm) thickness inculding priming

coat @20 Lbs per %Sft complete.



PROVINCE      : SINDH         

BRANCH         : B/R

SUB-HEAD    CULVERT.
NO. DESCRIPTION OF ITEM QTY. RATE UNIT

1 669.0 1862.13 % Cft 12458 /-

P-40 Cft

I-02

2 112.00 21744.25 % Cft 24354 /-

 P-52 Cft

I-13

3 163.00 36129.72 % Cft 58891 /-
 P-132 Cft

I-1

4 252.00 38582.85 % Cft 97229 /-

 P-132 Cft

I-02

5 27.00 46441.66 % Cft 12539 /-

P-179+195 Cft

I-42+136

6 113.00 43716.64 % Cft 49400 /-

P-182+195 Cft

I-57+136

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge having

a minimum works cube crushing strength of 3000 Ibs. per

sq inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in sill

and bed plates of straight or circular walls including form

work and its removal, compacting and curing etc.

complete but excluding the cost of reinforcement, in

basement and ground floor.

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge

having a minimum works cube crushing strength of 3000

Ibs. per sq inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner than

1:2:4 in ordinary slab more than 6 inches thick including

form work and its removal compacting and curing etc.

complete but excluding the cost of reinforcement, in

basement plinth & ground floor..

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying first class solid burnt brick masonry

set in cement mortar 1:6 in straight or curved walls more

than 13-1/2 inches (343 mm) thick including scaffolding,

raking out Joints and curing etc. Complete in foundation,

basement and plinth (foundation and basement masonry

upto 5 feet (1.52 Ru.m.) depth and plinth upto 4 feet (1.2

Ru.m.) height from ground level) .

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying first class solid burnt brick

masonry set in cement mortar 1:6 in straight or curved

walls more than 9 inches 13-1/2 inches thick including

scaffolding , raking out joints and curing etc. complete in

foundation, basement and plinth (foundation and

basement masonry upto 5' ft depth and plinth upto 4' feet

height ground level).

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

AMOUNT

Excavation for raft foundations, underground tanks and

septic tanks (rectangular or square) in all kinds of soil

(except gravelly and murum soil wet silt, clay or mud,

conglomeration of gravel and boulders, soft, sandy or

disintegrated and hard rock) and back filling the excavated

material all round the trenches including breaking clods,

watering, consolidation by ramming in layers not

exceeding 9 inches (229 mm) in depth to full compaction,

dressing and disposal of surplus excavated stuff as

directed, lead up to one chain (30.5 R.m) and lift upto 5

feet (1.52 m)

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying 1:4:8 (1 cement 4 sand and 8 coarse

aggregate) cement concrete using graded stone ballast 2

inches and down gauge in foundation including leveling,

compacting and curing etc. complete.

(Hundred 

cubic feet)



7 19.00 47482.78 % Cft 9022 /-

P-177+195 Cft

I-30+136

8 8.00 14349.01 P.CWT 114792 /-

P-197

    
Cwt

 I-166

9 45.00 22036.75 % Cft 9917 /-

P-231 Cft

I-02

10 96.00 9562.54 % Sft 9180 /-

P-231 Sft

I-07

11 304.00 4815.28 % Sft 14638 /-

P-376 Sft

I-10

412420 /-

¾” thick cement plaster 1:6 on walls and columns etc. in

basement, plinth, mezzanine and ground floor including

making edges, corners, and curing etc.,complete.

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Total Cost of One Culvert 

ASSISTANT EXECUTIVE ENGINEER -I

CENTRAL CIVIL DIVISION

PAKISTAN.P.W.D.HYDERABAD

EXECUTIVE ENGINEER

CENTRAL CIVIL DIVISION

PAKISTAN.P.W.D.HYDERABAD

Providing and laying 1:4:8 cement concrete bed under

floors using graded stone ballast 2”inches and down

gauge with leveling and ramming watering and curing etc.

complete.

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying floors of 3 inches thick 1:2:4 cement

concrete using graded screened bajri 3/4 inch and down

gauge in ground floor laid in panels including form work,

consolidation, finishing and curing etc. complete.

(Hundred 

Square  feet)

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge

having a minimum works cube crushing strength of 3000

Ibs. per sq inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner than

1:2:4 in straight walls, vertical fins etc. more than 6 inches

thick including form work and its removal, compacting and

curing etc. complete but excluding the cost of

reinforcement, in ground floor.

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed

(minimum yield point 60,000 psi) reinforcement bars with

& including the cost of straightening, cutting, bending,

binding, wastage, and such overlaps as are not shown in

the drawings, placing in position on cement concrete 1:2:4

precast or m.s. chairs, tying with binding wire, cost of

chairs and wires etc. in all kinds of RCC work in

foundation, basement, plinth and ground floor of building

including septic tanks and under ground tanks and in

projections for future extension .

(Per hundred 

weight)



SINDH

B/R

SH-I Metalled Road Rs. 12728333 /-

SH-II Culvert = 01 Nos. (412420 x 1) Rs. 412420 /-

TOTAL Rs. 13140753 /-

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, HyderabadPakistan PWD, Hyderabad

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

Name of Work:

GENERAL ABSTRACT

Assistant Executive Engineer-I

Central Civil Division

CONSTRUCTION  OF METALLED ROAD VILLAGE ASGHAR BABRO 

DISTRICT SUJAWAL.

UNDER (SAP) PROGRAMME 2022-23



SINDH

B/R

P/I No. Qty: Rate Unit Amount

SH-ROAD

1 147600 1811.44 % Cft 2673685 /-

P-482 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-10

2 147600 2033.34 % Cft 3001210 /-

P-483 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-18

3 14760.00 7544.65 % Cft 1113590 /-

P-484 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-26

4 14760.00 7761.52 % Sft 1145600 /-

P-485 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-28

5 1613.00 8169.30 % Cft 131771 /-

P-488 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-55

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

Making earthen embankments with earth taken from

approved borrow pits including cost of excavation,

placing earth in layers not exceeding 9" depth as per

approved section including dressing top and sides of the 

bank including all lift and all lead as per site requirement

in all kinds of soil (except gravelly, murum, wet silt, clay

or mud and rock).

CONSTRUCTION OF METALLED ROAD VILLAGE ASGHAR BABRO

DISTRICT SUJAWAL.

NAME OF WORK:

Description

Compaction of earthen embankments to full depth and

width below sub-grade level by approved mechanical

means in layers not exceeding 9" in depth at optimum

moisture content including watering, mixing by

mechanical means complete (the sub-grade

embankment of 3 Ft. or less in height shall be

compacted to at least 95% modified A.A.S.H.O. max.

dry density or their full depth and width, embankments

over 3 ft. in depth shall have top 3 ft. compacted to not

less than 95% modified A.A.S.H.O. maximum dry

density to their full depth and width and portion below 3

ft. compacted not less than 85% modified A.A.S.H.O.

max. dry density to their full depth and width) .

Supplying and laying hand broken 3" to 3/4" stone

ballast of approved grade and quality in sub-base or

base courses in required grade and camber and

compacting to the required density by approved

mechanical means (Vibratory Roller, Road Packer and

Smooth Wheel Roller etc.) including watering with all

lead and lift complete (actual compacted depth shall be

considered for payment)  

UNDER (SAP) PROGRAMME 2022-23

Supplying and laying hand broken 2 1/2" to 3/4" (64

mm to 19 mm) stone ballast of approved grade and

quality in sub-base or base courses in required grade

and camber and compacting to the required density by

approved mechanical means (Vibratory Roller, Road

Packer and Smooth Wheel Roller etc.) including

watering with all lead and lift complete (actual

compacted depth shall be considered for payment)  

Supply and stacking spreading murum of approved

quality over stone metalled or earthen embankments

including filling, joints watering, consolidation with power 

roller  including all lead and lift.



6 6560.00 54.29 P.Rft 356142 /-

A/R Rft (Per running foot)

7 323.000 12858.73 P.Ton 4153370 /-

P-492 Ton (Per Ton)

I-77

8 136.00 1124.74 P.Rft 152965 /-

P-583 Rft (Per running foot)

I-1

TOTAL 12728333

Assistant Executive Engineer-I

Providing and fixing RCC pipe of class "B" or equivalent

in trenches including cutting, fitting and jointing with

maxphalt composition and cement mortar (1:1 ) and

testing with water including all lead and lift: 18" dia

pipe.

Providing and laying burnt bricks of approved quality

and size for edging (9"inch in depth and 4-1/2" inches

wide) along the sides of road including all lead and lift

as directed by the  Engineer-in-charge.

Providing and laying hot-mix bituminous concrete

runway pavement laid with mechanical paver and mixed

in central mixing plant in required thickness and density,

rolled hot with different types of rollers complete as per

specifications and Job-mix formula and design: in single

layer upto 1-1/2" (38 mm) thickness inculding priming

coat @20 Lbs per %Sft complete.

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad



PROVINCE      : SINDH         

BRANCH         : B/R

SUB-HEAD    CULVERT.
NO. DESCRIPTION OF ITEM QTY. RATE UNIT

1 669.0 1862.13 % Cft 12458 /-

P-40 Cft

I-02

2 112.00 21744.25 % Cft 24354 /-

 P-52 Cft

I-13

3 163.00 36129.72 % Cft 58891 /-

 P-132 Cft

I-1

4 252.00 38582.85 % Cft 97229 /-

 P-132 Cft

I-02

5 27.00 46441.66 % Cft 12539 /-

P-179+195 Cft

I-42+136

6 113.00 43716.64 % Cft 49400 /-

P-182+195 Cft

I-57+136

Providing and laying first class solid burnt brick masonry set in 

cement mortar 1:6 in straight or curved walls more than 13-1/2 

inches (343 mm) thick including scaffolding, raking out Joints 

and curing etc. Complete in foundation, basement and plinth 

(foundation and basement masonry upto 5 feet (1.52 Ru.m.) 

depth and plinth upto 4 feet (1.2 Ru.m.) height from ground 

level) .

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using 

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge having a 

minimum works cube crushing strength of 3000 Ibs. per sq 

inch  at 28 days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in sill and bed 

plates of straight or circular walls including form work and its 

removal, compacting and curing etc. complete but excluding 

the cost of reinforcement, in basement and ground floor.

AMOUNT

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Excavation for raft foundations, underground tanks and septic

tanks (rectangular or square) in all kinds of soil (except

gravelly and murum soil wet silt, clay or mud, conglomeration

of gravel and boulders, soft, sandy or disintegrated and hard

rock) and back filling the excavated material all round the

trenches including breaking clods, watering, consolidation by

ramming in layers not exceeding 9 inches (229 mm) in depth

to full compaction, dressing and disposal of surplus excavated

stuff as directed, lead up to one chain (30.5 R.m) and lift upto

5 feet (1.52 m)

Providing and laying 1:4:8 (1 cement 4 sand and 8 coarse

aggregate) cement concrete using graded stone ballast 2

inches and down gauge in foundation including leveling,

compacting and curing etc. complete.

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying first class solid burnt brick masonry

set in cement mortar 1:6 in straight or curved walls more than

9 inches 13-1/2 inches thick including scaffolding , raking out

joints and curing etc. complete in foundation, basement and

plinth (foundation and basement masonry upto 5' ft depth and

plinth upto 4' feet height ground level).

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge having a

minimum works cube crushing strength of 3000 Ibs. per sq

inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in ordinary

slab more than 6 inches thick including form work and its

removal compacting and curing etc. complete but excluding

the cost of reinforcement, in basement plinth & ground floor..

(Hundred 

cubic feet)



7 19.00 47482.78 % Cft 9022 /-

P-177+195 Cft

I-30+136

8 8.00 14349.01 P.CWT 114792 /-

P-197

    
Cwt

 I-166

9 45.00 22036.75 % Cft 9917 /-

P-231 Cft

I-02

10 96.00 9562.54 % Sft 9180 /-

P-231 Sft

I-07

11 304.00 4815.28 % Sft 14638 /-

P-376 Sft

I-10

412420 /-

ASSISTANT EXECUTIVE ENGINEER -I

CENTRAL CIVIL DIVISION

PAKISTAN.P.W.D.HYDERABAD

EXECUTIVE ENGINEER

CENTRAL CIVIL DIVISION

PAKISTAN.P.W.D.HYDERABAD

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge having a

minimum works cube crushing strength of 3000 Ibs. per sq

inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in straight

walls, vertical fins etc. more than 6 inches thick including form

work and its removal, compacting and curing etc. complete but

excluding the cost of reinforcement, in ground floor.

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed (minimum

yield point 60,000 psi) reinforcement bars with & including the

cost of straightening, cutting, bending, binding, wastage, and

such overlaps as are not shown in the drawings, placing in

position on cement concrete 1:2:4 precast or m.s. chairs, tying

with binding wire, cost of chairs and wires etc. in all kinds of

RCC work in foundation, basement, plinth and ground floor of

building including septic tanks and under ground tanks and in

projections for future extension .

(Per hundred 

weight)

Providing and laying 1:4:8 cement concrete bed under floors

using graded stone ballast 2”inches and down gauge with

leveling and ramming watering and curing etc. complete. (Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying floors of 3 inches thick 1:2:4 cement

concrete using graded screened bajri 3/4 inch and down gauge

in ground floor laid in panels including form work,

consolidation, finishing and curing etc. complete.

(Hundred 

Square  feet)

¾” thick cement plaster 1:6 on walls and columns etc. in

basement, plinth, mezzanine and ground floor including

making edges, corners, and curing etc.,complete. (Hundred 

cubic feet)

Total Cost of One Culvert 



SINDH

B/R

SH-I Metalled Road Rs. 11806178 /-

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, HyderabadPakistan PWD, Hyderabad

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

Name of Work:

GENERAL ABSTRACT

Assistant Executive Engineer-I

Central Civil Division

CONSTRUCTION  OF METALLED ROAD VILLAGE YAR MUHAMMAD 

JAGO   DISTRICT SUJAWAL.

UNDER (SAP) PROGRAMME 2022-23



SINDH

B/R

P/I No. Qty: Rate Unit Amount

SH-ROAD
1 67236 1811.44 % Cft 1217940 /-

P-482 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-10

2 67236 2033.34 % Cft 1367136 /-

P-483 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-18

4 29520.00 7761.52 % Sft 2291201 /-

P-485 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-28

5 2421.00 8169.30 % Cft 197779 /-

P-488 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-55

Compaction of earthen embankments to full depth and

width below sub-grade level by approved mechanical

means in layers not exceeding 9" in depth at optimum

moisture content including watering, mixing by

mechanical means complete (the sub-grade

embankment of 3 Ft. or less in height shall be

compacted to at least 95% modified A.A.S.H.O. max.

dry density or their full depth and width, embankments

over 3 ft. in depth shall have top 3 ft. compacted to not

less than 95% modified A.A.S.H.O. maximum dry

density to their full depth and width and portion below 3

ft. compacted not less than 85% modified A.A.S.H.O.

max. dry density to their full depth and width) .

UNDER (SAP) PROGRAMME 2022-23

Supplying and laying hand broken 2 1/2" to 3/4" (64

mm to 19 mm) stone ballast of approved grade and

quality in sub-base or base courses in required grade

and camber and compacting to the required density by

approved mechanical means (Vibratory Roller, Road

Packer and Smooth Wheel Roller etc.) including

watering with all lead and lift complete (actual

compacted depth shall be considered for payment)  

Supply and stacking spreading murum of approved

quality over stone metalled or earthen embankments

including filling, joints watering, consolidation with power 

roller  including all lead and lift.

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

Making earthen embankments with earth taken from

approved borrow pits including cost of excavation,

placing earth in layers not exceeding 9" depth as per

approved section including dressing top and sides of the 

bank including all lift and all lead as per site requirement  

CONSTRUCTION OF METALLED ROAD VILLAGE YAR MUHAMMAD JAGO

DISTRICT SUJAWAL.

NAME OF WORK:

Description



6 9840.00 54.29 P.Rft 534214 /-

A/R Rft (Per running foot)

7 482.000 12858.73 P.Ton 6197908 /-

P-492 Ton (Per Ton)

I-77

TOTAL 11806178

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Assistant Executive Engineer-I

Providing and laying burnt bricks of approved quality

and size for edging (9"inch in depth and 4-1/2" inches

wide) along the sides of road including all lead and lift

as directed by the  Engineer-in-charge.

Providing and laying hot-mix bituminous concrete

runway pavement laid with mechanical paver and mixed

in central mixing plant in required thickness and density,

rolled hot with different types of rollers complete as per

specifications and Job-mix formula and design: in single

layer upto 1-1/2" (38 mm) thickness inculding priming

coat @20 Lbs per %Sft complete.



SINDH

B/R

SH-I Metalled Road Rs. 9543137 /-

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, HyderabadPakistan PWD, Hyderabad

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

Name of Work:

GENERAL ABSTRACT

Assistant Executive Engineer-I

Central Civil Division

CONSTRUCTION OF METALLED ROAD VILLAGE GHULAM HUSSAIN 

SHAHBELLO  DISTRICT SUJAWAL.

UNDER (SAP) PROGRAMME 2022-23



SINDH

B/R

P/I No. Qty: Rate Unit Amount

SH-ROAD
1 110700 1811.44 % Cft 2005264 /-

P-482 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-10

2 110700 2033.34 % Cft 2250907 /-

P-483 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-18

3 11070.00 7544.65 % Cft 835193 /-

P-484 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-26

4 11070.00 7761.52 % Sft 859200 /-

P-485 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-28

5 1211.00 8169.30 % Cft 98930 /-

P-488 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-55

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

Making earthen embankments with earth taken from

approved borrow pits including cost of excavation,

placing earth in layers not exceeding 9" depth as per

approved section including dressing top and sides of the 

bank including all lift and all lead as per site requirement

in all kinds of soil (except gravelly, murum, wet silt, clay

or mud and rock).

CONSTRUCTION OF METALLED ROAD VILLAGE GHULAM HUSSAIN

SHAHBELLO  DISTRICT SUJAWAL.

NAME OF WORK:

Description

Compaction of earthen embankments to full depth and

width below sub-grade level by approved mechanical

means in layers not exceeding 9" in depth at optimum

moisture content including watering, mixing by

mechanical means complete (the sub-grade

embankment of 3 Ft. or less in height shall be

compacted to at least 95% modified A.A.S.H.O. max.

dry density or their full depth and width, embankments

over 3 ft. in depth shall have top 3 ft. compacted to not

less than 95% modified A.A.S.H.O. maximum dry

density to their full depth and width and portion below 3

ft. compacted not less than 85% modified A.A.S.H.O.

max. dry density to their full depth and width) .

Supplying and laying hand broken 3" to 3/4" stone

ballast of approved grade and quality in sub-base or

base courses in required grade and camber and

compacting to the required density by approved

mechanical means (Vibratory Roller, Road Packer and

Smooth Wheel Roller etc.) including watering with all

lead and lift complete (actual compacted depth shall be

considered for payment)  

UNDER (SAP) PROGRAMME 2022-23

Supplying and laying hand broken 2 1/2" to 3/4" (64

mm to 19 mm) stone ballast of approved grade and

quality in sub-base or base courses in required grade

and camber and compacting to the required density by

approved mechanical means (Vibratory Roller, Road

Packer and Smooth Wheel Roller etc.) including

watering with all lead and lift complete (actual

compacted depth shall be considered for payment)  

Supply and stacking spreading murum of approved

quality over stone metalled or earthen embankments

including filling, joints watering, consolidation with power 

roller  including all lead and lift.



6 4920.00 54.29 P.Rft 267107 /-

A/R Rft (Per running foot)

7 242.000 12858.73 P.Ton 3111813 /-

P-492 Ton (Per Ton)

I-77

8 102.00 1124.74 P.Rft 114723 /-

P-583 Rft (Per running foot)

I-1

TOTAL 9543137

Assistant Executive Engineer-I

Providing and fixing RCC pipe of class "C" or equivalent

in trenches including cutting, fitting and jointing with

maxphalt composition and cement mortar (1:1 ) and

testing with water including all lead and lift: 18" dia

pipe.

Providing and laying burnt bricks of approved quality

and size for edging (9"inch in depth and 4-1/2" inches

wide) along the sides of road including all lead and lift

as directed by the  Engineer-in-charge.

Providing and laying hot-mix bituminous concrete

runway pavement laid with mechanical paver and mixed

in central mixing plant in required thickness and density,

rolled hot with different types of rollers complete as per

specifications and Job-mix formula and design: in single

layer upto 1-1/2" (38 mm) thickness inculding priming

coat @20 Lbs per %Sft complete.

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad



SINDH

B/R

SH-I Metalled Road Rs. 11806178 /-

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, HyderabadPakistan PWD, Hyderabad

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

Name of Work:

GENERAL ABSTRACT

Assistant Executive Engineer-I

Central Civil Division

CONSTRUCTION OF METALLED ROAD BANO ROHAT  VILLAGE 

PINJARA DISTRICT SUJAWAL.

UNDER (SAP) PROGRAMME 2022-23



SINDH

B/R

P/I No. Qty: Rate Unit Amount

SH-ROAD
1 67236 1811.44 % Cft 1217940 /-

P-482 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-10

2 67236 2033.34 % Cft 1367136 /-

P-483 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-18

3 29520.00 7761.52 % Sft 2291201 /-

P-485 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-28

4 2421.00 8169.30 % Cft 197779 /-

P-488 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-55

Compaction of earthen embankments to full depth and

width below sub-grade level by approved mechanical

means in layers not exceeding 9" in depth at optimum

moisture content including watering, mixing by

mechanical means complete (the sub-grade

embankment of 3 Ft. or less in height shall be

compacted to at least 95% modified A.A.S.H.O. max.

dry density or their full depth and width, embankments

over 3 ft. in depth shall have top 3 ft. compacted to not

less than 95% modified A.A.S.H.O. maximum dry

density to their full depth and width and portion below 3

ft. compacted not less than 85% modified A.A.S.H.O.

max. dry density to their full depth and width) .

UNDER (SAP) PROGRAMME 2022-23

Supplying and laying hand broken 2 1/2" to 3/4" (64

mm to 19 mm) stone ballast of approved grade and

quality in sub-base or base courses in required grade

and camber and compacting to the required density by

approved mechanical means (Vibratory Roller, Road

Packer and Smooth Wheel Roller etc.) including

watering with all lead and lift complete (actual

compacted depth shall be considered for payment)  

Supply and stacking spreading murum of approved

quality over stone metalled or earthen embankments

including filling, joints watering, consolidation with power 

roller  including all lead and lift.

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

Making earthen embankments with earth taken from

approved borrow pits including cost of excavation,

placing earth in layers not exceeding 9" depth as per

approved section including dressing top and sides of the 

bank including all lift and all lead as per site requirement  

CONSTRUCTION OF METALLED ROAD BANO ROHAT VILLAGE PINJARA

DISTRICT SUJAWAL.

NAME OF WORK:

Description



5 9840.00 54.29 P.Rft 534214 /-

A/R Rft (Per running foot)

6 482.000 12858.73 P.Ton 6197908 /-

P-492 Ton (Per Ton)

I-77

TOTAL 11806178

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Assistant Executive Engineer-I

Providing and laying burnt bricks of approved quality

and size for edging (9"inch in depth and 4-1/2" inches

wide) along the sides of road including all lead and lift

as directed by the  Engineer-in-charge.

Providing and laying hot-mix bituminous concrete

runway pavement laid with mechanical paver and mixed

in central mixing plant in required thickness and density,

rolled hot with different types of rollers complete as per

specifications and Job-mix formula and design: in single

layer upto 1-1/2" (38 mm) thickness inculding priming

coat @20 Lbs per %Sft complete.



SINDH

B/R

SH-I Metalled Road Rs. 14557910 /-

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, HyderabadPakistan PWD, Hyderabad

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

Name of Work:

GENERAL ABSTRACT

Assistant Executive Engineer-I

Central Civil Division

CONSTRUCTION OF METALLED  ROAD AT VILLAGE BELLO MAQBOOL 

/ SOLANGI UC-JHAR TALUKA & DISTRICT SUJAWAL.

UNDER (SAP) PROGRAMME 2022-23



SINDH

B/R

P/I No. Qty: Rate Unit Amount

SH-ROAD
1 168300 1811.44 % Cft 3048654 /-

P-482 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-10

2 168300 2033.34 % Cft 3422111 /-

P-483 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-18

3 16830.00 7544.65 % Cft 1269765 /-

P-484 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-26

4 16830.00 7761.52 % Sft 1306264 /-

P-485 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-28

5 1840.00 8169.30 % Cft 150315 /-

P-488 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-55

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

Making earthen embankments with earth taken from

approved borrow pits including cost of excavation,

placing earth in layers not exceeding 9" depth as per

approved section including dressing top and sides of the 

bank including all lift and all lead as per site requirement

in all kinds of soil (except gravelly, murum, wet silt, clay

or mud and rock).

CONSTRUCTION OF METALLED ROAD AT VILLAGE BELLO MAQBOOL /

SOLANGI UC-JHAR TALUKA & DISTRICT SUJAWAL.

NAME OF WORK:

Description

Compaction of earthen embankments to full depth and

width below sub-grade level by approved mechanical

means in layers not exceeding 9" in depth at optimum

moisture content including watering, mixing by

mechanical means complete (the sub-grade

embankment of 3 Ft. or less in height shall be

compacted to at least 95% modified A.A.S.H.O. max.

dry density or their full depth and width, embankments

over 3 ft. in depth shall have top 3 ft. compacted to not

less than 95% modified A.A.S.H.O. maximum dry

density to their full depth and width and portion below 3

ft. compacted not less than 85% modified A.A.S.H.O.

max. dry density to their full depth and width) .

Supplying and laying hand broken 3" to 3/4" stone

ballast of approved grade and quality in sub-base or

base courses in required grade and camber and

compacting to the required density by approved

mechanical means (Vibratory Roller, Road Packer and

Smooth Wheel Roller etc.) including watering with all

lead and lift complete (actual compacted depth shall be

considered for payment)  

UNDER (SAP) PROGRAMME 2022-23

Supplying and laying hand broken 2 1/2" to 3/4" (64

mm to 19 mm) stone ballast of approved grade and

quality in sub-base or base courses in required grade

and camber and compacting to the required density by

approved mechanical means (Vibratory Roller, Road

Packer and Smooth Wheel Roller etc.) including

watering with all lead and lift complete (actual

compacted depth shall be considered for payment)  

Supply and stacking spreading murum of approved

quality over stone metalled or earthen embankments

including filling, joints watering, consolidation with power 

roller  including all lead and lift.



6 7480.00 54.29 P.Rft 406089 /-

A/R Rft (Per running foot)

7 368.000 12858.73 P.Ton 4732013 /-

P-492 Ton (Per Ton)

I-77

8 198.00 1124.74 P.Rft 222699 /-

P-583 Rft (Per running foot)

I-1

TOTAL 14557910

Assistant Executive Engineer-I

Providing and fixing RCC pipe of class "C" or equivalent

in trenches including cutting, fitting and jointing with

maxphalt composition and cement mortar (1:1 ) and

testing with water including all lead and lift: 18" dia

pipe.

Providing and laying burnt bricks of approved quality

and size for edging (9"inch in depth and 4-1/2" inches

wide) along the sides of road including all lead and lift

as directed by the  Engineer-in-charge.

Providing and laying hot-mix bituminous concrete

runway pavement laid with mechanical paver and mixed

in central mixing plant in required thickness and density,

rolled hot with different types of rollers complete as per

specifications and Job-mix formula and design: in single

layer upto 1-1/2" (38 mm) thickness inculding priming

coat @20 Lbs per %Sft complete.

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad



SINDH

B/R

SH-I Metalled Road Rs. 12728333 /-

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, HyderabadPakistan PWD, Hyderabad

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

Name of Work:

GENERAL ABSTRACT

Assistant Executive Engineer-I

Central Civil Division

CONSTRUCTION OF METALLED  ROAD AT MIRPUR BATHORO CITY 

ROAD TALUKA  MIRPUR BATHORO   DISTRICT SUJAWAL.

UNDER (SAP) PROGRAMME 2022-23



SINDH

B/R

P/I No. Qty: Rate Unit Amount

SH-ROAD
1 #REF! 1811.44 % Cft #REF! /-

P-482 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)
I-10

2 #REF! 2033.34 % Cft #REF! /-

P-483 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-18

3 #REF! 7544.65 % Cft #REF! /-

P-484 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-26

4 #REF! 7761.52 % Sft #REF! /-

P-485 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-28

5 #REF! 8169.30 % Cft #REF! /-

P-488 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-55

6 #REF! 54.29 P.Rft #REF! /-

A/R Rft (Per running foot)

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

Making earthen embankments with earth taken from

approved borrow pits including cost of excavation,

placing earth in layers not exceeding 9" depth as per

approved section including dressing top and sides of the 

CONSTRUCTION OF METALLED ROAD AT MIRPUR BATHORO CITY

ROAD TALUKA  MIRPUR BATHORO   DISTRICT SUJAWAL.

NAME OF WORK:

Description

Compaction of earthen embankments to full depth and

width below sub-grade level by approved mechanical

means in layers not exceeding 9" in depth at optimum

moisture content including watering, mixing by

mechanical means complete (the sub-grade

embankment of 3 Ft. or less in height shall be

compacted to at least 95% modified A.A.S.H.O. max.

dry density or their full depth and width, embankments

over 3 ft. in depth shall have top 3 ft. compacted to not

less than 95% modified A.A.S.H.O. maximum dry

density to their full depth and width and portion below 3

ft. compacted not less than 85% modified A.A.S.H.O.

max. dry density to their full depth and width) .

Supplying and laying hand broken 3" to 3/4" stone

ballast of approved grade and quality in sub-base or

base courses in required grade and camber and

compacting to the required density by approved

mechanical means (Vibratory Roller, Road Packer and

Smooth Wheel Roller etc.) including watering with all

lead and lift complete (actual compacted depth shall be

considered for payment)  

UNDER (SAP) PROGRAMME 2022-23

Supplying and laying hand broken 2 1/2" to 3/4" (64

mm to 19 mm) stone ballast of approved grade and

quality in sub-base or base courses in required grade

and camber and compacting to the required density by

approved mechanical means (Vibratory Roller, Road

Packer and Smooth Wheel Roller etc.) including

watering with all lead and lift complete (actual

compacted depth shall be considered for payment)  

Supply and stacking spreading murum of approved

quality over stone metalled or earthen embankments

including filling, joints watering, consolidation with power 

roller  including all lead and lift.

Providing and laying burnt bricks of approved quality

and size for edging (9"inch in depth and 4-1/2" inches

wide) along the sides of road including all lead and lift

as directed by the  Engineer-in-charge.



7 #REF! 12858.73 P.Ton #REF! /-

P-492 Ton (Per Ton)

I-77

8 136.00 1124.74 P.Rft 152965 /-

P-583 Rft (Per running foot)

I-1

TOTAL #REF!

Assistant Executive Engineer-I

Providing and fixing RCC pipe of class "B" or equivalent

in trenches including cutting, fitting and jointing with

maxphalt composition and cement mortar (1:1 ) and

testing with water including all lead and lift: 18" dia

pipe.

Providing and laying hot-mix bituminous concrete

runway pavement laid with mechanical paver and mixed

in central mixing plant in required thickness and density,

rolled hot with different types of rollers complete as per

specifications and Job-mix formula and design: in single

layer upto 1-1/2" (38 mm) thickness inculding priming

coat @20 Lbs per %Sft complete.

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad



SINDH

B/R

Rs. 14727648 /-

Rs. 412420 /-

TOTAL Rs. 15140068 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-I Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: CONSTRUCTION OF OPEN SURFACE DRAIN AT JHOK SHARIF

CITY TALUKA MIRPUR BATHORO DISTRICT SUJAWAL.

UNDER SAP 2022-2023

GENERAL ABSTRACT

SH-I Drain 

SH-II Culvert



SINDH #REF!

B/R

UNDER SAP 2022-2023

1 55500.00 1624.63 % Cft 901670 /-

P-40 Cft (Hundred Cubic Feet)

I-01

2 7393.00 21744.25 % Cft 1607552 /-

P-52 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-13

3 26818.00 38582.85 % Cft 10347149 /-

P-132 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-2

4 7400.00 6879.77 % Sft 509103 /-

P-231 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-06

5 24657.00 4381.84 % Sft 1080430 /-

P-376 Sft (Hundred square feet)

I-04

6 291.00 45586.77 % Cft 132658 /-

P-182+195 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-56+136

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: CONSTRUCTION OF OPEN SURFACE DRAIN AT JHOK SHARIF CITY

TALUKA MIRPUR BATHORO DISTRICT SUJAWAL.

P/I No. Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit Amount

Excavation for foundation trenches and drains in all kinds of soil

(except gravelly and murum soil, wet silt, clay or mud

conglomeration of gravel and boulders, soft, sandy or

disintegrated sandy and hard rock) and back filling the excavated

material in foundation, plinth or under floor including breaking

clods, watering, consolidation by ramming in layers not exceeding

9 inches (229 mm) in depth to full compaction, dressing and

disposal of surplus excavated stuff as directed, lead upto one

chain (30.5 R.m) and lift upto 5 feet (1.52 m).

Providing and laying 1:4:8 ( 1 cement 4 sand and 8 coarse

aggregate) cement concrete using graded stone ballast 2 inches

and down gauge in foundation including leveling, compacting and

curing etc. complete. 

Providing and laying first class solid burnt brick masonry set in

cement mortar 1:6 in straight or curved walls 9" to 13-/2 inches

(228 mm to 343 mm) thick including scaffolding, raking out Joints

and curing etc. complete in foundation, basement and plinth

(foundation and basement masonry upto 5 feet (1.52 Ru.m.)

depth and plinth upto 4 feet (1.2 Ru.m.) height from ground level)

.

Providing and laying floors of 2 inches thick 1:2:4 cement

concrete using graded screened bajri 3/4 inch and down gauge in

ground floor laid in panels including form work, consolidation,

finishing, and curing etc. complete.

1/2" (13 mm) thick cement plaster 1:4 on walls and columns etc.

in basement, plinth, mezzanine and ground floor including making

edges, corners, and curing etc., complete .

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using crushed

graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge having a minimum

works cube crushing strength of 3000Ibs.. per sq inch at 28 days

with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in ordinary slab 5" inch to 6" inch

thick including form work and its removal, compacting and curing

etc. but excluding the cost of reinforcement, in basement plinth

and ground floor.



7 1039.00 14349.01 P cwt 149086 /-

P-197 cwt (Per hundred weight)

I-166

Total 14727648 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-I Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed (minimum yield

point 60,000 psi) reinforcement bars with & including the cost of

straightening, cutting, bending, binding, wastage, and such

overlaps as are not shown in the drawings, placing in position on

cement concrete 1:2:4 precast or m.s. chairs, tying with binding

wire, cost of chairs and wires etc. in all kinds of RCC work in

foundation, basement, plinth and ground floor of building including

septic tanks and under ground tanks and in projections for future

extension .



PROVINCE      : SINDH         

BRANCH         : B/R

SUB-HEAD    CULVERT.
NO. DESCRIPTION OF ITEM QTY. RATE UNIT

1 669.0 1862.13 % Cft 12458 /-

P-40

Cft

I-02

2 112.00 21744.25 % Cft 24354 /-

 P-52 Cft

I-13

3 163.00 36129.72 % Cft 58891 /-

 P-132 Cft

I-1

4 252.00 38582.85 % Cft 97229 /-

 P-132 Cft

I-02

5 27.00 46441.66 % Cft 12539 /-

P-179+195 Cft

I-42+136

6 113.00 43716.64 % Cft 49400 /-

P-182+195 Cft

I-57+136

Providing and laying first class solid burnt brick masonry 

set in cement mortar 1:6 in straight or curved walls more 

than 13-1/2 inches (343 mm) thick including scaffolding, 

raking out Joints and curing etc. Complete in foundation, 

basement and plinth (foundation and basement masonry 

upto 5 feet (1.52 Ru.m.) depth and plinth upto 4 feet (1.2 

Ru.m.) height from ground level) .

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using 

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge 

having a minimum works cube crushing strength of 3000 

Ibs. per sq inch  at 28 days with a mix not leaner than 

1:2:4 in sill and bed plates of straight or circular walls 

including form work and its removal, compacting and 

curing etc. complete but excluding the cost of 

reinforcement, in basement and ground floor.

(Hundred cubic feet)

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge

having a minimum works cube crushing strength of 3000

Ibs. per sq inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner than

1:2:4 in ordinary slab more than 6 inches thick including

form work and its removal compacting and curing etc.

complete but excluding the cost of reinforcement, in

basement plinth & ground floor..

(Hundred cubic feet)

AMOUNT

Excavation for raft foundations, underground tanks and

septic tanks (rectangular or square) in all kinds of soil

(except gravelly and murum soil wet silt, clay or mud,

conglomeration of gravel and boulders, soft, sandy or

disintegrated and hard rock) and back filling the

excavated material all round the trenches including

breaking clods, watering, consolidation by ramming in

layers not exceeding 9 inches (229 mm) in depth to full

compaction, dressing and disposal of surplus excavated

stuff as directed, lead up to one chain (30.5 R.m) and lift

upto 5 feet (1.52 m)

(Hundred cubic feet)

Providing and laying 1:4:8 (1 cement 4 sand and 8

coarse aggregate) cement concrete using graded stone

ballast 2 inches and down gauge in foundation including

leveling, compacting and curing etc. complete.

(Hundred cubic feet)

(Hundred cubic feet)

Providing and laying first class solid burnt brick

masonry set in cement mortar 1:6 in straight or curved

walls more than 9 inches 13-1/2 inches thick including

scaffolding , raking out joints and curing etc. complete in

foundation, basement and plinth (foundation and

basement masonry upto 5' ft depth and plinth upto 4' feet

height ground level).

(Hundred cubic feet)



7 19.00 47482.78 % Cft 9022 /-

P-177+195 Cft

I-30+136

8 8.00 14349.01 P.CWT 114792 /-

P-197

    

Cwt

 I-166

9 45.00 22036.75 % Cft 9917 /-

P-231 Cft

I-02

10 96.00 9562.54 % Sft 9180 /-

P-231 Sft

I-07

11 304.00 4815.28 % Sft 14638 /-

P-376 Sft

I-10

412420 /-

¾” thick cement plaster 1:6 on walls and columns etc. in

basement, plinth, mezzanine and ground floor including

making edges, corners, and curing etc.,complete.
(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Total Cost of One Culvert 

ASSISTANT EXECUTIVE ENGINEER -I

CENTRAL CIVIL DIVISION

PAKISTAN.P.W.D.HYDERABAD

EXECUTIVE ENGINEER

CENTRAL CIVIL DIVISION

PAKISTAN.P.W.D.HYDERABAD

Providing and laying 1:4:8 cement concrete bed under

floors using graded stone ballast 2”inches and down

gauge with leveling and ramming watering and curing

etc. complete.

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying floors of 3 inches thick 1:2:4 cement

concrete using graded screened bajri 3/4 inch and down

gauge in ground floor laid in panels including form work,

consolidation, finishing and curing etc. complete.

(Hundred 

Square  feet)

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge

having a minimum works cube crushing strength of 3000

Ibs. per sq inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner than

1:2:4 in straight walls, vertical fins etc. more than 6

inches thick including form work and its removal,

compacting and curing etc. complete but excluding the

cost of reinforcement, in ground floor.

(Hundred cubic feet)

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed

(minimum yield point 60,000 psi) reinforcement bars with

& including the cost of straightening, cutting, bending,

binding, wastage, and such overlaps as are not shown in

the drawings, placing in position on cement concrete

1:2:4 precast or m.s. chairs, tying with binding wire, cost

of chairs and wires etc. in all kinds of RCC work in

foundation, basement, plinth and ground floor of building

including septic tanks and under ground tanks and in

projections for future extension .

(Per hundred 

weight)



SINDH

B/R

SH-I Metalled Road Rs. 7866416 /-

SH-II Culvert = 01 Nos. (412420 x 1) Rs. 412420 /-

Rs. 8278836 /-

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, HyderabadPakistan PWD, Hyderabad

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

Name of Work:

GENERAL ABSTRACT

Assistant Executive Engineer-I

Central Civil Division

CONSTRUCTION OF  METALLED ROAD  MAIN BANU  MAVALI MORI  

VILLAGE RAEES PERVAZ MAGSI TO VILLAGE KHUDA DINO MAGSI 

TALUKA MIRPUR BATHORO DISTRICT SUJAWAL.

UNDER (SAP) PROGRAMME 2022-23



SINDH

B/R

P/I No. Qty: Rate Unit Amount

SH-ROAD
1 44824 1811.44 % Cft 811960 /-

P-482 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-10

2 44824 2033.34 % Cft 911424 /-

P-483 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-18

4 19680.00 7761.52 % Sft 1527467 /-

P-485 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-28

5 1613.00 8169.30 % Cft 131771 /-

P-488 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-55

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

Making earthen embankments with earth taken from

approved borrow pits including cost of excavation,

placing earth in layers not exceeding 9" depth as per

approved section including dressing top and sides of the 

bank including all lift and all lead as per site requirement

in all kinds of soil (except gravelly, murum, wet silt, clay

or mud and rock).

CONSTRUCTION OF METALLED ROAD MAIN BANU MAVALI MORI

VILLAGE RAEES PERVAZ MAGSI TO VILLAGE KHUDA DINO MAGSI

TALUKA MIRPUR BATHORO DISTRICT SUJAWAL.

NAME OF WORK:

Description

Compaction of earthen embankments to full depth and

width below sub-grade level by approved mechanical

means in layers not exceeding 9" in depth at optimum

moisture content including watering, mixing by

mechanical means complete (the sub-grade

embankment of 3 Ft. or less in height shall be

compacted to at least 95% modified A.A.S.H.O. max.

dry density or their full depth and width, embankments

over 3 ft. in depth shall have top 3 ft. compacted to not

less than 95% modified A.A.S.H.O. maximum dry

density to their full depth and width and portion below 3

ft. compacted not less than 85% modified A.A.S.H.O.

max. dry density to their full depth and width) .

UNDER (SAP) PROGRAMME 2022-23

Supplying and laying hand broken 2 1/2" to 3/4" (64

mm to 19 mm) stone ballast of approved grade and

quality in sub-base or base courses in required grade

and camber and compacting to the required density by

approved mechanical means (Vibratory Roller, Road

Packer and Smooth Wheel Roller etc.) including

watering with all lead and lift complete (actual

compacted depth shall be considered for payment)  

Supply and stacking spreading murum of approved

quality over stone metalled or earthen embankments

including filling, joints watering, consolidation with power 

roller  including all lead and lift.



6 6560.00 54.29 P.Rft 356142 /-

A/R Rft (Per running foot)

7 321.000 12858.73 P.Ton 4127652 /-

P-492 Ton (Per Ton)

I-77

TOTAL 7866416

Assistant Executive Engineer-I

Providing and laying burnt bricks of approved quality

and size for edging (9"inch in depth and 4-1/2" inches

wide) along the sides of road including all lead and lift

as directed by the  Engineer-in-charge.

Providing and laying hot-mix bituminous concrete

runway pavement laid with mechanical paver and mixed

in central mixing plant in required thickness and density,

rolled hot with different types of rollers complete as per

specifications and Job-mix formula and design: in single

layer upto 1-1/2" (38 mm) thickness inculding priming

coat @20 Lbs per %Sft complete.

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad



PROVINCE      : SINDH         

BRANCH         : B/R

SUB-HEAD    CULVERT.
NO. DESCRIPTION OF ITEM QTY. RATE UNIT

1 669.0 1862.13 % Cft 12458 /-

P-40 Cft

I-02

2 112.00 21744.25 % Cft 24354 /-

 P-52 Cft

I-13

3 163.00 36129.72 % Cft 58891 /-
 P-132 Cft

I-1

4 252.00 38582.85 % Cft 97229 /-

 P-132 Cft

I-02

5 27.00 46441.66 % Cft 12539 /-

P-179+195 Cft

I-42+136

6 113.00 43716.64 % Cft 49400 /-

P-182+195 Cft

I-57+136

AMOUNT

Excavation for raft foundations, underground tanks and

septic tanks (rectangular or square) in all kinds of soil

(except gravelly and murum soil wet silt, clay or mud,

conglomeration of gravel and boulders, soft, sandy or

disintegrated and hard rock) and back filling the excavated

material all round the trenches including breaking clods,

watering, consolidation by ramming in layers not

exceeding 9 inches (229 mm) in depth to full compaction,

dressing and disposal of surplus excavated stuff as

directed, lead up to one chain (30.5 R.m) and lift upto 5

feet (1.52 m)

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying 1:4:8 (1 cement 4 sand and 8 coarse

aggregate) cement concrete using graded stone ballast 2

inches and down gauge in foundation including leveling,

compacting and curing etc. complete.

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying first class solid burnt brick masonry

set in cement mortar 1:6 in straight or curved walls more

than 13-1/2 inches (343 mm) thick including scaffolding,

raking out Joints and curing etc. Complete in foundation,

basement and plinth (foundation and basement masonry

upto 5 feet (1.52 Ru.m.) depth and plinth upto 4 feet (1.2

Ru.m.) height from ground level) .

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying first class solid burnt brick

masonry set in cement mortar 1:6 in straight or curved

walls more than 9 inches 13-1/2 inches thick including

scaffolding , raking out joints and curing etc. complete in

foundation, basement and plinth (foundation and

basement masonry upto 5' ft depth and plinth upto 4' feet

height ground level).

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge having

a minimum works cube crushing strength of 3000 Ibs. per

sq inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in sill

and bed plates of straight or circular walls including form

work and its removal, compacting and curing etc.

complete but excluding the cost of reinforcement, in

basement and ground floor.

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge

having a minimum works cube crushing strength of 3000

Ibs. per sq inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner than

1:2:4 in ordinary slab more than 6 inches thick including

form work and its removal compacting and curing etc.

complete but excluding the cost of reinforcement, in

basement plinth & ground floor..

(Hundred 

cubic feet)



7 19.00 47482.78 % Cft 9022 /-

P-177+195 Cft

I-30+136

8 8.00 14349.01 P.CWT 114792 /-

P-197

    
Cwt

 I-166

9 45.00 22036.75 % Cft 9917 /-

P-231 Cft

I-02

10 96.00 9562.54 % Sft 9180 /-

P-231 Sft

I-07

11 304.00 4815.28 % Sft 14638 /-

P-376 Sft

I-10

412420 /-

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge

having a minimum works cube crushing strength of 3000

Ibs. per sq inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner than

1:2:4 in straight walls, vertical fins etc. more than 6 inches

thick including form work and its removal, compacting and

curing etc. complete but excluding the cost of

reinforcement, in ground floor.

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed

(minimum yield point 60,000 psi) reinforcement bars with

& including the cost of straightening, cutting, bending,

binding, wastage, and such overlaps as are not shown in

the drawings, placing in position on cement concrete 1:2:4

precast or m.s. chairs, tying with binding wire, cost of

chairs and wires etc. in all kinds of RCC work in

foundation, basement, plinth and ground floor of building

including septic tanks and under ground tanks and in

projections for future extension .

(Per hundred 

weight)

Providing and laying 1:4:8 cement concrete bed under

floors using graded stone ballast 2”inches and down

gauge with leveling and ramming watering and curing etc.

complete.

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Providing and laying floors of 3 inches thick 1:2:4 cement

concrete using graded screened bajri 3/4 inch and down

gauge in ground floor laid in panels including form work,

consolidation, finishing and curing etc. complete.

(Hundred 

Square  feet)

¾” thick cement plaster 1:6 on walls and columns etc. in

basement, plinth, mezzanine and ground floor including

making edges, corners, and curing etc.,complete.

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

Total Cost of One Culvert 

ASSISTANT EXECUTIVE ENGINEER -I

CENTRAL CIVIL DIVISION

PAKISTAN.P.W.D.HYDERABAD

EXECUTIVE ENGINEER

CENTRAL CIVIL DIVISION

PAKISTAN.P.W.D.HYDERABAD
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INVITATION TO BID 
 

 
 

The Executive Engineer, Central Civil Division, Pak PWD, Bungalow # 21-A, G.O.R Colony, Hyderabad, invite sealed tenders, on 
Single Stage Two Envelope & on percentage rate basis for the work tabulated hereunder, from the Contractors/Firms registered with 
Income Tax (who are Active on Taxpayers List & non-defaulter of Federal Board of Revenue) & having valid license of Pakistan Engineering 
Council in appropriate category & field of specializations. 
  

2. A complete set of Bidding Documents containing detailed terms and conditions may be purchased by an interested eligible 
bidder on submission of a written application supported with requisite documents from the office of the undersigned latest by 20-01-2023 
upon payment of a  non-refundable fee  of Rs.2000/-  for each tender  in shape of pay order. 
 

3. Bidders will submit two sealed envelopes simultaneously, one containing the Technical Proposal (accompanied 
with Fixed Bid Security) and other Financial Proposal, duly marked separately with  page numbering, signed & rubber 
stamped on each page, and enclosed together in an outer single envelope , in consonance with Rule-36(b) of PPRA 2004,  so as to 
reach the undersigned on 23-01-2023 before 11:30 A.M. Technical proposals will be opened at 12:00 P.M. on the same day in the presence 
of bidders/ representatives who choose to attend, at the same address. 
 
 

4. In accordance with PPRA Rule-25; Fixed Bid Security as mentioned against each work is required, in shape of CDR / Pay Order / 
Bank Draft / Bank Guarantee in favor of undersigned, duly mentioned the name & title of the firm by any schedule bank. The bidder will 
submit bid cost along with Technical Proposal.  
 

5. In case lowest bid cost is found abnormal below; the bidder will have to furnish additional performance security in the form of 
Call Deposit / Pay Order / Bank Draft / Bank Guarantee is an amount equal to the minus (-) variance with reference to Engineer’s Estimate / 
Estimated Cost, otherwise, the bid security will be forfeited and necessary action with the competent form will be initiated.  

S.No. Name of Schemes N.I.T Amount  
Fixed Bid 

Security Cost 

1 
CONSTRUCTION OF RCC DRAIN & SEWERAGE LINE AT VILLAGE CHARAN MEMON UC 
DOOMANI TALUKA & DISTRICT THATTA. 

Rs.43,503,562/- Rs.13,50,000/- 

2 
CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER STREETS AT VILLAGE CHARAN MEMON UC DOOMANI 
TALUKA & DISTRICT THATTA. 

Rs.29,858,511/- Rs.9,20,000/- 

3 
CONSTRUCTON OF METALLED ROAD AT VILLAGE SADIQ SHORO TO EXISTING LONHI 
KOT ROAD UC-JHANGRI TALUKA & DISTRICT THATTA. 

Rs.29,765,366/- Rs.9,20,000/- 

4 
CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER VARIOUS STREETS AT NAIABADI TOWN COMMITTEE 
GHARO TALUKA & DISTRICT THATTA. 

Rs.32,608,068/- Rs.10,00,000/- 

5 
REHABILITATION/CONSTRUCTON OF METALLED ROAD FROM MAIN GHARO-SAKRO 
ROAD TO VILLAGE HASSAN ALI BAGHIAR UC-DUBU TALUKA MIRPUR SAKRO DISTRICT 
THATTA.(PHASE 1) 

Rs.47,609,347/- Rs.15,00,000/- 

6 
REHABILITATION/CONSTRUCTON OF METALLED ROAD FROM MAIN GHARO-SAKRO 
ROAD TO VILLAGE HASSAN ALI BAGHIAR UC-DUBU TALUKA MIRPUR SAKRO DISTRICT 
THATTA.(PHASE 2) 

Rs.47,929,972/- Rs.15,00,000/- 

7 
REHABILITATION/CONSTRUCTON OF METALLED ROAD FROM MAIN FAQEER JO GOTH 
ROAD TO VILLAGE TALIB MAGSI UC-FAQIR JO GOTH TALUKA & DISTRICT THATTA. 

Rs.34,884,276/- Rs.10,00,000/- 

8 
PROVIDING & INSTALLING WATER HAND PUMPS 1-1/2" DIA 250 FT DEEP AT UC 
JUNGSHAHI, ONGAR, JHIMPIR & JHANGRI TALUKA & DISTRICT THATTA. 

Rs.46,416,500/- Rs.14,40,000/- 

9 
CONSTRUCTON OF METALLED ROAD AT VILLAGE SAEED KHAN KHOSO UC-SOOF 
SHORO TALUKA & DISTRICT THATTA. 

Rs.14,888,915/- Rs.460,000/- 

10 
REHABILITATION/CONSTRUCTON OF METALLED ROAD FROM EXISTING DHANDANI 
ROAD TO VILLAGE QADIR BUX LAKHO UC-GIRNAR TALUKA GHORABARI DISTRICT 
THATTA. 

Rs.17,030,422/- Rs.530,000/- 

11 
REHABILITATION/CONSTRUCTON OF METALLED ROAD FROM EXISTING JUHO ROAD TO 
VILLAGE QADIR DINO MEMON UC-MEHAL TALUKA GHORABARI DISTRICT THATTA. 

Rs.15,228,150/- Rs.470,000/- 

12 
REHABILITATION/CONSTRUCTON OF METALLED ROAD FROM EXISTING JUHO-KATHO 
MORI ROAD TO VILLAGE MISRI KHAN MEMON UC-MEHAL TALUKA GHORABARI 
DISTRICT THATTA. 

Rs.17,446,267/- Rs.540,000/- 

13 
CONSTRUCTON OF METALLED ROAD AT VILLAGE MULLA ESSA KHASKHELI UC-
KOKRAND TALUKA MIRPUR SAKRO DISTRICT THATTA. 

Rs.21,916,072/- Rs.680,000/- 

14 

REHABILITATION / CONSTRUCTION OF METALLED ROAD FROM GHULAM 
MUHAMMAD SUHO HOUSE TO VILLAGE GHULAM HUSSAIN KUMBHAR & TUFF PAVER 
AT HOUSE NO. C-123 STREET HASHIMABAD HOUSING SOCIETY PHASE-II & VARIOUS 
STREETS OF MAKLI UC-MAKLI TALUKA & DISTRICT THATTA. 

Rs.15,219,097/- Rs.470,000/- 

15 
REHABILITATION / CONSTRUCTION OF METALLED ROAD AT VILLAGE NOOR 
MUHAMMAD BROHI WARD NO.1 TALUKA & DISTRICT THATTA. 

Rs.18,149,391/- Rs.570,000/- 

16 
CONSTRUCITON / EHABILITATION OF METALLED ROAD FROM SUPPER HIGH WAY 
SERVICE ROAD VILLAGE MOONDAR KHAN PALARI KALO KHOHAR  TALUKA THANO 
BOLA KHAN DISTRICT JAMSHORO. 

Rs.40,825,617 /- Rs.13,00,000/- 

No.EE/HCCD/Hyd/09 
GOVERNMENT OF PAKISTAN 

PAKISTAN PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT 

 

Hyderabad,                             the dated:   03-01-2023 
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17 
CONSTRUCTION/ REHABILITATION OF ROAD FROM INDUS HIGHWAY TO VILLAGE 
MUHAMMAD SADIQ BURDI UC CHANNA TALUKA SEHWAN DISTRICT JAMSHORO. 

Rs.18,285,615/- Rs.560,000/- 

18 
CONSTRUCTION/ REHABILITATION OF ROAD FROM BUBAK SHAH BUKHARI TO BALOO 
LASHARI VIA VILLAGE MAROO KHAN TALPUR TALUKA SEHWAN DISTRICT JAMSHORO. 

Rs.23,082,366/- Rs.700,000/- 

19 
CONSTRUCTION/ REHABILITATION OF ROAD AT VILLAGE HUSSAIN KHAN LAGHARI UC 
SHAIKH TALUKA SEHWAN DISTRICT JAMSHORO. 

Rs.17,419,411/- Rs.500,000/- 

20 
CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE TALTI UC TALTI TALUKA SEHWAN 
DISTRICT JAMSHORO. 

Rs.13,169,839/- Rs.450,000/- 

21 
CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE BHAMBHA TALUKA SEHWAN DISTRICT 
JAMSHORO. 

Rs.8,635,726/- Rs.290,000/- 

22 
CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER AT BUNDER MOHALLAH SEHWAN DISTRICT 
JAMSHORO. 

Rs.17,977,254/- Rs.610,000/- 

23 
CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE BILAWALPUR TALUKA SEHWAN DISTRICT 
JAMSHORO. 

Rs.15,981,826/- Rs.540,000/- 

24 
CONSTRUCTION OF RCC DRAIN AT BUGHIA COLONY BHAN SAEEDABAD TALUKA 
SEHWAN DISTRICT JAMSHORO. 

Rs.16,747,857/- Rs.570,000/- 

25 
CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER FROM MANJHAND TOWN TO ZAWAR HAJI M.URS 
IMAM BARGAH TALUKA MANJHAND DISTRICT JAMSHORO. 

Rs.95,32,960/- Rs.320,000/- 

26 
CONSTRUCTION/ REHABILITATION  OF METALLED ROAD  FROM INDUS HIGHWAY 
TOWARDS MADINA NAGAR BLOCK B VIA ASLAM MAGSI HOUSE TALUKA JAMSHORO 
DISTRICT JAMSHORO. 

Rs.1,60,53,099/- Rs.500,000/- 

27 
REHABILITATION/CONSTRUCTION OF METALLED ROAD FROM KHURNI MASJID TO 
JAMALI CENTER VIA FAZAL BROHI HOUSE TALUKA & DISTRICT JAMSHORO. 

Rs.11,430,836/- Rs.350,000/- 

28 
CONSTRUCTION OF METALLED ROAD FROM SUPPER HIGH WAY SERVICE ROAD 
VILLAGE SUHRAB KHAN PALARI UC MONDER KHAN PALARI TALUKA THANO BOLA 
KHAN DISTRICT JAMSHORO. 

Rs.11,055,123/- Rs.340,000/- 

29 
CONSTRUCTION OF CC /TUFF PAVER AT  LATE SHOUKAT ALI DAUDPOTA STREET WITH 
ALLIED STREETS NASARPUR TALUKA & DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR. 

Rs.9,707,664 /- Rs.300,000/- 

30 
CONSTRUCTION OF METALLED FROM SHAH BUNDER TO VILLAGE ALLAH DINO SHAH & 
DARGAH SAIN CHATTON SHAH TALUKA SHAH BUNDER DISTRICT SUJAWAL 

Rs.9,955,557/- Rs.300,000/- 

31 
CONSTRUCTION OF METALLED ROAD AT VARIOUS STREETS OF BELLO CITY DISTRICT 
SUJAWAL 

Rs.9,955,557/- Rs.300,000/- 

32 
CONSTRUCTION OF METALLED ROAD VILLAGE HAJI MIR MUHAMMAD HINGORJO 
NEAR MIR KHANA MORI DISTRICT SUJAWAL. 

Rs.12,218,598/- Rs.410,000/- 

33 
CONSTRUCTION METALLED ROAD VILLAGE AFTAB SHAH / GUL HASSAN THAHEEM 
DISTRICT SUJAWAL. 

Rs.13,140,753/- Rs.400,000/- 

34 CONSTRUCTION METALLED ROAD  VILLAGE HAJI SULEMAN OTHAR DISTRICT SUJAWAL. Rs.9,543,137/- Rs.300,000/- 

35 CONSTRUCTION METALLED ROAD  MOLVI HUSSAIN MORIO DISTRICT SUJAWAL. Rs.9,955,557/- Rs.300,000/- 

36 
CONSTRUCTION  OF METALLED ROAD FROM CHACH ROAD TO VILLAGE GUL 
MUHAMMAD MALLAH U/C KERH MALIK  TALUKA JATI DISTRICT SUJAWAL. 

Rs.13,140,753 /- Rs.400,000/- 

37 CONSTRUCTION  OF METALLED ROAD VILLAGE ASGHAR BABRO DISTRICT SUJAWAL. Rs.13,140,753/- Rs.400,000/- 

38 
CONSTRUCTION  OF METALLED ROAD VILLAGE YAR MUHAMMAD JAGO   DISTRICT 
SUJAWAL. 

Rs.11,806,178/- Rs.400,000/- 

39 
CONSTRUCTION OF METALLED ROAD VILLAGE GHULAM HUSSAIN SHAH BELLO  
DISTRICT SUJAWAL. 

Rs.9,543,137/- Rs.300,000/- 

40 
CONSTRUCTION OF METALLED ROAD BANO ROHAT  VILLAGE PINJARA DISTRICT 
SUJAWAL. 

Rs.11,806,178/- Rs.400,000/- 

41 
CONSTRUCTION OF METALLED  ROAD AT VILLAGE BELLO MAQBOOL / SOLANGI UC-
JHAR TALUKA & DISTRICT SUJAWAL. 

Rs.14,557,910/- Rs.450,000/- 

42 
CONSTRUCTION OF METALLED  ROAD AT MIRPUR BATHORO CITY ROAD TALUKA  
MIRPUR BATHORO   DISTRICT SUJAWAL. 

Rs.12,728,333/- Rs.400,000/- 

43 
CONSTRUCTION OF OPEN SURFACE DRAIN  AT JHOK SHARIF CITY TALUKA MIRPUR 
BATHORO DISTRICT SUJAWAL. 

Rs.15,140,068/- Rs.510,000/- 

44 
CONSTRUCTION OF  METALLED ROAD  MAIN BANU  MAVALI MORI  VILLAGE RAEES 
PERVAZ MAGSI TO VILLAGE KHUDA DINO MAGSI TALUKA MIRPUR BATHORO DISTRICT 
SUJAWAL. 

Rs.8,278,836/- Rs.280,000/- 

 

6. No bidding document will be issued on the day of opening. The Competent Authority in accordance with PPRA Rule -33 of 2004 
may reject all bids all proposals any time prior to the acceptance of a bid or proposal. Scope of each scheme can be downloaded from 
www.ppra.org.pk & www.pakpwd.gov.pk.  

7. All deposits at  Call deposit / Pay order / CDRs  once received, will be credited into government account 

and returned through government cheque, if desired. 
 

Other terms and conditions as envisaged in the bidding documents will apply mutatis mutandis.     

         
 
 

S/d 
Executive Engineer 

Central Civil Division 
Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad  

Ph-022-9200660 
 

http://www.ppra.org.pk/
http://www.pakpwd.gov.pk/
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To, 

 

 
01 The Director,  

Press Information Department,  

Government of Pakistan,  

Hyderabad. 
 

02 The Deputy Director-III, (PPRA),  
Public Procurement Regulatory Authority,  

(Cabinet Division), F.B.C. Building, G-5/2, 

Islamabad.  
 

 

 
SUBJECT : CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT FOR PUBLICATION. 
 

Dear Sir, 

 Enclosed herewith a classified advertisement in triplicate for publication in two 

leading Newspapers. Details given below : 

 

(a) Date of Publication. 05-01-2023 

(b) Number of insertions TWO 

(c ) Page position Inner page 

(d) Colour Black 

(e) Target Hyderabad 

(f) Special position or form Box Form 

(g) Number of News Papers 
2 (two) Leading News Papers for wide circulation 

One English & One Urdu. 

(h) Size Minimum 

   

 

      

 

 
  

Copy forwarded for information to:- 
 

01. The Chief Engineer (South) Pak. PWD, Karachi. 

02. The Superintending Engineer Project Civil Circle No.II, Pak. PWD, Karachi. 

03. The Superintending Engineer (QS), DG’s Office, Pak P.W.D., Islamabad, pak.public.works.department@gmail.com 

 alongwith Scope of each scheme for hoisting in Department’s website.  Soft copy of the same is also being 

emailed for compliance of the instructions in letter & spirit. 

04. The Deputy Director, Public Procurement Regulatory Authority, Sector G-5, FBC Building, Islamabad, alongwith 

soft copy of Invitation to Bids & scope of each schemes for hoisting at PPRA website on or before 05-01-2023 so 

as to abide by the response time. 

05. All the Assistant Executive Engineers, of this Division. 

06. The Divisional Accounts Officer of this Division. 

07. Cashier. 

08. Notice Board. 

09. Master File. 
                                                                                                                                   

                       Executive Engineer 

S/d 

Executive Engineer 

Central Civil Division 

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad 
Ph-022-9200660 

No.EE/HCCD/Hyd/09 

GOVERNMENT OF PAKISTAN 

PAKISTAN PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT 

 

Hyderabad,                             the dated:   03-01-2023 
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